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Preface
De kiemen voor dit doctoraat zijn gelegd in 2006, op een conferentie in Luik
waar ik Lieve, mijn latere promotor, en Clara ontmoette. Ik had het geluk
vanuit 3E regelmatig workshops en conferenties te kunnen bijwonen, en het
contact met wetenschappers en hun onderzoek deden het kriebelen om me zelf
te verdiepen in een boeiend onderwerp, zonder de tijdsdruk van consultancy.
Twee jaar later zat ik naast Lieve op een vlucht naar Japan. Japan is ver, maar
de tijd vloog. Een lang, onbewust en wederzijds sollicitatiegesprek? Ik herinner
me op die reis trouwens geanimeerde gesprekken met de voorzitter van mijn
jury. De conclusie leek vaak: "alles is al onderzocht". Hugo, ik ging er blijkbaar
niet mee akkoord.
Het is pas in 2010 dat de puzzelstukken in elkaar vielen, vooral dankzij de
visionaire geesten van Lieve en Geert. Jullie geloof in dit project heeft ons door
een aantal moeilijke fases geloodst en daar ben ik jullie enorm dankbaar voor.
We zijn nu meer dan vijf jaar later, en er is veel veranderd. Mijn kinderen
zijn geen peuters meer. Mijn opa, die er vandaag als eerste ter wereld had
willen bij zijn, kan dit niet meer meemaken. Op wereldschaal gaat het precies
steeds sneller. Of ligt dat aan mijn leeftijd (die bijzonder hoog is volgens mijn
piepjonge KU Leuven collega’s, de sysi’s).
En toch gaan er veel dingen niet snel genoeg. 2014 was het warmste jaar sinds
de metingen, maar dat is al lang vergeten. De dreiging van klimaatverandering
lijkt een fait divers geworden. Wie erover begint, die zaagt. Maar misschien ís
dat ook wel zo? Misschien moeten we stoppen met erover te praten en eindelijk
eens iets doen? Think global, act local. Dat gevoel is sterk gegroeid de voorbije
jaren en heeft geboorte gegeven aan Opengrid. Ik dank iedereen die mee doet,
in het bijzonder alle developers: bedankt voor al die boeiende avonden. We
staan nog niet ver, maar je voelt dat we erin geloven en dat geeft energie. En
binnenkort heb ik eindelijk wat meer tijd.
Het waren vijf boeiende jaren. Ik wil iedereen bedanken die de tijd heeft genomen
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me iets bij te leren of me te helpen met een al dan niet praktisch probleem. Lieve,
jouw geloof in positieve samenwerkingen heeft me vaak energie gegeven, soms
ten koste van jezelf. Hopelijk wordt het ooit minder druk. Ruben, we hebben
samen vele watertjes doorzwommen en ik was steeds onder de indruk van je
inzicht en kennis. Mats, bedankt voor de intensieve samenwerking (en sorry voor
de bugs). Dieter, jouw geloof in een betere wereld en je ondernemerszin werken
zeer motiverend. Stefan, ik bewonder je attentie en aandacht voor anderen.
Bedankt ook aan alle andere knappe koppen bij de sysi’s voor de inspiratie en
de vele toffe momenten: Jan, Maarten, Clara, Damien, Filip, Arnout, Brecht,
Joachim, Bram, Ercan, Alessia: ik ben fier dat ik erbij mocht horen! Ook Bart
en Juan wil ik bedanken voor de samenwerking rond Modelica en IDEAS. Ik had
ook een geweldige werkplek met een koffiemaatje Wouter, een fietsheld Daniël
de onverstoorbare Andreas en wat latin flavour en female touch van Juliana.
Ik had te veel fantastische collega’s op TME en BWK om op te noemen. Ik
ben blij hen stuk voor stuk te leren kennen en me door hen te laten inspireren.
Valérie, je hebt me goed geholpen met dingen waar ik een hekel aan heb: merci!
Ook op 3E ben ik geweldig omringd door warme en boeiende mensen. Geert,
Werner, Achim: bedankt voor het vertrouwen, om er steeds in te blijven geloven
en me de nodige ruimte te geven voor het onderzoek. Clara, jouw inzichten en
snelle geest dagen me steeds weer uit. Ik hoop dat we nog vele eureka-momenten
mogen beleven en dat we de uitdagingen op 3E samen aankunnen! Dirk, jouw
analytisch vermogen kent geen grenzen, je energie evenmin. Hopelijk kunnen
we nog veel samenwerken. Ik kreeg ook enorm veel steun van alle andere
3E collega’s, zowel praktisch als moreel. Zelfs als het eens mis ging op een
maandagmorgen... Sorry voor de kou!
I also spent a few weeks in Lund, Sweden. Johan and especially Fredrik: many
thanks for the hospitality and the many great discussions. It was truly a fruitful
collaboration and I hope to continue it.
Raf en Jan Willem, onze vanzelfsprekende vriendschap is goud waard. Aan
de ballekes, burgies, kotgenoten, oude vrienden uit ’t Gentse en nieuwe uit
Boutersem: bedankt voor alle bezorgdheid, aanmoedigingen en steun.
Papa en mama, jullie hebben me altijd heel veel kansen gegeven en me gevormd
tot wie ik ben. Ik toon het niet altijd, maar ik ben jullie daar enorm dankbaar
voor. Ook van de levenswijsheid van Rita en Laurent heb ik al veel geleerd.
Riet en Kobe, bedankt voor de steun en om de broer en zus te zijn waar ik
zo van houd. Roger en Marja, jullie nemen al jaren een grote last van onze
schouders. Bedankt voor alles, ook voor de rabarbertaart. Ik heb ook het geluk
een grote en warme familie te hebben: bedankt liefste oma, grootva alle nonkels
en tantes, neven en nichten.
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Bavo en Ada, kinderen van mijn dromen, mogen jullie opgroeien tot gelukkige,
geëngageerde en ondernemende mensen. Ik hoop echt dat jullie ook nog van
het leven kunnen genieten zoals het hoort.
Lies, zelfs als ik op honderd manieren verwoord wat jij voor mij betekent en
wat je voor mij gedaan hebt doe ik je tekort. Ik heb mezelf altijd voorgehouden
dat ik dit doctoraat evenwichtig wou afronden, maar ik heb gefaald. Zonder jou
was het nooit gelukt. Ik wens dat we, gezond en gelukkig, samen oud mogen
worden.
Roel

Abstract
Improving the energy efficiency of building energy systems is a key challenge
for the mitigation of climate change. In particular, bad control and operation
often causes large energy efficiency losses, both in new and old buildings. The
implementation of model predictive control (MPC) in buildings could enable an
improved thermal comfort, lower operational costs and lower CO2 emissions.
Moreover, such a controller can offer services to the energy market by using
the flexibility of the building energy system to shift its loads. Unfortunately,
MPC has not yet been applied to many buildings. The main reason is the large
implementation effort, in particular for developing the control model.
The objective of this work is to develop and demonstrate a tool chain for
automated deployment of MPC in buildings based on data-driven, grey-box
building models. The tool chain serves two purposes in order to facilitate the
transition to a low-carbon society:
1. energy efficient building operation and
2. optimal use of building flexibility.
In the first part of this work, the multi-disciplinary Modelica library IDEAS has
been developed in collaboration with researchers of different departments at KU
Leuven. The aim of IDEAS is to investigate buildings, thermal and electrical
systems at district level. With IDEAS we have quantified photovoltaic curtailing
losses in dwellings and proposed simple rule-based controllers to reduce these
losses. However, these rule-based controllers have their limits, specifically when
larger thermal energy storage capacities are available.
A model predictive controller can predict and anticipate and is expected to
outperform rule-based control when the time constants or the degrees of freedom
of the system increase. One of the main bottlenecks for the implementation of
MPC in buildings is the development of an appropriate system model.
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In a second part of this work, a grey-box buildings toolbox is developed with
the aim of facilitating and even automating this process. The choice for grey-
box models, as opposed to black-box models, results in physical models with
interpretable parameters. This is a major advantage with regard to both model
development and validation.
In a third part of this work, a methodology is proposed to quantify the flexibility
of a building. The methodology makes use of a grey-box model and returns
both the amount of electricity that can be shifted and the associated costs for
the building operator. The method is applied to the office building of 3E in
Brussels, the KK building. This building has a hybrid heating system composed
of a condensing gas boiler and two air/water heat pumps. The results reveal
a high variability of both the amount of flexibility and the associated costs.
While most of the day, the KK building can deliver flexibility at a lower cost
than the imbalance price in the Belgian power system, there are several hours
where the flexibility is more expensive.
Finally, an MPC has been implemented in the KK building. To this end, a
tool chain is developed that covers all required functionality for applying MPC
to real buildings. The grey-box buildings toolbox is at the core of this tool
chain. Other elements are the forecasting of disturbances, a state estimation,
the configuration of the optimal control problem with an appropriate objective
function and constraints and the handling of monitoring data and control signals.
While many of these elements can still be substantially improved, this tool chain
sets the field for a cost-effective roll-out of MPC in buildings.
The MPC for the KK building controls the thermal power of the gas boiler
and both heat pumps. In comparison with the conventional control system, the
MPC reduces the operational costs for heating by 30% to 40%. The savings
are realised by a combination of a much earlier start-up (pre-heating of the
building), use of the heat pumps instead of the gas boiler and a drastic reduction
of the supply water temperature once the building has reached its temperature
set point.
While some of these savings can possibly be realised by adapting the conventional
control, others can not. The anticipation of MPC on the building dynamics and
expected disturbances makes this concept hard to beat. With the developed
tool chain, this work hopes to bring the implementation of MPC in buildings a
significant step closer to reality.
Beknopte samenvatting
Het verbeteren van de energieprestatie van gebouwen is een cruciale uitdaging
om de klimaatverandering tegen te gaan. Vooral een slechte regeling in zowel
nieuwe als oude gebouwen is verantwoordelijk voor inefficiënt energiegebruik.
De toepassing van modelgebaseerde voorspellende regelaars (MPC1) kan
zorgen voor een beter thermisch comfort, lagere operationele kosten en een
lagere CO2-uitstoot. Daarenboven kan een dergelijke regelaar bijkomende
diensten aanbieden aan de energiemarkten door de flexibiliteit van het
gebouwenergiesysteem te gebruiken om het verbruik te verschuiven. MPC
is echter nog nauwelijks toegepast in gebouwen. De hoofdreden is de grote
inspanning die nodig is om de regelaar te implementeren, in het bijzonder voor
de ontwikkeling van het nodige gebouwmodel.
De doelstelling van dit werk is het ontwikkelen en demonstreren van een
methodiek voor automatische implementatie van MPC in gebouwen op basis van
data-gedreven grey-box gebouwmodellen. De methodiek kan op twee manieren
bijdragen aan de transitie naar een koolstof-arme maatschappij:
1. door een energetisch efficiënte gebouwregeling en
2. door de flexibiliteit van het gebouw optimaal te benutten.
In het eerste deel van dit werk is, samen met onderzoekers van verschillende
departementen aan de KU Leuven, de multidisciplinaire Modelica bibliotheek
IDEAS ontwikkeld. IDEAS stelt ons in staat onderzoek te doen naar wijken
bestaande uit gebouwen, thermische en elektrische systemen. Met IDEAS
hebben we de elektriciteitsproductieverliezen van fotovoltaïsche systemen in
woningen gekwantificeerd en eenvoudige regelgebaseerde oplossingen voorgesteld
om deze verliezen te verminderen. Deze regelgebaseerde controle heeft echter
1Engels: Model Predictive Control
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haar limieten, met name wanneer er meer thermische opslagcapaciteit ter
beschikking staat.
Een modelgebaseerde voorspellende regeling kan echter vooruitkijken en
anticiperen. Daardoor zal ze beduidend beter presteren dan een regelgebaseerde
controle als de tijdsconstanten en het aantal vrijheidsgraden in het systeem
toenemen. Eén van de grootste belemmeringen om MPC in gebouwen toe te
passen is de ontwikkeling van het aangepaste systeemmodel.
Om dit process te vereenvoudigen en zelfs te automatiseren is in een tweede deel
van dit werk een grey-box toolbox voor gebouwen ontwikkeld. Door te kiezen voor
grey-box modellen, in tegenstelling tot black-box, hebben de verkregen modellen
een fysisch logische structuur met interpreteerbare parameters. Dit is een enorm
voordeel voor zowel de modelontwikkeling op zich als de modelvalidatie.
In een derde deel van dit werk wordt een methode voorgesteld om de flexibiliteit
van gebouwen te kwantificeren. De methode maakt gebruik van een grey-box
model en resulteert enerzijds in de hoeveelheid elektriciteit die verschoven
kan worden en anderzijds in de bijhorende kost voor de gebouwbeheerder.
Deze methode is toegepast op het kantoorgebouw van 3E te Brussel, het KK
gebouw. Dit gebouw heeft een hybride verwarmingssysteem bestaande uit een
condenserende gasketel en twee lucht/water warmtepompen. De resultaten
tonen een sterke spreiding in zowel de hoeveelheid flexibiliteit als de bijhorende
kosten. Gedurende het grootste deel van de dag kan het KK gebouw flexibiliteit
aanleveren aan een lagere kost dan de op dat ogenblik geldende Belgische
onevenwichtsprijs maar tijdens verscheidene uren is de flexibiliteit duurder.
Tot slot is de MPC toegepast op het KK gebouw. Hiervoor is een methodiek
ontwikkeld die alle functionaliteit bevat die nodig is om MPC in reële gebouwen
te implementeren. De grey-box toolbox voor gebouwen vormt de kern van
deze methodiek. Andere elementen zijn het voorspellen van de verstoringen,
het schatten van de toestanden van het regelmodel, de configuratie van het
optimalisatieprobleem met een aangepast objectief en beperkingen en de
behandeling van meetgegevens en regelsignalen. Hoewel vele van deze elementen
nog substantiëel verbeterd kunnen worden zet deze methodiek de lijnen uit voor
een kostenefficiënte toepassing van MPC in gebouwen.
De MPC voor het KK gebouw regelt het thermisch vermogen van de gasketel
en beide warmtepompen. In vergelijking met de conventionele regeling slaagt
de MPC erin de dagelijkse energiekosten voor verwarming met 30% tot 40%
te reduceren. Deze besparing wordt bereikt door een combinatie van een veel
vroegere opstart (voorverwarming van het gebouw), het overwegend gebruik
van de warmtepompen in plaats van de ketel en een drastische verlaging van de
toevoerwatertemperatuur zodra het gebouw de gewenste temperatuur bereikt
BEKNOPTE SAMENVATTING ix
heeft.
Hoewel een deel van deze besparing mogelijk ook behaald kan worden door de
conventionele regeling aan te passen geldt dit zeker niet voor het geheel. De
anticipatie van de MPC op de gebouwdynamica en de verwachte verstoringen
maken dit een moeilijk te verslaan concept. Met de ontwikkelde methodiek
hoopt dit doctoraat de toepassing van MPC in gebouwen een significante stap
dichterbij te brengen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem statement
Reducing the energy use in buildings is a major challenge for mitigation of
global warming. This can be achieved by renovation of the building stock
and sustainable design of new buildings. However, this is not sufficient. Bad
control is responsible for large energy efficiency losses. Even in new and modern
buildings, inefficient control and operation often increase the primary energy
consumption for heating, cooling and air-conditioning (HVAC) by 20% or
more [1, 2].
Simultaneously, buildings are often put forward as potential suppliers of
flexibility services to the electricity market. Through demand-side management
(DSM) or distributed energy storage, partly as thermal energy, building loads
can be shifted from times where electricity is scarce to times where it is abundant.
This would support the continued integration of power plants with variable
and stochastic production profiles, like wind and solar electricity generation
plants. For this purpose, it is required to assess the interaction between different
buildings and their joint flexibility potential. Again, this requires efficient control
algorithms, both for individual buildings and for clusters of buildings.
Every building is different in its construction and operation. The design,
implementation and commissioning of efficient control systems requires a lot
of case-specific manual work. The field of building control would benefit from
a generic, model-based tool chain that could take care of a large part of the
building-specific manual tuning. In such a tool chain, the mentioned HVAC
control challenges can be met by Model Predictive Control (MPC) [3–7]. By
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specifying high-level objectives and using the power of numerical optimization,
a model-based predictive controller can automatically adapt to new operating
conditions and take into account expected future building dynamics. The
controller can also incorporate the delivery of additional services like reserves [8]
or peak load reduction [9]. Moreover, if the tool chain is self-learning, it can
cope with changes in building use or replacement of equipment.
One of the main bottlenecks for this generic model-based control tool chain in
buildings is the required model [10, 11]. Each building needs its own model.
As long as the development of these models requires a lot of manual work and
expert knowledge, MPC will never find its way to the building market.
A solution can be found in data-driven modelling techniques. These techniques
do not require much meta-information about the building like its geometry,
envelope properties, equipment characteristics etc. Instead, a model is derived
from building monitoring data, which can be considered as a track, a footprint
of a specific building. Currently, technological developments are eliminating
all practical and economical barriers to (remote) sensing, allowing building
monitoring data to be widely available.
When the structure of the data-driven building model has no link with the
physical phenomena encountered, it is a black-box model. Models that are based
on those physical principles are grey-box models. The inclusion of physical laws
in a grey-box model has two main advantages. First, an interpretation of the
obtained model parameters can support the model validation. Second, these
models are better suited for extrapolation to operating conditions outside of
those encountered in the training dataset. More information about this white-
grey-black modelling paradigm can be found in Section 2.2 and Chapter 4.
Besides model identification and MPC, the envisaged tool chain has to contain
functionalities to forecast disturbances (like weather and user behaviour),
perform state estimation and communicate with the building to send control
signals and obtain monitoring data. An overview of the complete tool chain is
given in Section 2.2.
1.2 Concepts and terminology
Some concepts on which this work relies are explained below.
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Demand side management (DSM)
Gellings [12] defines DSM from a utility perspective as “the planning and
implementation of those electric utility activities designed to influence customer
uses of electricity in ways that will produce desired changes in the utility’s load
shape”. In other words, all measures and actions that influence the demand fall
under the umbrella of DSM.
By simplifying the categories of DSM proposed by Palensky and Dietrich [13] we
can say that DSM is composed of energy efficiency (EE) and demand response
(DR). Energy efficiency groups all measures that reduce the energy use. Demand
response groups all measures that modify the load profile. It’s important to
realise that DR can contradict the ambitions of EE and increase the energy use.
Optimal control problem (OCP)
In words, an optimal control problem is a mathematical problem to find the
control trajectories that will drive a system optimally. The OCP specifies the
system, what optimally means, which constraints apply, which disturbances
apply and from which state the system starts.
Mathematically, this is expressed as follows (in continuous time):
minimize
u
J(t, x˙, x, w, y, u) (1.1a)
subject to F (t, x˙, x, w, y, u) = 0, (1.1b)
g(t, x˙, x, y, u) = 0, (1.1c)
h(t, x˙, x, y, u) ≥ 0, (1.1d)
x(0) = x0. (1.1e)
In this formulation, t ∈ [0, th] is time with th the prediction horizon, u ∈ Rn
is the control signal, J the objective, F (·) is the system model with states x,
algebraic variables y and disturbances w. g(·) and h(·) are additional equality
and inequality constraints. x, x˙, w, y and u are all time-dependent but for
readability we have omitted the time dependency notation.
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Model predictive control (MPC)
Model predictive control is a control concept in which an OCP is solved at every
control step. The OCP is initialised from an estimated state of the system based
on measurements (= feedback) and takes into account forecasted disturbances
and dynamic system behaviour (= feedforward) [14].
The implementation of MPC requires a system model, forecasts of all
disturbances, state estimation (see below) and a framework to solve the OCP.
A general overview of MPC is given in Section 2.2.
State estimation (SE)
State estimation is a required step in a model predictive control scheme. The
state estimation problem boils down to to examining the past monitoring data
and reconciling these measurements with the model to determine the most likely
value of the state at the current time [15]. The theory of state estimation is
linked to the concept of observability of the model. More information can be
found in Appendix A.
1.3 Objective
The objective of this work is to develop and demonstrate a tool chain for
automated deployment of MPC in buildings based on data-driven, grey-box
building models. The tool chain serves two purposes in order to facilitate the
transition to a low-carbon society:
1. energy efficient building operation and
2. optimal use of building flexibility.
1.4 Guide to the reader
This work is structured as follows. I have defined four main problems that
have to be solved in order to reach the objective. Figure 1.1 gives a schematic
overview of these problems, the approach taken to solve them, and the related
chapters. Most chapters are based on articles that are published or submitted
for publication in internationally peer reviewed journals or conferences.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of the main problems, the approaches followed to find
solutions and the related chapters.
Chapter 2 - Methodology details each problem presented in Figure 1.1 and
the approach taken to find the solution. This chapter elaborates on the tools,
model libraries and frameworks that have been developed in this thesis.
Chapter 3 - Integrated system simulation compiles three publications.
1. The article Modelling and simulation of a grid connected photovoltaic heat
pump system with thermal energy storage using Modelica [16] presents
detailed simulations for a single dwelling in order to estimate the grid
load of a photovoltaic (PV) system in combination with an air-to-water
heat pump (HP).
2. The article Assessing electrical bottlenecks at feeder level for residential net
zero-energy buildings by integrated system simulation [17] shows the need
for a different simulation framework in order to assess neighbourhoods.
This article quantifies local overvoltage in a residential neighbourhood by
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means of detailed simulation with the multidisciplinary Modelica library
IDEAS (see Chapter 2 for more information about IDEAS).
3. The article Rule-based demand side management of domestic hot water
production with heat pumps in zero energy neighbourhoods [18] builds
further on the previous article. In this publication, a thermal energy
storage (TES) model is developed and different rule-based control
strategies are proposed to mitigate the PV generation losses by demand
shifting.
The aim of this chapter is to illustrate the challenges in analysing energy
use and thermal comfort in buildings and neighbourhoods and to introduce
the interdisciplinary solutions that were developed in this work, in particular
IDEAS.
Chapter 4 - Grey-box building models presents the development and
validation of a toolbox for largely automated system identification of grey-box
building models. The chapter describes the methodology, numerical solution
and application of the toolbox on a monitored single-family dwelling in Munich,
Germany.
Chapter 5 - Flexibility in buildings proposes a general methodology to
quantify the amount of flexibility a building can offer and the associated costs.
The methodology requires a low-order model of the building, typically a grey-box
model like those developed in Chapter 4. A case study is performed on the
office building of 3E in Brussels, resulting in different cost curves depending on
weather, building operation and HVAC design.
Chapter 6 - Application and validation of the tool chain to the KK
building reports on the application of the total model-based tool chain to
the field test, the office building of 3E in Brussels. The building is situated
at Kalkkaai 6 and referred to as KK. This chapter gives an overview of the
building, the monitoring, the grey-box model development, the forecasting of
disturbances and the implementation of the MPC. Finally, the benefits of MPC
in comparison to the conventional rule-based control (RBC) are assessed based
on monitored performance of the KK building.
Chapter 7 - Conclusion summarizes this work, highlights the specific
contributions and gives an outlook to future research and development.
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Chapter 2
Methodology
This chapter elaborates the four main problems of Figure 1.1 and the approach
used to find their solutions.
2.1 Quantification of energy use and thermal com-
fort in buildings
2.1.1 Problem description
In this work, different control strategies will be developed. They can be applied
to a single building or a cluster of buildings, like a neighbourhood. Their
performance has to be compared to a conventional, business as usual (BAU)
control. How can we quantify the impact of a specific control strategy on energy
use and thermal comfort in buildings?
There are two approaches to this problem: experiments and simulation.
Simulation offers several advantages compared to experiments. Simulations are
more flexible, faster, cheaper and more repeatable than experiments. To quantify
energy use and thermal comfort in buildings under different assumptions and
operating conditions, a simulation framework is created.
However, simulations cannot take into account many of the practical issues and
uncertainties that affect real-life buildings. Therefore, a field test is set-up to
apply the developed tool chain to a real building. We consider the field test
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as a validation experiment. It is discussed in Section 2.4 and Chapter 6. The
remainder of the current Section describes the simulation framework.
2.1.2 Approach
There are different requirements for the simulation framework.
Firstly, the framework has to be able to simulate the thermal processes in
buildings with a level of detail allowing to obtain sufficiently accurate results
for energy use and thermal comfort. In this context, sufficiently accurate means
that a multi-zone building model is required, taking into account the effects
of solar radiation, infiltration and ventilation, building envelope construction,
occupant behaviour, heating and cooling systems.
Secondly, to simulate the effect of DSM and more specifically DR on
neighbourhood or district level, the electricity distribution network has to
be modelled. The network model should have active and reactive power at every
node as input in order to calculate the node voltage (with absolute value and
phase angle) and ohmic losses in the lines and transformer.
Thirdly, a representative set of stochastic occupant behaviour profiles is needed.
The profiles need to contain information about presence, equipment use and
domestic hot water (DHW) consumption.
As described in our paper Assessing electrical bottlenecks at feeder level for
residential net zero-energy buildings by integrated system simulation [1] (included
in Chapter 3), there are two main approaches for simulation at district level:
(i) models using thermal Building Physics and Systems (BPS) as starting point,
or (ii) models using Electrical Energy Systems (EES) as starting point.
BPS-based models at neighbourhood level combine a dynamic simulation of the
heating and cooling demand with a stochastic approach on occupant behaviour.
EES-based models at feeder level combine a physical calculation of the electricity
generation and distribution with a stochastic approach on power loads. A more
thorough description of the state of the art of neighbourhood simulation is
presented in Chapter 3.
At the start of this research in January 2010, there was no simulation framework
that united these requirements. With the authors of [1], we therefore developed
our own simulation framework IDEAS (Integrated District Energy Assessment
by Simulation). The need to facilitate the execution and post-processing of many
different simulations led to a second development, awesim. Both developments
are presented below.
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IDEAS
IDEAS differs from existing BPS-based and EES-based models by integrating
the dynamics of the hydronic, thermal as well as electrical energy systems
and networks at both the building and aggregated level within a single model
and solver. The transient thermal processes are modelled in detail based on
the control volume method, whereas the electric models are developed with
stationary nodal and line models.
Occupancy behaviour is not directly integrated in IDEAS. Pre-computed
stochastic profiles for occupancy, use of appliances, lighting and DHW use
are read from files during the simulation. The computation of these profiles is
described in more detail by Baetens and Saelens [2].
IDEAS is a Modelica library. Modelica is an equation-based modelling language
for cyber-physical systems [3]. The choice for Modelica for the development
of IDEAS is based on several arguments. Firstly, Modelica allows for linear,
non-linear and hybrid model formulations and therefore it does not limit the
model structure as such. Secondly, Modelica can handle multi-domain and stiff
models and is equation-based. Thirdly, Modelica has a connector concept to
support component-based modelling. The object-oriented philosophy stimulates
model reuse, and is well suited for library development.
In 2010, the Modelica library Buildings [4] was already available in an early
version. This library was initially developed for detailed single building
and HVAC simulation, analogous to the BPS type of models introduced
above. Complementary, the focus of IDEAS was on simulation of districts.
The upscaling to districts required simplifications, some of which are briefly
mentioned here. All pressure drop calculations in hydronic components were
omitted. Pumps were modelled as flow sources with a fixed pressure drop
parameter to compute their power consumption. HVAC equipment models,
though dynamic, were based on performance maps rather than modelling
the heat and mass transfer processes in detail. In the thermal zone model,
radiation exchange is calculated based on the surface only, view factors are not
implemented.
Since the start of the IEA EBC 1 Annex 60 project in 2013, in which KU Leuven
has a prominent role [5], the focus of both the Buildings library and IDEAS
has widened. Moreover, both libraries are now extending from the same base
classes (the Annex60 library). Also the library of RWTH Aachen, AixLib, is
currently being transformed to use the Annex60 base classes [6]. This allows
exchanging models, avoids duplication of development and is an important step
1International Energy Agency’s Energy in Buildings and Communities Programme
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towards unification of both developments. Since version 0.2, more detailed
HVAC models can be developed or used within IDEAS thanks to the Annex60
base classes.
IDEAS continues being actively developed by KU Leuven. Broadening of the
scope leads to more overlap with the Buildings library and less incentives to
maintain and develop IDEAS. Most researchers at KU Leuven use IDEAS, and
models in general, as a tool. Developing a model or library is not a goal on
itself. The availability of other open-source libraries like Buildings and AixLib
can therefore be seen as an opportunity for researchers but a threat to the
continuation of IDEAS. On the other hand, developing a model is often the
best way for a researcher to understand his/her topic and learn Modelica, skills
that are required also for using other libraries. This modelling-based path to
expertise can be a driver for continued development of IDEAS or other libraries.
I am personally very satisfied with the common direction of development of
IDEAS and the Buildings library. The collaboration within Annex60 leads
to better models in both libraries. Maybe it is important for the future of
IDEAS to go back to the initial ambition and focus more on neighbourhoods and
districts. This ensures differentiation while model exchange with more detailed
building simulation libraries will always be possible thanks to the Annex60 base
classes. IDEAS is distributed with the Modelica license 2 and can be found in
the openIDEAS source code repository on Github [7].
awesim
The decision to use Modelica and develop IDEAS introduced another need:
the automation of the simulation workflow, including pre- and post-processing
of simulations. The built-in analysis in Modelica tools like openModelica and
Dymola were not sufficient. In 2010, Matlab was the de-facto software for
general scientific computing but the involvement of the company 3E in this
research and expensive commercial Matlab licenses was a strong driver for using
the free and open-source Python environment instead of Matlab.
Manually managing multiple simulation results quickly becomes time-intensive
and error-prone. More specifically, we needed a solution for filtering hundreds
of simulations based on their parameters and results. I therefore started to
develop my own simulation management tools which led to the birth of awesim.
The main class of awesim is the Simdex class, a contraction of Simulation index.
A Simdex object can contain meta-information of thousands of simulations. The
class provides methods to query parameters, filter based on parameter existence
or value and extract and plot results. An automatic post-processing can be
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applied when a new simulation is added to a Simdex, for example to apply the
formulas to calculate thermal comfort or do arithmetic operations on simulation
trajectories. awesim also includes code to run parametric simulations in parallel
by use of a precompiled dymosim binary from Dymola.
Almost a year after the development of awesim was started, Kevin Davies
started the development of ModelicaRes [8], another Python module with
similar ambitions. ModelicaRes has much more advanced post-processing
features for single simulations, but lacked the concept of the Simdex class.
In Annex 60, the decision was made to use ModelicaRes as a starting point
for workflow automation. I actively supported this decision for the main
reason that I and other KU Leuven or 3E colleagues could not free the time to
continue development of awesim when a more active and well-written alternative
exists. In the mean time, the Simdex concept has already been implemented in
ModelicaRes in the framework of Annex 60. The results presented in this work
have been post-processed with awesim.
2.2 Automated tool chain
2.2.1 Problem description
The objective of this work is to develop and demonstrate a tool chain for
automated deployment of MPC in buildings based on data-driven, grey-box
building models. This section introduces the skeleton of the tool chain and
elaborates on the main developments that were needed: the greybox toolbox
and FastBuildings library.
Figure 2.1 shows a functional overview of the tool chain. The figure is interpreted
as follows. Dashed lines are oﬄine work flows, solid lines are online work flows.
The building to be controlled needs a monitoring system to provide data for
the Model Identification. The model identification is an oﬄine workflow by
default and results in a Grey-Box Controller Model. Once this model has been
identified, its initial state is updated at each control step with the results of a
State Estimation. There are two work flows for forecasting of the disturbances:
an endogenous procedure (based on the monitoring data) and an exogenous
procedure, eg. for weather forecasts. An objective function and constraints are
added to form an Optimal Control Problem. The solution of this problem is
converted into a suitable Control signal which is sent to the building.
One of the main challenges of this tool chain is the model identification. This is
also recognised by S. Prívara in his PhD thesis where he writes that "modelling
and system identification are the most difficult and time-consuming part of
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Figure 2.1: Functional overview of the tool chain
the automation process" [9]. According to G.P. Henze [10], the process of
model identification accounts for 70% of the effort for implementing an MPC
controller. Reducing this effort is one of the main concerns of this thesis. If we
want to apply the tool chain in practice for existing buildings, we can identify
required and desired features for the model identification step. These are listed
in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 respectively.
Table 2.1: Required features for model identification in the MPC tool chain.
Requirements
Automatic model identification with no or minimal manual intervention
Applicable to existing buildings
Good simulation performance
No or minimal need of meta-information
Applicable to a wide range of building types
Limited requirements for monitoring dataset
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Table 2.2: Desired features for model identification in the MPC tool chain.
Desired features
Linear, non-linear and hybrid models
Physically interpretable models
Models can be implemented in IDEAS
Based on open-source software
Multi-zone models
2.2.2 Approach
Grey-box toolbox
The requirements and desired features of Tables 2.1 and 2.2 led to the
development of a toolbox for model identification of grey-box models, the
grey-box toolbox. Previous work on model identification for MPC in buildings
did not cover the entire wish list. Some reported model identification approaches
are excluded beforehand because they start from an existing detailed simulation
model to apply model order reduction techniques to obtain a low-order model
[11, 12] or to generate identification data with specific excitations [13, 14].
For the purpose of physical interpretation and good out-of-sample simulation
performance, grey-box approaches are generally preferred above black-box
models [15]. Correctly identified and validated models can be simple, yet
showing a good performance [16, 17]. A very strong and detailed overview
of system identification approaches for building control is given by Prívara et
al. [14]. Their conclusion is that grey-box models are powerful for little complex
buildings, but become difficult to estimate for large datasets (with multi-zone
monitoring information). For buildings with hundreds of inputs/states, Prívara
et al. put forward Subspace State Space System Identification (4SID). However,
this methodology is also vulnerable to the quality of the dataset. That is why
they either need prior information about the system to be modelled or a detailed
model to generate better identification data. This again limits the use of 4SID
to existing buildings.
I therefore developed a grey-box based toolbox with some features that
are important for incorporation in the general tool chain. The rationale,
methodology and validation of this toolbox are given in Chapter 4. Follow-up
projects both at 3E and KU Leuven will continue to develop the grey-box
toolbox. The toolbox is not a public open-source development but is freely
available for research purposes under specific conditions.
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FastBuildings library
The grey-box toolbox is developed for buildings. Prior knowledge of the modelled
system is one of the cornerstones of the grey-box approach [18]. In the toolbox,
most of this prior knowledge is translated into the Modelica library FastBuildings.
This library contains low-order models for the physical and thermal processes in
buildings. As such, these models specify the system of differential and algebraic
equations (DAE) for which the toolbox estimates the unknown parameters.
In control theory, the concepts of observability, controllability, reachability and
identifiability are often used. For linear state space models, observability and
controllability are well defined and easy to verify if the state space model matrices
are known. The developed toolbox does not use a state-space representation
of the models. The models may be non-linear and time variant and for such
models, observability and controllability are more difficult to verify. However,
as these concepts are core concepts in modern control theory, an overview of
the definitions and implications is given in Appendix A.
The library has sub-packages for thermal zone models (including windows),
HVAC, user behaviour, inputs, buildings and examples. Single and multi-zone
building models can be created easily by instantiating one of the predefined
templates in the Building sub-package and redeclaring the desired submodels,
like the thermal zone, HVAC or window model. This library is explained in
more detail in Chapter 4. The FastBuildings library is distributed with the
Modelica license 2 and can be found in the openIDEAS source code repository
on Github [7]. This library may be integrated in IDEAS in the near future.
2.3 Quantification of flexibility in buildings
2.3.1 Problem description
One of the common arguments for the introduction of smart grids is that they
will unlock the flexibility potential of buildings [19, 20]. There are mainly
three processes involved. Firstly, demand response on household appliances like
dishwashers, washing machines and tumble driers allows shifting the electricity
consumption of households according to the availability of (renewable) power.
Secondly, buildings often accommodate active thermal energy storage (TES)
capacity. This can be as hot water storage tanks for DHW and cold storage
like ice storage in utility buildings. These systems are an evident target for DR.
Finally, passive thermal storage capacity is present in every building, by the
thermal capacity of the building envelope and internal mass. This capacity can
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be used to shift the heating and/or cooling operation. This research does not
consider demand side management of household appliances. Instead, I focus on
the control of HVAC systems, including active and passive TES. It has been
shown before that DR with thermal building systems is possible and effective
to reduce utility costs [21, 22].
There are two challenges with regard to flexibility of buildings: (i) defining
how much flexibility buildings can offer and (ii) calculating the costs of the
associated DR actions.
2.3.2 Approach
Flexibility is easy to define, but difficult to quantify. Petersen et al. specify
that "[...] the flexibility of a given system is a unique, innate, state-and time
dependent quality. In conversation it is therefore sometimes said that flexibility
is the ability to deviate from the plan. That characterization of flexibility is very
insightful, but it still leaves us with the problem of defining both the ability to
deviate and the plan" [23]. In my opinion, this is not sufficient: we also have
the problem of defining the cost to deviate from the plan. When we are able to
compute this cost for different systems, we can choose the most cost-effective
ones to deliver the required flexibility for a given power system. Cochran et al.
present a comprehensive overview of different techno-economical interventions
to increase flexibility (see Figure 2.2) [24]. However, the authors mention that
the relative costs are illustrative, confirming the need to quantify them in more
detail.
For power systems, Cochran et al. give an overview of methods to quantify
flexibility. However, a literature review (see Chapter 5) revealed that there is
little work on quantifying the amount and cost of flexibility for buildings. One
publication however, deserves explicit mentioning. Oldewurtel et al. developed
a very similar idea as the one described below and presented their work on the
52nd Conference on Decision and Control in December 2013 [25]. This is only
a few months after I presented my work on the 13th International Building
Simulation Conference (August 2013). I compare both approaches below.
Flexibility cost curves
I propose a generic methodology to compute a flexibility cost curve (FCC) for a
building. The cost curve is time dependent. It shows both how much flexibility
a building can provide and the associated costs for a given point in time.
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(e.g., cycling thermal fleets, forecast integration), and 
institutional (e.g., new market designs, integration of 
demand response). Country experiences demonstrate 
a wide range of approaches to addressing flexibility, 
reflecting system-specific contexts. These experiences 
also demonstrate that while system operators might 
be cautious about increasing variability based on valid 
concerns about feasibility, experience suggests that system 
operators have been very innovative in discovering new 
approaches once they take up this challenge. 
Although options and associated costs to increase 
flexibility are very system-specific, in general tools 
that help access existing flexibility through changes 
RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF INTEGRATION OPTIONS
Type of Intervention
Co
st
Option costs are system-dependent
and evolving over time
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OPERATION MARKETS LOAD
FLEXIBLE
GENERATION NETWORKS STORAGE
Grid Codes
Improved Energy
Market Design
Increased Ancillary
Service Liquidityc
Joint Market
Operation
RE Forecasting
Sub-hourly
Scheduling and
Dispatch
Expanded Balancing
Fooprint/Joint
System Operationb
Strategic
RE Curtailmenta
Industrial &
Commercial Demand
Response
Residential
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Involuntary Load
Shedding
Coal Ramping
Thermal Storage
Chemical Storage
Hydro Ramping
CT and CCGT
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Transmission
Expansion
Transmission
Reinforcement Pumped Hydro
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Management
FIGURE 7: Example integration options. Relative costs are illustrative, as actual costs are system dependent.
a There is a tradeoff between costs of flexibility and benefits of reduced (or no) curtailment, hence a certain level of curtailment may 
be a sign that the system has an economically optimal amount of flexibility. 
b  Joint system operation typically involves a level of reserve sharing and dispatch co-optimization but stops short of joint market 
operation or a formal system merger.
c  Wind power can increase the liquidity of ancillary services and provide generation-side flexibility. Curtailed energy is also used to 
provide frequency response in many systems, for example Xcel Energy, EirGrid, Energinet.dk.
Figure 2.2: Costs of integrating flexibility according to Cochran et al. [24]. Note:
Relative costs are illustrative, as ctual costs are system dependent.
a) There is a tr deoff between costs of flexibility and benefi s of red ced (o no) curtailment,
hence a certain level of curtailment may be a sign that the system has an economically
optimal amount of flexibility.
b) Joint system operation typically involves a level of reserve sharing and dispatch
co-optimization but stops short of joint market operation or a formal system merger.
c) Wind power can increase the liquidity of ancillary services and provide generation-side
flexibility. Curtailed energy is also used to provide frequency response in ma y systems, for
example Xcel Energy, EirG id, Energinet.dk.
Reprinted with permission of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
from http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/61721.pdf, Accessed May 6th, 2015.
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The method is based on the solution of at least three optimal control problems
(OCPs) with an appropriate system model. The first OCP solves the BAU
operation of the building. This OCP typically has the objective to minimise the
operational costs with constraints on thermal comfort and a prediction horizon
of one or more days. This solution is the plan according to Petersen et al. [23].
To obtain the deviation from the plan for a given moment in time (both in
positive and negative direction, respectively more and less consumption), two
additional OCPs are solved. These OCPs have an additional term in the
objective function expressing the desired effect, respectively maximising or
minimising the load. Both solutions will have an increased cost compared to
the BAU case. This means that together with the amount of energy that can
be shifted, we have an indication of the cost to deviate from the plan. By smart
construction of different objective functions, intermediate points can also be
obtained in the cost curve.
This methodology is developed and applied to the KK building in Chapter 5.
The cost curves can be used to assess how much load shifting really costs.
This enables comparing DSM solutions with other technological solutions like
electrical energy storage or peak power generation. The method can also be
used in the design phase to incorporate possible flexibility services that the
building could offer on the energy markets. For operational decision-making,
the cost curves are not sufficient, but the underlying models and optimisation
formulation could be integrated in a multi-agent smart grid framework.
As mentioned above, Oldewurtel et al. developed a similar approach in
their paper entitled Towards a standardized building assessment for demand
response [25]. The main similarity is the use of numerical optimization to
compute deviations from a cost-optimal BAU operation, both in positive and
negative direction. There are many small and large differences though. Firstly,
their methodology is developed based on MPC, not OCPs. Secondly, the
deviations are enforced by using price spikes, one for each hour of the day in
each direction. These price spikes are not included in the predictions beforehand,
but are only considered in the MPC problem at the hour when the spikes take
place. The reason is that the authors want to test the response to sudden power
shifting requests without preparing the building. Another difference is evident
from the presentation of the results: Oldewurtel et al. do not compute cost
curves. Instead, they compute a power shifting potential and power shifting
efficiency and average each of these indicators for the same hour for different
days. This allows them to see seasonal differences in the flexibility potential of
a building.
A flexibility cost curve offers the advantage of visualising the total economical
cost of a DR operation for a given building. This cost is a function of the
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applied tariff(s) and supposes that this tariff is not influenced by the control of
the building. Therefore, the cost curve can be used to decide whether a specific
remuneration for the flexibility is lower or higher than the cost for the building.
Another advantage is the possibility to compute intermediate points on the
curve which is not possible with the approach of Oldewurtel et al. On the other
hand, visualisation of the flexibility for different subsequent periods is a good
idea to obtain more general results for a given building. This visualisation is
applied to the KK building in Chapter 5.
2.4 Demonstration and validation of the developed
tool chain
2.4.1 Problem description
Developing a library, toolbox or tool chain can be an interesting experience,
but without application to the problem it is supposed to solve its merits are
unknown. The best way to prove the added value of the developments is to
apply it to an occupied building with the uncertainties and practical issues that
occur in real-life. The proof of the pudding is in the eating.
2.4.2 Approach
Field test KK
In order to demonstrate, test and validate the tool chain, a field test has been
developed. The building is the office building of 3E in Brussels (Belgium), it
will be referred to as KK. It is a medium-sized office (960 m2) composed of
two floors. A monitoring system is present. The operation freedom is situated
entirely at the heat production level in the technical room as the end-units in the
building cannot be controlled remotely. In the technical room, two air-to-water
heat pumps and a condensing boiler produce hot water for space heating and
preheating of the ventilation supply air.
The developed tool chain is applied to the KK building, which is elaborated
and reported in detail in Chapter 6. Application of the research results on a
real and occupied building was time consuming. Nevertheless I think it was
worth the effort. Several issues and problems had to be solved on the road
to a reliable MPC. Each of the encountered problems resulted in an improved
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tool chain and a growing awareness of the challenges involved when bringing
research results to (commercial) application.
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26 INTEGRATED SYSTEM SIMULATION
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes three different case studies treating roughly the same
research question: what is the interaction between one or more buildings and
the electricity distribution grid and to what extent can this interaction be
influenced by rule-based controls?
In the first paper, a single-dwelling simulation study is carried out. The dwelling
has a stochastic user profile, a PV system and a heat pump with a hot water
storage tank. The interaction between the dwelling and the distribution grid
is characterised by the one percent peak power and the percentage of time
with a net grid exchange above 5000 W. Different control strategies and hot
water storage sizes are combined in order to attempt to reduce both grid impact
indicators.
This first paper has a clear drawback: without taking into account the other
buildings connected to the same distribution network, it is impossible to judge
on the impact of the dwelling on the grid. Therefore, the next step is to extend
the model to the entire local distribution network. The second paper in this
chapter models a neighbourhood consisting of 33 low-energy dwellings with PV
and heat pumps. The aim of the paper is to develop and demonstrate the IDEAS
library in order to assess the joint interaction of the buildings, PV inverters
and distribution network. By modelling both the buildings, the thermal and
electrical systems, the joint effect of the electrical loads in each building on the
voltage at each connection can be studied. This allows to simulate curtailing of
the PV inverters as a function of the design of the distribution network.
The last paper in this chapter builds on the previous results. From assessing
the problem of PV curtailing we make the step to mitigating the resulting
production losses by simulating several rule-based control strategies. The paper
illustrates that it is important to assess and solve problems at the correct system
level. In the case of the interaction between buildings and the grid, this means
simulation of the buildings together with the distribution system in order to
correctly capture the time-dependent interactions.
3.2 Modelling and simulation of a grid connected
photovoltaic heat pump system with thermal
energy storage using Modelica
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R. De Coninck1,2*, R. Baetens3, B. Verbruggen4, J. Driesen4, D. Saelens3,  
L. Helsen1 
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ABSTRACT 
When the penetration of renewable electricity production in the electricity infrastructure 
increases, an increased part of the production follows a stochastic behaviour. In order to 
reduce grid peak loads and to maintain the required balance between production and 
consumption at all times, two solutions can be envisaged: electricity storage and demand side 
management (DSM). 
One typical DSM solution consists of using thermal energy storage (TES) to decouple electric 
loads from thermal demands. In order to study the dynamic interaction between thermal (incl. 
building) and electric systems, their integration in one single simulation environment is 
required. 
This study develops a model in the object oriented language Modelica and uses the model to 
assess the impact of additional TES capacity. The model describes an energy concept 
consisting of a dwelling with a grid connected photovoltaic system, a compression heat pump, 
a hot water storage tank and a control strategy. The multi-disciplinary model, developed in 
this study, is a first step towards the simulation of complex systems in which thermal and 
electric components are combined in order to study for example the effects of DSM on grid 
stability. 
The results of a simulation study, using the newly developed model, are presented. The 
benefits of adding thermal storage capacity with regard to the overall seasonal performance 
factor (SPF) and the impact of the system on the electrical grid are analysed for a standard 
control strategy and two variants: a control strategy focusing on operation during daytime and 
a control strategy focusing on limiting net power exchange peaks. The daytime strategy is 
able to increase the overall SPF for different storage tank sizes if the storage tank is 
sufficiently insulated.  Both alternative control strategies are able to substantially reduce the 
number of net power exchange peaks, even with relatively small storage tanks. 
 
Keywords: Photovoltaic, heat pump, thermal energy storage (TES), grid load, simulation, 
Modelica 
1. INTRODUCTION 
On May 18th 2010 the European parliament adopted a recast of the Directive on Energy 
Performance of Buildings (2002/91/EC - the Directive is expected to be published in the 
official journal in June 2010, the version adopted by the European Parliament on the 23rd of 
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April 2009 can be found in (The European Parliament, 2009)).  Article 9 of this Directive 
obliges EU member states to build only ‘near zero energy buildings’ (near ZEB) from 2020 
onwards. 
Although the definition of a near ZEB in the EU Directive is not elaborated, many different 
definitions for ZEB can be found in the literature. Torcellini et al. (2006) discuss the impact 
of four different definitions and conclude that the choice of definition in the design phase 
influences the energy concept of the building.  However, for each of the definitions, it is 
possible to reach the ZEB target by a combination of energy efficiency, heat pumps and 
sufficient photovoltaic (PV) systems.  In such an all-electric building, the PV system has to 
cover the electricity consumption on a yearly basis in order to be a site, source or emission 
ZEB.  Only a cost ZEB – for which the net yearly energy services bill has to be zero - might 
require more PV production than the yearly consumption, depending on the electricity 
tarification.  
From this analysis it can be expected that buildings with a heat pump and a photovoltaic 
system will become standard practice in new constructions in the short to medium term. 
Already today we see a strong growth on the domestic heat pump and PV markets (European 
Heat Pump Association, 2010), (EurObserv'ER 2009).  
The major flaw of each of the definitions investigated by Torcellini et al. (2006) is the yearly 
basis for the analysis.  If a large share of the buildings would be ZEB with PV and heat pumps 
installed, the impact on the electricity grid could be substantial: all these buildings would 
inject electricity on the grid when the local production exceeds consumption and take 
electricity from the grid in the opposite cases.  These time periods characterized by either 
peak injection or consumption would occur simultaneously for the majority of these buildings 
as the weather conditions (both solar radiation and temperature) dictate to a large extent both 
the electricity production (via PV) and consumption (via the heat pumps).  This simultaneity 
can cause grid stability problems, as described in different contributions (Pepermans, Driesen, 
Haeseldonckx, Belmans, & D, 2005), (Vu Van, Woyte, Soens, Driesen, & Belmans, 2003), 
(Houseman, 2009).  The specific case of grid coupled PV with a heat pump heating system 
has been simulated by Baetens et al. (2010).   
In this paper, solutions to reduce the grid impact of a combined PV and heat pump concept for 
a single family dwelling are investigated, while keeping track of the heat pump system 
performance.  The paper focuses on the influence of the size of the storage tank and the 
control strategy for the heat pump with the aim to increase the SPF of the whole system (and 
thus lowering total energy use) and reduce both the size and amount of net power exchange 
peaks.    
2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
A detailed model has been developed in Modelica (The Modelica Association, 1997).  
Modelica is an open source, object oriented and equation based modeling language. Modelica 
offers the advantage that the differential and algebraic equations (DAE) that describe the 
physical behaviour of the components are solved in one DAE system instead of solving all 
components sequentially. The object oriented approach also enables an easier integration of 
previous modelling work. Through the use of Optimica, Modelica offers extended 
functionality with regard to (dynamic) system optimisation (Åkesson, Årzén, Gäfvert, 
Bergdahl, & Tummescheit, 2009). 
The model is schematically presented in Figure 1.  It consists of a 2-zone building, an air-to-
water heat pump, a stratified storage tank, a heat distribution system with two radiator circuits 
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and a grid connected PV system.  The different components of the model are described in 
sections 2.1 to 2.4.  
 
Figure 1 – General model scheme 
2.1 Building 
In this paper, a high-order lumped capacitance model (Clarke 2001, Underwood & Yik 2004) 
for predicting the unsteady building response is developed within Modelica. A first-order 
lumped capacitance approach is used for each of the different construction layers of the 
building, whereas a second-order model is used for all surface layers in order to cope with 
restrictions for low Biot-numbers (Incropera et al. 2007) and to allow a more accurate 
prediction of indoor surface temperatures. Similarly as in the TRNSYS type56, inter-surface 
longwave radiation is modeled by means of a zone star temperature (Davies 1993), reducing 
the complexity of the model compared to view factors and allowing a straight-forward 
implementation of internal convective and radiative gains.  
The absorption, transmission and reflection of solar radiation through the array of air and 
glass layers in the windows is modeled with the embedded technique described by Edwards 
(1977, 1982). The transmitted diffuse short-wave solar radiation is distributed over all room 
surfaces weighted to their surface and absorption coefficient, whereas the direct short-wave 
solar gains are modeled to fall on the floor.  Liesen & Pedersen (1997) show that only small 
differences would arise when making different assumptions on the distribution of the 
transmitted solar energy. 
Within the developed building model, a stochastic generated occupancy profile from 
Richardson et al. (2008) and domestic load profile are included. The modeled domestic 
electricity consumption profile takes into account standby power (de Almeida et al. 2008) and 
domestic cooling appliances (Firth et al. 2008, Liu et al. 2004), lighting (Stokes et al. 2004, 
Richardson et al. 2009), fan operation, cooking (Glorieux & Vandeweyer 2002, Wood & 
Newborough 2003) and the use of media like television and computer (Glorieux & 
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Vandeweyer 2002, TPDCB 2010). For the purpose of detailed energy prediction and 
simulation, the original tool for lighting has been coupled to minute global irradiance data 
derived from Meteonorm 6.1 (Meteotest, 2008)  for Uccle, Belgium. The use of the washing 
machine and tumble dryer are not modelled in detail as their current use is determined by the 
day and night regime of electricity resulting in a lack of relevant information on their usage 
and consumption profiles.  
The modelled building is conceived as an energy regulation complying building with two 
rectangular thermal zones (day zone and night zone) with a floor surface of 80 m² each.  The 
walls are massive cavity walls with 15 cm of mineral wool (λ=0.036 W/mK), The roof also 
contains 15 cm of mineral wool, the floor is insulated with 10 cm PUR.  All windows have 
double glazing (U=1.1 W/m²K). An uncontrolled natural ventilation with fixed air change rate 
of 0.3 ACH is assumed.  All internal gains as well as the occupation hours are based on the 
stochastic methods described above.  The occupation determines the heating set point (21°C 
in the day zone, 16°C in the night zone), there is no heating outside the occupation hours.  
2.2 Heating system 
The hydraulic scheme of the heating system is presented in Figure 2. The model is based on 
the ‘hydronic heating’ example in the Modelica Building library v0.8, developed by Michael 
Wetter (2009).  The heat production system is composed of an air-to-water heat pump (on-off 
control), a storage tank, supply and return ducts and a pump (P1).  The heat distribution side 
consists of a pump (P2), a three-way valve to control the water temperature, supply and return 
ducts and two heat emission circuits, each composed of a radiator, a thermostatic valve and 
two ducts.  
 
Figure 2 – Simplified hydraulic scheme of the heating system, with basic nomenclature  
The heat pump characteristics are derived from catalogue data from the Viessmann Vitocal 
350 heat pump (Viessmann, 2006).  The thermal (QHP) and electric power (PEl,HP) are 
expressed as a function of ambient temperature and condenser temperature THP, as presented 
in equations (1) and (2). 
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In the model developed within this study, the heat pump has an internal water volume and 
internal dry mass which are coupled to assign an equal temperature.  Thermal heat pump 
losses are modeled between on the one hand this internal volume and dry mass and on the 
other hand the surroundings (assumed to be constant at 15°C).  The instantaneous coefficient 
of performance (COP) of the heat pump can be calculated as QHP/PEl,HP. Equations (3) and (4) 
define two different seasonal performance factors (SPF), based on the nomenclature of Figure 
2. 
 
∫
=
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pumpheat P
Q
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,
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 The storage tank has ten stratification layers with a uniform temperature each. Heat 
conduction is modeled between the layers through the fluid, and between the layers and the 
surroundings (at constant temperature of 15°C).  Temperature inversion is detected and the 
concerned layers are ideally mixed (Wetter, 2009). Two temperature sensors are available in 
the tank, TTop in the upper layer and TBot, in the 8th layer (2nd but last).  
A dynamic radiator model has been implemented. To allow for varying mass flow rates, the 
transferred heat is computed using a discretization along the water flow path (10 steps), and 
heat is exchanged between each compartment and a uniform room air and radiation 
temperature. For the transient response, heat storage is computed using a finite volume 
approach for the water and the metal mass, which are both assumed to be at the same 
temperature (Wetter, 2009). 
The thermal behavior of the ducts is neglected.  The ducts are simulated taking into account 
only their pressure drop (dp) with a fixed flow coefficient k=mflow/√(dp).  Near the origin, the 
square root relation is linearized to ensure that the derivative is bounded. A linearized flow 
characteristic is assumed for all valves, the three-way valve has a leak flow rate of 1% of the 
nominal flow rate. The pumps have a (linear) flow characteristic that defines the relation 
between flow rate and pressure drop (Wetter, 2009). 
Pump P2 (Figure 2) is pressure drop controlled: it keeps a predefined pressure drop between 
its inlet and outlet at all times.  The thermostatic valves are temperature controlled.  A 
temperature setpoint (operative temperature) is received from the building model, based on 
occupancy.  A proportional controller converts the difference between the setpoint and actual 
operative temperature in a control signal between 0 and 1 that is passed to the thermostatic 
valve.  
2.3 Photovoltaic system 
The PV panels are modeled using the single-diode equivalent circuit. This consists of a 
current source, Iph, a Diode with current Io, a shunt resistor Rsh and a series resistor Rs. Here 
Iph represents the light current and Io the diode reverse saturation current. The equation of this 
equivalent circuit is given by (5), with i representing the current flowing out of the panel and 
v the voltage at the clamps. 
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(5) 
The five parameters in this model, Iph, Io, Rsh, Rs and Vt are calculated following the method 
described by Sera, Teodorescu, and Rodriguez (2007). The parameters are calculated based on 
characteristics of the PV panel which are, in most cases, provided by the manufacturer. These 
specifications are the current Impp and voltage Vmpp at the maximum power point under 
standard testing conditions (STC), the short circuit current Isc and open circuit voltage Voc at 
STC, and the temperature coefficients ki and kv of the short circuit current and open circuit 
voltage. Given Vmpp and Impp should satisfy equation (5), the derivative of the power with 
respect to the voltage at maximum power point should be zero and the derivative of the 
current with respect to the voltage at short-circuit current should be the negative of the shunt 
conductance, Rs, Rsh and Vt can be calculated. Io and Iph at STC can be found from equation 
(5) for the short-circuit and open-circuit condition. 
In this study, 30 panels, all considered to be identical, with 230 Wp each are modeled. The 
output per PV panel is calculated given perfect maximum power point tracking capability. 
This output is assumed to be dependent on the position of the sun, the radiation and the 
ambient temperature. 
The position of the sun is given by minute values of the zenith angle from the meteoreader 
and the orientation is calculated using the time of the day. The sun’s position together with 
the orientation and tilt of the PV panels, gives the incidence angle of direct beam radiation on 
the panel and allows to calculate the amount of beam radiation that gets reflected and passes 
the PV panel cover using incidence angles modifiers derived from De Soto, Klein, and 
Beckman (2006). 
The absorbed solar radiation is calculated given the incidence angle modifiers and 
minute values for the diffuse and direct beam radiation supplied by the meteoreader, together 
with the ground reflected radiation (De Soto et al. 2006). The ambient temperature, together 
with the temperature rise caused by the absorbed radiation and the panel efficiency, enable to 
estimate the cell temperature. Cell temperature and absorbed radiation are used to calculate 
the parameters of the PV panel for non-reference working conditions (De Soto et al. 2006). 
Solving equation (5) for these new parameters and given the assumption of perfect maximum 
power point tracking capability and constant inverter efficiency yields the electrical energy 
output of the PV system. 
2.4 Heat pump control 
A heating curve is defined, through which the heating curve temperature (Thc) is calculated as 
follows (Wetter, 2009):  
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(6) 
In this equation, TR is the room temperature, TS,N and TR,N are the nominal supply and return 
temperature and QRel is the relative heat demand calculated as: 
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AmbientR
l TT
TTQ
−
−
=Re  
(7) 
with TDesign the minimum outdoor temperature for which the heating system is designed. 
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This heating curve incorporates the heat emission characteristics of the radiators by taking 
into account the heat transfer exponent m. In most heating systems, the heating water 
temperature set point (HWTS) is a running average of the heating curve temperature with a 
time lag typically between four and twelve hours.  However, as shown in Figure 3, such a 
HWTS is still relatively sensitive to intra-day temperature variations.   
Another approach would be to apply a first order filter to the heating curve in order to flatten 
out the intra-day oscillations.  The effect of a first order filter with a time constant of twelve 
hours is presented in Figure 3, showing that a filtered HWTS is more dampened.   
Optimization of the HWTS is not the subject of the present study.  All simulations are made 
with a first order filter with a time constant of twelve hours on the set point.  
 
Figure 3 – HTWS without modifier (= Thc), as running average with twelve hours time lag and filtered 
with twelve hours time constant for two weeks.  Thc is calculated based on TR =20°C, TS,N =60°C,  
TR,N =50°C and TDesign=-8°C 
The heat pump control strategy is based on comparing the top and bottom tank temperatures 
(TTop and TBot)  with the current HWTS as shown in equations (8) and (9).  
  KHWTSTTopwhenHPon 3+<  (8) 
 KHWTSTBotwhenHPoff 4+>  (9) 
The HWTS has not only a large impact on the COP of the heat pump, it also influences to 
some extent the operation time of the heat pump when a storage tank is present.  This is 
shown in equation (8): when the HWTS is rising, HPon will become true and the heat pump 
has to start.    
In systems with a small storage tank, the heat pump has to follow the heat demand closely.  
Therefore we can say that the heat pump operation is largely determined by the heat demand 
and the time derivative of the HWTS, whereas the heat pump’s COP is mainly determined by 
the HWTS and the ambient temperature. 
Three different control strategies have been analysed in this work: 
1. Heating Curve – control of the heat pump solely based on the equations (8) and (9); 
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2. Daytime – satisfaction of equation (8) + additionally trying to charge the storage tank 
during a predefined daytime period; 
3. Grid load - satisfaction of equation (8) + additionally  starting AND shutting down the 
heat pump when the net power exchange exceeds predefined boundary values; 
The details of these control strategies are explained in their respective sections in the next 
chapter.  
 
3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Modelica simulation 
The simulations are all carried out over a period of 6 weeks, starting at the 1st of January, 
thereby focusing on heating during the winter season. The meteodata are minute values for 
solar radiation and ambient temperature computed by Meteonorm 6.1 (Meteotest, 2008) for 
Uccle, Belgium.  The solar irradiation on the building and PV surfaces are computed with a 
radiation processor TRNSYS 16 and imported in Modelica.  
All simulations are performed with Dymola 7.3. For information, the simulation duration for 
6 weeks ranged from 1h to 2h (depending on the computer used) with 4th and 5th order stiff 
solvers esdirk34a and esdirk45a.   
3.2 Reference situation 
The reference situation has a storage tank with a volume of 300 l and a thermal resistance of 
the insulation of 2.5 m²K/W.   The averaged (over six weeks) heat demand of the building as a 
function of the hour of the day is presented in Figure 4, which shows that the majority of the 
heat demand occurs in the morning with a second, much smaller peak towards the evening.  
However, similar to all user behavior, the heat demand is stochastically computed and 
therefore this average demand cannot be seen as a profile.   
A sequence (time series) of temperatures for 4 days is presented in Figure 5. This figure 
shows the stochastic nature of the operative room temperatures, and consequently the heat 
demand, and the occurrence of short occupancy periods.  In average over the six simulated 
weeks, there are two occupancy periods per day. To check the thermal comfort, all hours for 
which the operative temperature of one of the rooms is 1K below the setpoint are summed.  
For all simulations discussed in this paper, the number of thermal discomfort hours is in the 
range [57h – 63h].    
Taking into account thermal losses from the heat pump to the surroundings, the heat pump 
SPF, as defined in equation (3) is 2.41 for the reference situation.  The heating system SPF, 
defined in equation (4) reaches 2.29.  
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Figure 4 – Average ambient temperature (top) and heat demand (bottom) by hour of the day over six 
weeks.  The figure also shows the averaged HWTS (top) and the averaged nominal COP of the heat pump 
(bottom) 
 
 
 
Figure 5 – Time series of ambient temperature and room temperatures (top) and HWTS and storage tank 
temperatures (bottom) for four typical days 
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3.3 Heating curve control strategy 
In a first series of simulations, the effect of increasing the storage tank size is analysed 
without changing the control strategy. Figure 6 shows the evolution of heat pump and heating 
system SPF with the storage size.  It is clear that the total system efficiency is always lower 
than the reference case, due to the additional thermal losses of the storage tank, even for 
higher heat pump efficiencies (in some cases).  The average distribution of the heat pump 
power as a function of the hour of the day is shown in Figure 7 for different storage volumes.   
 
Figure 6 –SPF of heat pump (grey triangles) and total heating system (black dots) for the heating curve 
control strategy as a function of storage size, compared to the reference case (= 300 l storage tank) 
 
Figure 7 – Average distribution of heat demand and heat pump power as a function of the hour of the day 
for the heating curve control strategy 
It is clear that the matching between the average heat demand and the average heat pump 
power reduces with increasing storage volume.  For a single dwelling this is not very 
important, but when different buildings with heat pumps are clustered, flattening out of the 
heat pump operation times will have a large impact on the cluster’s peak power and capacity 
factor.   
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3.4 Daytime control strategy 
The second control strategy aims at increasing the heat pump’s SPF by shifting its average 
operation time.  As seen in Figure 4, operating the heat pump in the afternoon would lead to 
higher SPF’s thanks to the higher ambient temperature (on average).  
There are different solutions to implement such a control strategy.  One option, Model 
Predictive Control (MPC), tries to optimize the control by using a simulation based  forecast 
of the boundary conditions and state variables (Bianchi, 2006).  This approach is for instance 
applied by Degrauwe et al. (2010) for similar air-to-water heat pumps as used in the current 
study. 
In the current research, we have deliberately chosen for a simple control strategy based on 
very few real-time measurements.  The aim is to study the impact of some variations rather 
than optimizing the control strategy.   
As in the heating curve control, the daytime control will always satisfy equation (8).  Based 
on Figure 4, the daytime period (DTP) is fixed from 12 AM till 7 PM.  During this period, the 
storage tank is charged until it is completely full (equation (9)), outside this period, charging 
stops when the tank top temperature is again at HWTS + 3K.  However, a minimum on-time 
of 20 minutes for the heat pump is implemented. 
In order to increase the probability of charging during DTP, the controller will not wait until 
equation (8) is met.  Therefore, a tank state of charge (SOC) is defined that enables to assess 
the charge status at any time.  When the SOC is below a pre-defined threshold during DTP, 
charging will start.   Even though the tank has 10 nodes, with regard to practical 
implementation, the SOC is defined based on two temperature measurements only, in the top 
and 8th layer of the tank (see Figure 2).   
The definition is based on the principle that two partial SOC values are determined, one for 
each temperature sensor, and the tank SOC is computed as the average of those two partial 
values.  
 
2
BotTop
Tank
SOCSOC
SOC
+
=  
(10) 
The values for the partial states of charge are determined by linear interpolation between a 
value for SOC=0 and SOC=1, as illustrated in Figure 8. 
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T
1
HWTS
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HWTS + 
DTHP,Nom
SOC
0
 
SOC
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1
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+ 4K
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Figure 8 – Principle used to determine the partial SOCTop (left) and SOCBot (right) 
In order to determine the required four boundary conditions for SOCTop and SOCBot the 
following reasoning is applied.  The tank is completely empty (SOCTank=0) when equation (8) 
is met.  This defines the TTop for condition SOCTop=0.  At that time, it is assumed that TBot 
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is at the heating system’s return temperature, HWTS-DTHeating, nom, with DTHeating, nom the 
nominal temperature difference between heating supply and return. This results in the 
condition for SOCBot=0.  
On the other hand, the tank is completely full (SOCTank=1) when equation (9) is met.  This 
defines the TBot for condition SOCBot=1.  In order to determine the condition for SOCTop=1, 
it is assumed that when equation (9) is met, the real bottom temperature in the tank (10th 
node) is equal to HWTS.  The assumed TTop at that time is then HWTS + DTHP, nom, with 
DTHP, nom the nominal temperature difference between condenser in- and outlet.  
This definition of SOC is used in both the daytime and grid load control strategies with 
DTHeating, nom = 15 K and DTHP, nom = 14 K.  It can be noted that SOCTank is completely 
depending on HWTS, and therefore it is a unit-free indicator of the energy content of the 
storage tank with respect to the current heating needs, not compared to the surroundings.   
The averaged thermal heat pump power as a function of the hour of the day is presented in 
Figure 9 for different storage sizes when the daytime control strategy is applied.  The DTP 
can be clearly identified on this graph, and it can be seen that for all storage sizes, the heat 
pump operates most often during DTP.  However, in the case of small tanks, the heat pump 
has to shut down much before the end of the DTP because the tank is full.  As a consequence, 
for these small tank volumes, the heat pump has to run more often beyond the DTP, especially 
in the morning when the heat demand is large.  From 1 m³ tank volume upwards, it is possible 
to produce most of the heat during DTP.  
 
Figure 9 - Average distribution of heat demand and heat pump power as a function of the hour of the day 
for different storage sizes, using the daytime control strategy 
Figure 10 shows that the daytime control strategy is able to raise both the heat pump and 
system SPF, but only for a small storage tank of 0.5 m³.  Due to increasing storage losses, the 
system SPF drops quickly with increasing tank volume..  Additional simulations have been 
performed with a better insulation of the tank (5 and 10 m²K/W respectively).  The resulting 
system SPF’s are shown in Figure 11.  These results show clearly that insulation of the 
storage tank is a crucial parameter.  This conclusion is not new in the context of air-to-water 
heat pumps, it agrees with measurements performed by Verhelst et al. (2008). With well 
insulated tanks, it is possible to increase the system SPF with up to 4% compared to the 
reference situation.   
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Figure 10 –SPF of heat pump (grey triangles) and total heating system (black dots) for the daytime control 
strategy as a function of storage size, compared to the reference case 
 
Figure 11 –SPF of total heating system, daytime control strategy, as a function of storage size, compared 
to the reference case.  Three different insulation levels, from lower to higher: 2.5, 5 and 10 m²K/W 
3.5 Grid load control strategy 
When different buildings with identical or similar energy concepts are connected to the same 
electricity grid, the simultaneity of the electricity demand and injection peaks can cause the 
grid to collapse.  Therefore, a third control strategy is implemented that tries to reduce peaks, 
both positive (consumption) and negative (injection).  
The principle of the grid load control strategy is to try to keep the storage tank at an 
intermediate SOC at all times in order to be able to switch off or on the heat pump when the 
power consumption respective injection surpasses a predefined threshold, identified as BCons 
and BInj. 
When the net power exchange Pg reaches the threshold (either BCons or BInj), switching on or 
off the heat pump (on when Pg<BInj, off when Pg>BCons) will always lower the net power 
exchange (if the total threshold band, BCons - BInj  is larger than the heat pump power PHP 
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which is always the case in this study).  Defining the switching on condition when there is no 
immediate emergency is more difficult because the electric power consumption of the heat 
pump is variable and thus the resulting net power exchange after switching on can not be 
known in advance.   
To cope with this issue, the electricity consumption of the heat pump immediately after 
switching on (PHp,last) is stored in the internal memory of the controller and the resulting 
conditions for switching on the heat pump are given by equation (11).   
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(11) 
The conditions for switching off the heat pump are given by equation (12): 
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(12) 
These equations contain different parameters; in the following simulations SOCStart is always 
0.5, SOCStop is 0.7 and the absolute value of BInj and BCons is either 3500 or 4500W.  
Figure 12 shows a time series (over two days) with the electricity consumptions and grid load 
in the top graph and the status of the storage tank in the bottom graph. The horizontal lines on 
the top graph indicate the quarter hourly peak power.  It can be noted that these are often 
higher or lower than the plotted Pg.  This is due to the fact that the quarter hourly peaks 
contain the maximum values occurring during the considered quarter, whereas all other values 
are instantaneous values with time steps of fifteen minutes in between.   
 
Figure 12 – Time series of electrical powers (top) and storage tank status (bottom) for 2 typical days.  The 
bottom plot also shows the difference between TTop and HWTS. The grid load control strategy has BCons 
and BInj on 3500/-3500W and has a 1m³ storage tank 
B 
A C 
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Figure 12 illustrates some interesting phenomena: 
A. the heat pump is shut down, otherwise Pg would become larger than BCons ; 
B. the heat pump is shut down, but this is not enough to limit Pg and 2 (quarter hourly) peaks 
appear.  The first one is  occurring during operation of the heat pump, since the heat pump 
cannot immediately shut down because of the requirement to operate minimum 20 
minutes.  The second peak is due to the non-heating electricity consumption only; 
C. in order to limit power injection to 3500 W, the heat pump starts to charge the storage 
tank above a SOC of 0.7, but has to stop when TBot reaches HWTS+4K.  With a larger 
tank (or a lower initial SOC), the following peaks could probably have been avoided. 
3.6 Grid impact 
To assess the degree of success of the studied control strategies, objective indicators need to 
be defined. In the discipline of electrical engineering, the capacity factor (CF, defined as the 
peak power/rated connection (kW/kVA)) and full load equivalent hours (FLEHO, defined as 
yearly consumption/peak power, in h) are often used.  These indicators contain no 
information, however, on the amount of peaks that occur.  Moreover, the FLEHO will 
improve when the consumption increases for a given peak power, making it even less suited 
to compare control strategies.   
In the current study the indicators that have been chosen are the one percent peak (OPP) and 
the percentage of time with a net grid exchange above 5000 W (both injection and 
consumption). The OPP is defined as the mean power of the one percent highest quarter 
hourly peaks. The 5000 W barrier has been chosen since this is a point at which some grid 
connections might change, i.e. PV systems of more than 5000 Wp should have a three phase 
connection.  The combination of these indicators gives an idea of the value of the highest 
peaks and the amount of peaks.   
A histogram of the quarter hourly peaks is shown in Figure 13 for the reference and the two 
alternative control strategies. The histogram shows that the majority of quarter hourly peaks is 
situated between 0 - 1000 W, with a second group of peaks situated between 2000 - 4000 W.   
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Figure 13 – Histogram of quarter hourly peaks.  Ordinate corresponding to the x value shows the amount 
of peaks during the considered 6 week period for which the peak lies between x +/- 50 W.  Consumption is 
positive.  3 cases are shown: reference, grid load control strategy with both boundaries at -3500 W and 
3500 W and 1 m³ storage and daytime control strategy with 1 m³ storage tank.  The boundaries are 
visualised, as is the 5000 W boundary used as indicator 
In the current study the indicators that have been chosen are the one percent peak (OPP) and 
the percentage of time with a net grid exchange above 5000 W (both injection and 
consumption). The OPP is defined as the mean power of the one percent highest quarter 
hourly peaks. The 5000 W barrier has been chosen since this is a point at which some grid 
connections might change, i.e. PV systems of more than 5000 Wp should have a three phase 
connection.  The combination of these indicators gives an idea of the value of the highest 
peaks and the amount of peaks.   
The impact of the grid load strategy on the two defined indicators is presented in Figure 14. 
The results show that already with a relatively small storage tank of 0.5 m³ or 1 m³, both the 
OPP and the number of peaks > 5 kW can be significantly reduced.  The number of peaks can 
be reduced by almost 50% in the best cases, the OPP by around 20%. However, the highest 
peaks could not be eliminated, they are not caused by the heat pump nor the PV system.   
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Figure 14 – Impact of grid load control on OPP and percentage of time > 5 kW for different storage tank 
volumes. Left plot is with boundaries at 4500 and -4500 W, right plot has boundaries at 3500 and -3500 W.   
The impact of the daytime control strategy on the grid indicators is presented in Figure 15.  
It is clear that the results are very positive for 1 m³ and 1.5 m³ storage tanks.  The reason 
for this low grid impact can be understood by analyzing Figure 16, which shows the 
average electricity production and consumption (heating and non-heating) as a function of 
the hour of the day.  The graph shows that the heat pump works most often during periods 
characterized by large PV production, thereby reducing both positive and negative power 
peaks. 
   
Figure 15 – Impact of daytime control strategy on OPP and percentage of time > 5 kW for different 
storage tank volumes 
The overall results for a selection of cases are shown in Figure 17.  From these results, it can 
be observed that different control strategies and different settings of those control strategies 
are able to reduce the grid impact.  However, all cases have lower system SPF values than the 
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reference.  When the results of Figure 11 are kept in mind, one can conclude that with better 
insulated storage tanks, the daytime strategy is able to save energy compared to the reference 
case. 
 
Figure 16 - Average distribution of heat demand (thermal) and electric power for heat pump (daytime 
control strategy, 1m³ tank), non-heating consumption and PV production as a function of the hour of the 
day  
 
 
Figure 17 – Comparison of different control strategies.  OPP and percentage of time > 5 kW (top), SPF 
(bottom) of heating system (black dots) and heat pump (grey triangles).   DT stands for daytime, GLxxxx 
for grid load with boundaries xxxx.  
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4. CONCLUSION 
In this study, a dwelling equipped with PV and a heating system based on an air-to-water heat 
pump has been modeled in Modelica, an open source and object oriented equation based 
modeling language.  The study aimed at investigating the effect of 3 different control 
strategies (heating curve only, daytime priority and grid load based) on the total efficiency 
and grid impact of the system.  
In order to control the stratified storage tank, a state of charge has been defined based on two 
temperature measurements in the tank and the current heating water temperature setpoint.   
The study has shown that increasing the storage volume will automatically increase the 
overall energy consumption (and thus decrease the system performance factor) unless an 
adapted control strategy is applied.  With a daytime priority control strategy and a well 
insulated tank, energy savings are possible, although they are relatively small (4%).  This 
result emphasizes the importance of careful insulation of storage tanks.  
In order to reduce the impact on the grid, the grid load control strategy was implemented. The 
strategy works well and is able to reduce the amount of peaks by almost 50%.  The remaining 
peaks are mainly caused by the non-heating electricity profile.  Therefore, the combination of 
a storage tank of only 1 m³ and an adapted control strategy is able to eliminate almost 
completely the consumption peaks caused by users and the heating system.  The effectiveness 
of reducing injection peaks largely depends on the size of the storage tank. 
It is noteworthy that the daytime strategy, which is clearly less complicated and does not 
require power meters, can reach the same effect on the grid impact if the heat pump operation 
time is prioritized during periods when the PV system is likely to reach high power outputs.  
If the capacity factor is to be reduced, which means lowering the highest peak, a more global 
DSM strategy will be required because the highest peaks in the current model are not caused 
by the heating or PV system.  
This study clearly has its limits, one of the major being the fact that simulations were only 
carried out over a 6 weeks winter period.  The next steps consist of extending the simulations 
to a whole year, improving the building design in order to reach lower energy demands, and 
studying the potential impact of storage on the nominal power of the heat pump. 
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a b s t r a c t
Recent European communications focus on the enforcement that by 2020 all new buildings are nearly
Zero-Energy Buildings (ZEBs) and on the deployment of a European Smart Grid. The presented work
focuses on assessing the electrical challenges at neighborhood level of an building stock evolving towards
ZEBs, and identifying the resulting challenge in multidisciplinary dynamic simulation models required to
perform this assessment.
A tool for Integrated District Energy Assessment by Simulation (IDEAS) is developed. This IDEAS tool
allows simultaneous transient simulation of thermal and electrical systems at both building and feeder
level.
Residential ZEBs show a self-consumption of locally generated photovoltaic (PV) electricity of 26 ± 4%
at building level. Resulting feeder voltage ﬂuctuations and possible transformer overload are quantiﬁed
as bottlenecks. When all dwellings are intended to achieve a ZEB status, (i) a fraction of 14–47% of local
PV supply is wasted by inverter curtailing depending on the feeder strength, while (ii) the peak trans-
former load is found to be 3.3 kVA per dwelling which may affect power security in existing feeder
designs.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
World-wide 38% of the total energy use is used for operating the
building stock [1]. To reduce its environmental impact and eco-
nomical consequences, the European directive 2002/91/EC [2] on
energy performance of buildings has been introduced stating
energy benchmarks and goals at the level of individual buildings.
A recent European recast 2010/31/EU [3] obliges all member re-
gions to enforce that by 2020 ‘all new buildings are nearly Zero-En-
ergy Buildings’ (ZEBs). Although the deﬁnition of a nearly-ZEB is
not elaborated within this recast, it aims to achieve a combination
of energy efﬁciency and integration of local renewable energy
sources. The non-simultaneity between local energy demand and
supply may strongly affect the power quality at feeder level – i.e.
neighborhood level – of an electricity distribution network. As
such, large scale integration of ZEBs in particular and renewable
electricity generation in general will require well developed solu-
tions in the form of energy storage, demand side management or
both: As such, with the recent communications of the European
Commission on the deployment of a European Smart Grid [4]
two crucial domains, i.e. climate change and security of power sup-
ply, become strongly linked.
Within this framework, the presented paper has a dual focus: (i)
assessing the electrical challenges and impact at feeder level of an
building stock evolving towards nearly-ZEBs and (ii) identifying
the associated challenge in the development of dynamic simula-
tion models at this level which are required to perform this
multidisciplinary assessment.
2. Methodology
A tool for Integrated District Energy Assessment by Simulation
(IDEAS) is developed and allows integrated transient simulation
of thermal and electrical processes at neighborhood level. Related
models have been developed in the last decade and two ap-
proaches can be distinguished in their development, i.e. (i) models
using thermal Building Physics and Systems (BPSs) as starting
point, or (ii) models using Electrical Energy Systems (EESs) as start-
ing point.
BPS-based models at neighborhood level combine a dynamic
simulation of the heating and cooling demand with a stochastic ap-
proach on occupant behavior. The main existing BPS-based models
are LT Urban [5,6], SUNtool [7,8], TUD-PS [9] and the methodology
0306-2619/$ - see front matter  2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.apenergy.2011.12.098
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by Yamaguchi et al. [10,11]. Each of these models have their
speciﬁcities which can be attributed to their background: (i) the
thermal load calculation for space heating and cooling generally
relies on highly simpliﬁed building models, e.g. the LT method
[12], a Radiant Time Series (RTS) or Weighting Factor (WF) method
[13,14] or ISO 13790 [15] based models, while (ii) also system
modeling is mainly simpliﬁed by performance curves. Further-
more, the main focus lies on (iii) the behavior of accommodated
occupants [16,17] in ofﬁces and their interactions with lighting
[18,19], shading [18,20,19], opening of windows [21], comfort
[22] and appliances [8,23]. Also (iv) the urban microclimate and
shade views for radiant exchanges [24,25] are a point of attention,
while (v) the assessment of energy measures at aggregated level is
mainly limited to the summation of energy loads [8,9,11].
EES-based models at feeder level combine a physical calculation
of the electricity generation and distribution with a stochastic ap-
proach on power loads. The main existing EES-based are the mod-
els of IEA-PVPS Task 10 [26], PV-UPSCALE [27], and the models of
Conti et al. [28], Paatero and Lund [29], Thomson and Inﬁeld [30]
and Widén et al. [31]. Each of these models have their speciﬁcities
which can be attributed to their background: the main focus (i) lies
on the appliance use of accommodated occupants in dwellings
[32–34], and (ii) analysis shows the importance of a ﬁne time res-
olution of simulation boundary conditions [35,31].
The IDEAS tool differs from existing BPS-based and EES-based
models by (i) integrating the dynamics of the hydronic, thermal
as well as electrical energy networks at (ii) both the building and
aggregated level within a single model and solver as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The transient thermal processes are expressed in detail
based on the control volume method (CVM), whereas the electric
models are expressed with static nodal and line models. The IDEAS
tool integrates the (iii) the occupancy, appliance and lighting use of
accommodated occupants in dwellings and (iv) includes a ﬁne 1-
min time resolution for the boundary conditions. Some aspects of
pure BPS-based models will be added in the next stage of the IDEAS
tool development, i.e. (v) the behavior of accommodated occupants
concerning shading, opening of windows, and (vi) the urban micro-
climate and radiant exchange shade views. The tool is imple-
mented in Modelica [36] which allows explicit symbolic
declaration of each energy ﬂow and system based on differential
algebraic equations (DAEs). This DAE system is solved using Petz-
olds’ Differential Algebraic System Solver (DASSL) [37]. Further-
more, Modelica is a pure object-oriented modeling language for
component-based development allowing continuous development
with limited implementation effort.
3. Model description
A model for a residential zero-energy neighborhood is devel-
oped in the IDEAS tool based on a representative set of architectural
types, a feasible technology choices and stochastic residential occu-
pant behavior. Their ZEB target is expected to be achievable by
combining energy efﬁciency, heat pumps and building integrated
photovoltaic (BIPV) systems covering the electricity consumption
on an annual basis. It can be expected from the current strong
increase in heat pump and BIPV systems on the domestic market
[38,39] that new buildings with these technologies will become
standard practice on the short to medium term. As such, this has
been considered as a starting point for modeling ZEBs with feasible
technology choices.
All simulations are performed for the typical moderate climate
of Uccle (Belgium) and daylight saving time (DST) is taken into ac-
count [40]. Irradiance data with a time resolution of 1 min are ob-
tained by Meteonorm v6.1 for the moderate climate of Uccle
(Belgium) [41] based on the period 1981–2000.
3.1. Neighborhood description
The implemented residential zero-energy neighborhood con-
sists of 33 detached residential buildings based on four different
architectural types of detached dwellings, which are schematically
shown in Fig. 2 and for which the main characteristics are listed in
Table 1. The number of dwellings is determined in agreement with
the topology of a radial IEEE 34 Node Test Feeder [42,43]. The
architectural types were determined earlier as representative for
the Belgian building stock [44] based on main building typologies
in different periods and are implemented based on their national
statistical spread [45]. All dwellings are modeled as a 2-zonemodel
with the day zone (e.g. living area, kitchen) and night zone (e.g.
Fig. 1. Representation of the elaborated model in the IDEAS tool. At the level of an individual building, local electricity generation by means of building integrated
photovoltaic (BIPV) systems, stochastic behavior of building occupants, the detailed thermal building response, the transient behavior of the heating, ventilation and air
conditioning system, and the building management system (BMS). At feeder level, the transient response of the low-voltage electrical distribution grid is included for a
residential neighborhood of 33 dwellings.
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bedrooms) of the dwelling respectively. The distribution of internal
gains by occupant behavior is based on the allocated location of
appliances in these zones. Although only four different architec-
tural types are implemented, all 33 dwellings show different
results during simulation because of the stochastic user behavior.
All dwellings are designed as summarized in Table 1 and result-
ing in a low-energy standard. Heat losses by conduction are re-
duced to a minimum by applying thermal insulation to obtain an
overall mean heat transfer coefﬁcient of 0.11 W/m2 K, 0.13 W/
m2 K, 0.10 W/m2 K and 0.8 W/m2 K for the cavity walls, concrete
foundation ﬂoors, timber roof constructions and windows respec-
tively. These insulation levels are in line with earlier found
economic optima for the residential sector [46] in the Belgian cli-
mate. Also ventilation losses are reduced to a minimum: all dwell-
ings are as airtight as possible with a natural inﬁltration rate of
0.03 ACH. All dwellings are equipped with mechanically balanced,
air-to-air heat-recovery ventilation (HRV) with an air change rate
of 0.5 h1 and a recovery efﬁciency of 0.84. Depending on the
architectural types these measures result in a design heat load
[47] of 20–28W/m2 for the moderate climate of Uccle, Belgium.
Furthermore, all dwellings are equipped with exterior solar
screens with a total solar transmittance of 0.24 and the windows
can be opened for natural ventilation. As a result no active cooling
needs to be installed in the dwellings.
3.2. Thermal building model
The transient response of buildings is modeled based on the ﬁ-
nite volume method (FVM) and reduced to the response of exterior
walls, windows and slab-on-ground components, and a zone
component.
The transient zone heat balance is governed by
qVC
@TcðtÞ
@t
¼
X
i
Qcs;iðtÞ þ Qc;oðtÞ þ Qc;aðtÞ þ QvðtÞ þ Qinf ðtÞ ð1Þ
where qV C (J) is the thermal capacitance of the air volume, Tc(t) (K)
is the zone air temperature, Qcs,i(t) (W) is the convective heat
transfer of adjacent surface i, Qc,o(t) (W) is the convective heat load
of accommodated occupants, Qc,a(t) (W) is the convective heat gain
of allocated appliances, Qv(t) (W) is the heat load by ventilation and
Qinf(t) (W) is the heat load by inﬁltration. Longwave radiation
exchange between surfaces in a single zone is treated based on def-
inition of a radiant star node, while shortwave radiation entering
the zone through windows and longwave radiative internal gains
area distributed based on a emissivity and area weighted fraction.
The resulting transient interior surface heat balance of building
envelope components is determined as
QnetðtÞ ¼ QcðtÞ þ
X
i
QSW;iðtÞ þ
X
i
QLW ;iðtÞ ð2Þ
where Qnet(t) (W) denotes the heat ﬂow into the wall, Qc(t) (W) the
temperature dependent heat transfer by convection based on Kha-
lifa [48] and the energy balance of the zone air capacity, QSW,i(t)
(W) shortwave absorption of solar light entering the interior zone
and QLW,i(t) (W) longwave radiant exchange with surrounding
interior surfaces by deﬁnition of a radiant star node.
The exterior surface heat balance of building envelope compo-
nents is determined as
QnetðtÞ ¼ QcðtÞ þ QSWðtÞ þ QLW ;envðtÞ ð3Þ
where Qnet(t) denotes the heat ﬂow into the wall, Qc(t) (W) convec-
tive heat transfer determined by the undisturbed wind speed [49],
QSW (W) shortwave absorption of solar light determined by the
shortwave surface absorptance and QLW,env(t) (W) longwave heat
exchange with the surroundings based on the radiant-interchange
conﬁguration factor between the surface and sky [50]. For slab-
on-ground constructions, the exterior heat balance is determined
based on ISO 13370 [51]. The calculation of the solar irradiation is
based on the sky dome model of Perez et al. [52,53].
Solid FVM heat conduction between the interior and exterior
surfaces of building envelope components is governed by
qVC
@TFV ðtÞ
@t
¼
X
i
QFV ;iðtÞ þ QsðtÞ ð4Þ
where qVC (J) is the thermal capacitance of the control volume,
QFV(t) (W) is an energy ﬂux between different control volumes
and Qs (W) is an energy source. For windows, the thermal FVM
model is extended for solar absorption by the different glass panes,
the presence of gas cavities and transmission of solar irradiation.
The heat transfer through these thin gas cavities is described by
the surface emissivities and the Nusselt number, while the short-
wave absorptance and transmitance through the glazing depending
on the angle of incidence of solar irradiation by using the output of
the WINDOW 4.0 software [54].
Extended validation and veriﬁcation by the BESTEST methodol-
ogy [55] of the IDEAS building model is ongoing and shows encour-
aging results.
3.3. Thermal building system model
Each of the 33 dwellings has a space heating (SH) and domestic
hot water (DHW) system with an identical layout for each dwelling
but different capacity, consisting of a modulating air-to-water heat
pump (HP), thermal storage by means of a water buffer, a DHW
temperature mixing valve and radiators in each building zone as
visualized in Fig. 1. The nominal power of the heat production
and emission system components are based on the design heat
demand [47] of the dwelling.
The HP heats water in a storage tank of 0.25 m3 which provides
hot water for both SH and DHW. The model of this storage tank
assumes ﬁve stratiﬁcation layers and contains two temperature
sensors for control purposes, i.e. Ttop and Tbot in the upper and
4th layer respectively. Heat losses of the insulated tank to the sur-
roundings are taken into account by a heat transfer coefﬁcient of
0.4 W/m2 K and a static reference temperature of 15 C. The water
in the storage tank is used for space heating by feeding low-tem-
Fig. 2. Representation of the four architectural types of the implemented dwellings.
Table 1
Summary on the properties of the implemented dwellings based on the four repre-
sentative architectural types, where Uav denotes the average overall heat transfer
coefﬁcient and HRV the heat recovery ventilation.
Typ.1 Typ.2 Typ.3 Typ.4
Heated area, m2 127 98 149 123
Window-ﬂoor ratio 0.12 0.19 0.16 0.13
Compactness, m 1.23 1.10 0.87 1.18
Inﬁltration rate n, h1 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
Uav, W/m2 K 0.145 0.174 0.159 0.158
HRV efﬁciency 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84
Design heat load, W/m2 20.5 28.0 21.6 25.9
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perature radiators, i.e. a design inlet and outlet temperature of
55 C and 45 C respectively at a design outdoor temperature of
8 C. The DHW is supplied by a heat exchanger in the hot water
in the storage tank. A controlled mixing valve sets the output tem-
perature to the set temperature of 45 C while the heat exchanger
effectiveness is assumed to be unity.
The HP model is based on interpolation in a performance map
retrieved from manufacturer data [56]. The interpolation deﬁnes
the heating power Qnet and electricity use Pnet as a function of con-
denser outlet temperature, the ambient temperature and can mod-
ulate to 30%. The coefﬁcient of performance based on manufacturer
data [56] is 3.17 at 2/35 C test conditions (i.e. air/water tempera-
ture) and 2.44 at 2/45 C test conditions for full load operation. The
HP is controlled based on the measured and setpoint values for the
storage tank temperatures Ttop and Tbot. The HP control setpoints
are based on a heating curve for SH (i.e. 55 C at an outdoor tem-
perature of 8 C and 20 C at an outdoor temperature of 15 C)
and the required temperature for DHW of 45 C which is almost al-
ways higher than this heating curve value. The HP will be started
when Ttop is 3 C below setpoint and shut down when Tbot is 3 C
above setpoint. In order to be able to reach the switch off condition
on Tbot, the condenser water set temperature is always 5 C higher
than the setpoint.
Similar to the thermal building model, also the transient re-
sponse of the thermal building system is modeled based on FVM.
All thermal system components having a ﬂuid ﬂow are governed
by the equation
Hf ;inðtÞ  Hf ;outðtÞ þ QnetðtÞ ¼ mf cf
@Tf ðtÞ
@t
ð5Þ
where Hf,in(t) and Hf,out(t) (J) are the enthalpy of the incoming and
outgoing ﬂuid respectively, Qnet(t) (W) is the net heat exchange with
the surroundings, mf (kg/s) is the discretized ﬂuid mass in the con-
trol volume, cf (J/kg) is the speciﬁc heat capacity of the ﬂuid and Tf
(K) is the ﬂuid temperature. In heat emission components, Qnet is
determined based on EN 1537 [57] and Koschenz and Lehman
[58] for embedded systems, and based on EN 442-2 [59] for hydro-
nic radiators. In heat generation components like boilers and heat
pumps Qnet is determined based on multi-parameter performance
curves of commercial appliances.
3.4. Building occupancy model
The stochastic behavior of accommodated occupants for the use
of appliances and lighting by the occupants has been implemented
as embedded discrete time Markov chains.
The implemented stochastics are consistent with Richardson
et al. [60]. The resulting outputs are (i) presence [34] and (ii) activ-
ity of the building occupants, (iii) the use of appliances [60] and
(iv) the use of lighting [61,62], and depend (only) on (i) the house-
hold size, (ii) the present appliances and ﬁxtures, (iii) whether it is
a weekday or weekend day and (iv) global irradiances as shown in
Fig. 3. Here, occupancy and the use of appliances is used at a
10 min resolution, while the use of lighting has a 1 min resolution.
To generate 33 statistically relevant proﬁles, bottom-up data con-
cerning household size and installed appliances are used based
on Belgian [63] and European [60] statistics on household sizes
and appliance ownership rates respectively. As such, the main elec-
trical appliances taken into account are domestic lighting, freezer
and refrigerator, a music installation, the iron and vacuum cleaner,
a personal computer, a television, cooking appliances such as a
hob, oven, microwave and kettle, a dishwasher, a tumble dryer
and a washing machine. The library of activities can be extended
with additional data from time-consumption surveys [45].
For domestic hot water (DHW) consumption, the Becker proﬁle
[64] resulting from large scale measurements is chosen based on a
comparative literature study [65]. The proﬁle is a statistical proﬁle
averaging the behavior of different users to a single proﬁle,
whereas proﬁles for individual dwellings may be found more
peaked.
The knowledge on further stochastic behavior in residential
dwellings for opening of windows, manual heating control and
solar screen control is still limited or based on a limited data set
and therefore not implemented yet.
3.5. Building management system
On/off controllers are implemented for control of the space
heating system based on the difference between the room opera-
tive temperature and the room set-point temperature given by
the user occupancy, i.e. 21 C when occupants are present and
16 C otherwise.
Also control of solar shading devices and opening of windows,
together with possible bypassing of the HRV unit are managed
by the BMS. The HRV unit is bypassed when the temperature of
the day-zone surpasses 24 C and is used again when the temper-
ature drops below 19 C. The windows are opened when the indoor
temperature rises above 24 C resulting in a natural ventilation
rate between 3 and 5 ACH depending on the available window
sizes. Windows are closed again when the indoor temperature
drops below 21 C. The automated exterior solar screen is lowered
at an irradiance level of 250 W/m2 and raised again at an irradiance
level below 150W/m2.
3.6. Domestic electricity model
The nodal voltage Un of all appliances is set equal to the Un of
the building-to-feeder connection.
All electrical loads of the used appliances in the dwellings are
seen as active loads P. In successive work, possible reactive power
Q of the heat pumps or electric motors can be taken into account.
All required energy is locally delivered by means of a building
integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) system. Recast 2010/31/EU [3] only
applies climatisation of the building, where also the domestic elec-
tricity consumption is taken into account in order to achieve the
on-site net ZEB status. All systems are assumed to be oriented
directly South with an inclination of 34 resulting in the highest
annual electricity production [66]. Sizing of the BIPV system is
performed after a ﬁrst simulation of the neighborhood to know
the exact (simulated) annual energy use to account for.
Local generation by means of a photovoltaic system is modeled
with the 5-parameter model of De Soto et al. [67] based on a tem-
perature-dependent diode equivalent circuit [68]. Calculations are
based on manufacturer characteristics, i.e. a maximum power
Fig. 3. Decision ﬂowchart at building level on occupancy and the use of domestic
appliances. The weather only interferes for determination of the use of lighting.
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point (mpp) current Impp of 6.71 A andmpp voltage Vmpp of 34.3 V, a
short-circuit current Isc of 7.22 A and an open-circuit voltage Voc of
42.3 V at standard testing conditions. The temperature dependence
is rather low with temperature coefﬁcients ki and kv of 0.00217 and
0.106 respectively. The direct current power output of the BIPV
system is converted to an AC power by means of an inverter char-
acterized by a constant inverter efﬁciency of 0.95.
To avoid excessive feeder voltages, the BIPV system inverter is
curtailed when the voltage at the dwellings feeder interface
reaches a predeﬁned voltage limit. Curtailing is applied as the dis-
tribution system operator currently does not allow the distributed
sources to provide voltage control of the distribution feeder, e.g. by
reactive power control. This limit is set at an increase of 6% of the
nominal feeder voltage or 243.8 V according to national regula-
tions on AREI Art.§235, the Belgian General Regulations for Electri-
cal Installations (and Labor Protection). The inverter control is
given a minimal off-time of 5 min before trying to switch on again
after voltage disturbances.
The relation at all nodes between the nodal voltage and nodal
current in the feeder is determined as
PðtÞ þ |QðtÞ ¼ UnðtÞInðtÞ ð6Þ
with (P(t) + |Q(t)) the complex power wherefore P(t) (W) is the
active power and Q(t) (VA) is the reactive power, Un(t) (V) is the
node voltage and InðtÞ (A) the complex conjugate of the node cur-
rent. Here, Un can be simulated with an internal feeder structure
or set equal to the Un of the building-to-feeder connection.
3.7. Electric feeder model
A residential district is typically a radial feeder with a rated
nominal voltage of 230/400 V wye connection. The considered
electricity feeder in the residential district has the same layout as
the IEEE radial distribution 34 Node Test Feeder [42,43] as shown
in Fig. 1.
The feeder is modeled with cross sections for Aluminum cables
of (150,95,50), (95,50,35) and (50,35,25) mm2 respectively with
cable lengths of 16 up to 48 m between the dwellings as typical
for a residential district with detached houses. These feeder de-
signs will be referred to as the strong, moderate and weak feeder
respectively. Simulations are performed using a single-phase rep-
resentation of the electricity distribution feeder whereby the line
impedances are adjusted to represent a 3 phase feeder with sym-
metrical load and generation. This simpliﬁcation might not hold
for a large asymmetrical load but since the BIPV capacities are in
the 5 kWp range they should have a 3-phase connection [69]. This
would imply that most households have a 3-phase connection to
the distribution feeder limiting large asymmetrical loads.
A feeder transformer capacity of 160 kVA is taken into account
with a core loss of 0.26 kW and an impedance of 0.04X for calcu-
lation of the coil losses determined for a short-circuit voltage of 4%
of the nominal voltage.
The Belgian low-voltage electricity grid has a nominal voltage of
230 V. For traditional power ﬂows without distributed generation,
the voltage at the feeder has a higher value to ensure that the volt-
age in the entire feeder remains within preset boundaries. The
feeder voltage is raised by 2% to 234.6 V as currently common in
feeder designs for unidirectional power distribution.
The electric feeder is simulated with a power ﬂow analysis
determining nodal voltages and line currents as
DUlðtÞ ¼ ðRþ |XÞIlðtÞ ð7Þ
with (R + |X) the line impedance wherefore R (A/V) is the line resis-
tance and X (A/V) is the line reactance, D Ul(t) (V) is the line voltage
drop and Il(t) (A) the current.
4. Results
First, the set of net ZEBs is evaluated at building level. Second,
the same evaluation is performed after all dwellings are integrated
at feeder level representing a small residential neighborhood. Here,
the main focus lies on the resulting differences by taking into ac-
count the electricity feeder compared to a study at building level.
Fig. 4 clearly shows the integrated bottom-up approach of mod-
eling in the simulation output results, where indoor operative
temperatures and required comfort determine the stratiﬁed tem-
peratures in the available storage tank which in turn deﬁne the
electric power demand of the heat pump which ﬁnally (together
with occupant behavior and the installed BIPV capacities) deter-
mine the voltage perturbations in the electricity feeder.
4.1. Building level
The main focus at building level lies on the achieved ZEB status
with acceptable comfort and feasible technology choices and the
quantiﬁcation of non-simultaneity between local energy supply
and demand.
Fig. 4. Example week proﬁle for a random dwelling from the modeled set of (from
top to bottom) the indoor operative zone temperatures Top for the day zone and
night zone (in black and gray respectively), the bottom and top temperatures Tbot
and Ttop of the storage tank (in black and gray respectively) for space heating and
domestic hot water, the net electrical power exchange Pnet (i.e. positive values
denote a net demand and negative values denote a net supply to the feeder) and the
feeder connection voltage VAC. The gray lines for Pnet and VAC indicate the averaged
for all 33 dwellings within the neighborhood.
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4.1.1. Net zero-energy dwellings
For all dwellings, the annual household electricity consumption
for electric appliances and lighting has a lower and upper quartile
of 3.3 ± 0.5 MWh, with extrema of 1.8 and 5.2 MWh which is con-
sistent with Belgian statistics [70]. The annual heat demand for SH
and DHW is derived from dynamic simulation and is found to be
18.6 ± 2.5 kWh/m2, with extrema of 14.2 and 36.4 kWh/m2 as
shown in Fig. 5. The seasonal performance factor (SPF) of the
hydronic installations, as deﬁned in prEN 15316-4-2 [71] is found
to lie between 2.7 and 2.9 resulting in an annual electricity con-
sumption of 1.0 ± 0.2 MWh, with extrema of 0.7 and 1.5 MWh for
SH and DHW. As all thermal energy is provided by the storage tank
for both SH and DHW, no distinction can be made between the
effective electricity consumption for SH and DHW separately.
Based on the resulting electricity consumptions on annual basis,
the resulting BIPV capacities to reach a net ZEB status for each
dwelling individually can be determined. Within the moderate cli-
mate of Uccle (Belgium), the resulting BIPV capacities are
4.9 ± 0.6 kWp, with extrema of 2.2 and 7.1 kWp for the modeled
dwellings as shown in Fig. 5. It must be stated that these values
are determined after simulation of the total domestic energy use
in order to achieve exactly a net ZEB status on annual basis within
the study at building level. In reality, this is not possible as the
exact demand for heating can not be calculated and depends on
weather conditions whereas also the domestic electricity con-
sumption for appliances is unknown in advance and will change
frequently throughout the lifespan of the dwelling. The BIPV sizing
will therefore be taken as variable further on and results will be ex-
pressed as a function of the design level of net ZEB. Here, a depicted
design of net ZEB of 1.0 denotes the exact sizing of the BIPV capac-
ities as described, whereas a design level of net ZEB of e.g. 0.8 rep-
resents an under-sizing by 20% at annual basis of the provided local
supply of renewable energy.
4.1.2. Non-simultaneity of demand and supply
The effectiveness of the building integrated photovoltaic system
for reducing the electricity demand from the main distribution fee-
der is expressed by quantifying the cover factor c½t1 ;t2  (–) within a
time frame [t1, t2].
A cover factor indicates to which extent a set of threads is cov-
ered by another set of threads. Within this context, the supply cov-
er factor cS (–) is deﬁned as ‘the ratio to which the local supply is
covered by the energy demand’ and indicates ‘the self-consump-
tion’. Similarly, the demand cover factor cD (–) is deﬁned as ‘the ra-
tio to which the energy demand is covered by the local supply’ and
indicates the ‘self-generation’. The cover factors cS and cD are cal-
culated as
cS ¼
Z
minfPD; PSgdt
Z
PS dt
 1
ð8Þ
cD ¼
Z
minfPD; PSgdt
Z
PD dt
 1
ð9Þ
where PS is the local power supply and PD the local PV power
demand. The term min{PD,PS} represents the part of the power
demand instantaneously covered by the local PV power supply or
the part of the power supply covered by the power demand.
Eqs. (8) and (9), deﬁning the cover factors, indicate that a level
of net ZEB is achieved when cS = cD for a 1-year period as this
implicates that
R
PS dt ¼
R
PD dt. The deﬁnition of the cover factors
c (–) focuses on energy levels and is based on the assumption that
net supply energy from the building to the feeder is valued equally
as net energy demand. The deﬁnition could be extended and used
Fig. 5. Quartile boxplot deviations of the annual domestic electricity consumption
Puser, heat demand Qhea for space heating and domestic hot water, the seasonal
performance factors (SPF) of the heat pump and the required photovoltaic capacity
PPV to reach a level of net zero-energy for all 33 dwellings. The notches depict the
median value.
Fig. 6. Annual cover factors cD and cS plotted against the design level of net zero-energy at building (gray) and aggregated (black) level determined ideally at building level
and after integrated district energy system simulation including feeder consequences for the considered feeder designs. Here, a design level of net zero-energy of 1.0 denotes
the exact sizing of the photovoltaic capacities as described whereas a design level of net zero-energy of e.g. 0.8 represents an under-sizing by 20% at annual basis of the
provided local supply of renewable energies.
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for non-power related assessment by scaling PS and PD during the
integration, e.g. with economic values and thus for assessment of
other types of ZEB deﬁnitions such as the cost-ZEB [72].
Simulation of all dwellings shows low cover factors for the res-
idential sector in a Belgian (i.e. heating-dominated) climate. The an-
nual self-consumption caS at building level drops from 0.92 ± 0.05
for a minimal BIPV sizing (i.e. a design level of net ZEB equal to
0.04) down to 0.26 ± 0.03 when a net ZEB is aimed at building level
as shown in Fig. 6a. At this aimed level of net ZEB, equal values are
found for the annual self-generation caD at building scale which
raises to values 0.32 ± 0.04 when the local BIPV system is strongly
over-sized.
Both cover factors cS and cD show a seasonal pattern for all
dwellings. Two reasons can be brought up. First, the solar paradox
leads to the contradiction of a higher energy demand during winter
caused by increased electricity demand of the domestic heat
pumps for SH and the increased demand for lighting, whereas a
lower energy supply will be noticed due to shorter daylight periods
and lower solar zenith angles. Second, the daily pattern mismatch
reﬂects the mismatch at building level concerning the peaked
occupant behavior compared to the solar cycle. A ﬁrst demand
peak can be found in the morning as the demand for SH and
DHW rises after waking up. This morning peak is typically sharp
and high in low energy dwellings as it is dominated by the heat
pump. A second peak can be noticed during noon mainly caused
by cooking if not all occupants have a full time job, whereas a ﬁnal
longer period of energy demand is found during the evening is
caused by a combination of domestic electricity consumption for
use of appliances and heat demand for SH and DHW. In winter,
the morning peak and a large part of the consumption in the even-
ing fall beyond the daylight period which enforces the seasonal
solar paradox.
This combination of seasonal as well as daily mismatch results
in the low momentarily coincidence of local energy supply and de-
mand. The mismatch at building level is rarely seen as a problem in
building energy studies as the electricity distribution feeder is seen
as a virtual storage. However, correct assessment of this mismatch
and its implications implies a study at feeder level.
4.2. Feeder level
Twomain differences can be noted at feeder level compared to a
study at building level. First, diversiﬁcation of occupant behavior
and BIPV supply allows interchange of electrical energy between
dwellings. Second, electrical energy has to be consumed instanta-
neously when produced which argues not to see the feeder as
virtual storage. The integration of all system dynamics and require-
ments at feeder level shows the electrical bottlenecks at feeder le-
vel of the imposed assumptions at building level to reach a net ZEB
status for each dwelling.
4.2.1. Demand diversiﬁcation
When all 33 modeled dwellings are aggregated, slightly higher
cover factors can be noted as shown in Fig. 6a by the black curves.
The annual self-consumption caS at aggregated scale drops from
0.99 for a minimal BIPV sizing at each dwelling (i.e. a design level
of net ZEB equal to 0.04) down to 0.33 when a net ZEB is aimed at
building level for each dwelling. At this aimed level of net ZEB,
equal values are found for the annual self-generation caD at aggre-
gated level which raises to values of 0.38 when all local BIPV sys-
tems are strongly over-sized.
The retrieved higher cover factors when net zero-energy dwell-
ings are looked at aggregated level compared to individual dwell-
ings are caused by the diversiﬁcation of occupant behavior. The
electrical energy demand proﬁle of a single dwelling is strongly
peaked due to short-time use of electrical appliances and peaks
caused by the heat pump. When all 33 modeled dwellings are
looked at aggregated level, the peaked proﬁles are ﬂattened out
to a smoother proﬁle as all occupants have a different day rhythm
and the earlier mentioned morning and evening peak in demand
are much more spread and lower. For a case study where the fee-
der restrictions are not taken into account as shown in Fig. 6a, the
main gain in self-consumption by aggregating all dwellings is
found in under-sized BIPV capacities. The reason may be found
in the mismatch in both the seasonal and daily patterns. Aggregat-
ing electrical energy demand proﬁles eliminates the daily pattern
mismatch to a certain extent, while the seasonal mismatch will
take the upper hand once the advantage of the daily pattern is
exploited.
In building energy studies considering renewable energy inte-
gration, the higher levels of self-consumption and the diversiﬁca-
tion in electrical energy demand proﬁles on an aggregated level
are often seen as the solution for the non-simultaneity between
demand and supply. The remaining low cover factor of 0.33, how-
ever, still denotes that a signiﬁcant share of the electrical energy
provision is transferred to the local feeder and that the backbone
electricity grid is seen as virtual storage. Here, the integration of
all system dynamics and requirements at feeder level has to reveal
the electrical bottlenecks at feeder level.
4.2.2. Feeder restrictions
The integration of all system dynamics and requirements at fee-
der level shows three main bottlenecks which are not taken into
account in a study at building level. First, increased resistive feeder
losses can be noted. Second, the implied voltage limits for safety
and power security reasons limit the possible electrical energy
generation and its supply to the feeder. Third, possible overload
of the transformer at the connection with the backbone grid can
occur. The results will again be analyzed as a function of design
level of net ZEB. However, distinction must be made between the
design level of net ZEB as determined by the study at building level
and the effective level of net ZEB which is determined after inte-
gration at feeder level.
First, electrical currents in the feeder and transformer result in
resistive losses. For a reference case without BIPV systems, these
losses are 1.1%, 1.3% and 2.4% of the total annual demand for the
strong, moderate and weak feeder respectively. For all feeder de-
signs, a minimum is found in the losses at a design level of net
ZEB around 0.3 showing losses 0.2% pt lower than the reference
case whereas the resistive losses rise again to 2.1%, 1.9% and 2.1%
of the total annual demand for the strong, moderate and weak
feeder respectively for larger BIPV capacities. Overall, the depicted
transmission losses remain low which leads to the conclusion that
they are of little importance for the assessment of net ZEBs at fee-
der level.
Second, lost BIPV generation due to curtailing at elevated voltage
levels shows muchmore importance compared to the transmission
losses. Moreover, the difference between the different feeder
strengths is more profound. For the considered strong feeder, the
curtailed generation for an fzeb,des of 1 is 14% of the annual demand
at feeder level and rises up to 41% at the level of an individual dwell-
ing depending on its location in the feeder as shown in Fig. 7b. Only
16of theproposed33net ZEBs are effectively ZEBs. An effective level
of net ZEB is possible at feeder level when the capacities of the BIPV
systems are over-sized 1.36 times for the individual dwellings in the
strong feeder. Still only16of theproposed33net ZEBs are effectively
ZEBsbut their local over-productionat annual basis compensates for
the curtailed BIPV generation at feeder level. In contrast to this
strong feeder, an effective level of net ZEB at feeder level is not
achievable for the moderate and weak feeders. For the considered
moderate feeder, the curtailed generation for an fzeb,des of unity is
22% of the annual demand at feeder level and increases up to 52%
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at the level of an individual dwelling depending on its location in the
feeder, as shown in Fig. 7c. Only 11 of the proposed 33 net ZEBs are
effectively ZEBs. For the considered weak feeder, the curtailed gen-
eration for an fzeb,des of unity is 47% of the annual demand at feeder
level and rises up to 68% at the level of an individual dwelling
depending on its location in the feeder, as shown in Fig. 7d. Only 3
of the proposed 33 net ZEBs are effectively ZEBs.
The overall high generation losses in all feeders show that BIPV
curtailing under current limitations and for current feeder designs
is a major bottleneck for building energy standards.
The curtailed BIPV generation also inﬂuences the effective sup-
ply and demand cover factors. As shown in Fig. 6b–d, the resulting
effective levels of self-consumption are higher than determined in
the study at building level. The effective total BIPV generation sta-
ted in the denominator of cS does not increase proportionally with
the installed BIPV capacities, whereas the total covered electrical
energy in the numerator is not affected by curtailing as curtailing
is caused by uncovered over-generation. This causes the level of
self-consumption cS to remain nearly equal independent of the in-
stalled BIPV capacities once curtailing occurs, while the level of
self-generation cD remains approximately unaffected compared
to the values determined in the study at building level. The larger
spread of cS is caused by the dependence of curtailing on the loca-
tion of the dwelling in the feeder, as locations at the end of a feeder
line will show stronger voltage increases.
Third, increased transmission losses and occurring generation
losses by curtailing, possible transformer overloads at the connec-
tion of the local feeder to the backbone grid have to be considered.
Overload of the transformer possibly compromises power supply
security to the feeder, differently from BIPV curtailing which only
results in drops of expected efﬁciencies. Based on the study at
building level, a peak load of 4.8 kVA per dwelling is found after
aggregation results in a total peak load 158 kVA as shown in
Fig. 7a. However, the transformer load is affected by curtailing of
the BIPV systems. Curtailing occurs at the peaks of total net supply
at feeder level and as such reduces the transformer load. For the
considered strong feeder, a peak load of 109 kVA is found as shown
in Fig. 7b. For the considered moderate feeder, a peak load of
96 kVA is found as shown in Fig. 7c whereas a load of only
66 kVA is found for the considered weak feeder as shown in
Fig. 7d. Current common feeder transformers in Belgium have a
capacity of 50, 100, 160, 250, 400 and 630 kVA from which may
be concluded that transformer problems may occur depending
on the combination of the feeder strength and the installed trans-
former capacity. For strong feeders, the transformer is likely to be
overloaded if a transformer of 250 kVA or lower is installed for the
depicted set of 33 dwellings. In weaker feeders, curtailing at the
BIPV installations results in protection of the feeder load.
5. Discussion
From the mentioned three possible problems at feeder level, two
are found to be bottlenecks which are not taken into account in a
study at building level: the implied voltage limits for safety and
power security result in signiﬁcant generation losses whereas
possible overload of the transformer at the connectionwith the back-
bone electricity grid may bring power supply security into danger.
Since the predominant share of net ZEBs is to be achieved by
renovation of existing dwellings in the existing building stock
and feeders, such substantial required changes in the distribution
grid at feeder level may not always be possible and especially
not in short term. Important gains at feeder level not only lie in
the optimization of the feeder itself but also in taking into account
the feeder properties in building energy optimization. This can
only be investigated by integrated design and simulation of differ-
ent energy ﬂows and energy systems as proposed within this work.
5.1. Building optimization for feeder stability
Each component of the overall model at building level, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1, could be optimized or adapted to cope with restric-
tions at feeder level and increase the level of self-consumption, i.e.
the building design and insulation level, the heat (and cold) supply,
the building integrated photovoltaic system, the control strategies
of the building management system as well as the occupant
behavior.
The physical building design has always been the ﬁrst point of
interest for energy savings at building level. From a feeder point of
view, a change of the building design may affect both the daily pat-
tern and seasonal pattern of the total energy use. On the one hand,
the design, glazing properties and insulation level deﬁne the overall
need for thermal energy. An increased ratio of passive thermal gains
to thermal losses can shift the focus from a heating-dominated de-
sign to a cooling-dominated design of the building reducing the sea-
sonal mismatch between demand and supply. On the other hand,
Fig. 7. Effective levels of net zero-energy plotted against the design level of net zero-energy at building (gray) and aggregated (black) level determined ideally at building
level and after integrated district energy system simulation including feeder consequences for the considered feeder designs. Here, a depicted design level of net zero-energy
of 1.0 denotes the exact dimensioning of the photovoltaic capacities as described whereas a design level of net zero-energy of e.g. 0.8 depicts an under-sizing by a fraction of
20% at annual basis of the provided local supply of renewable energies. The dotted lines indicate the required transformer capacity.
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focusing on heavy-weight buildings may allow the building man-
agement system to shift the daily pattern of heat and cold demand.
For a given building design, the design of the entire energy system
for both space heating and cooling, domestic hot water and local
generation by means of renewable energy can be optimized from a
feeder point of view. As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the implemented
BIPV capacities play an important role. Part of the required BIPV
capacity can be replaced by thermal solar collectors providing direct
thermal energy for space heating anddomestic hotwater,which can
be stored in abuffer tank. Consequently, theproducedheatno longer
has to be provided by the heat pump reducing the chance of strong
voltage drops at feeder level cause by simultaneous electricity con-
sumption by heat pumps.
Changing user behavior itself seems difﬁcult but is part of re-
search in several studies which focus on demand side management
(DSM) of electrical appliances. Here, domestic appliances are seen
as shiftable loads for peak shaving. Also the availability of thermal
or electrical energy storage can only be efﬁciently employed by
using proper DSM control strategies. Appropriate assessment of
DSM strategies by thermal storage in buildings can only be inves-
tigated by integrated design and simulation of different energy
vectors and energy systems as proposed within this work. DSM
not necessarily requires knowledge on the feeder status and can
be rule-based, but rule-based methods should be derived from an
integrated approach.
5.2. Feeder optimization for zero-energy building
Besides building optimization towards feeder requirements, the
mentioned obvious improvements of a stronger feeder based on
larger feeder cable sections to reduce voltage ﬂuctuations and
the installation of a stronger transformer remain a good solution
for allowing the wide-spread application of net ZEBs. Another
physical solution to reduce voltage ﬂuctuations is changing the
topology of the feeder layout avoiding long dead-ends.
In current feeders designed for unidirectional power ﬂows, the
feeder voltage is slightly higher compared to the nominal feeder
voltage. Allowing a variable feeder voltage during the day allows
to reduce voltage ﬂuctuations due to changing electrical energy
ﬂows. Moreover, power quality beneﬁts from providing electrical
energy storage which allows peak shaving but this has to be
weighted economically against thermal energy storage in buildings
used for peak shaving.
In order to take fully advantage of possible integration of build-
ing technology for energy savings, a ‘smart’ grid combining electri-
cal energy distribution with distribution of data regarding the
complete energy chain allows the building management system
to interact properly.
6. Future work
Future work will focus on the same duality denoted in this
work: (i) the further development, veriﬁcation and validation of
the IDEAS platform, where-after (ii) each of the subdivisions – i.e.
the thermal building design, the thermal building system design
and its control, the electric building design and its control and
the feeder design – will be subject of optimization towards ener-
getic and economic efﬁciency.
As the IDEAS tool integrates all transient energy ﬂows at feeder
level, the tool is suitable for assessment of detailed DSM strategies.
7. Conclusions
A tool for Integrated District Energy Assessment by Simulation
(IDEAS) is developed and presented, and used for assessing the
electrical challenges at feeder level of a building stock evolving to-
wards ZEBs.
This IDEAS tool allows simultaneous simulation of thermal and
electrical processes at both building and feeder level. The tool com-
bines detailed bottom-up statistical and engineering modeling,
allowing to encompass occupant behavior, the inclusion of new
technologies, and quantiﬁcation of end-use energy efﬁciencies
based on dynamic simulation.
A set of residential net ZEBs is implemented in the IDEAS tool.
The model at feeder level is used to assess electrical bottlenecks
not taken into account in common building energy studies at the
level of an individual building. Their annual household electrical
energy consumption is found between 1.8 and 5.2 MWh, whereas
the resulting total annual energy use for SH and DHW is found
between 0.7 and 1.5 MWh. The total annual energy use is compen-
sated by a BIPV system with a capacity of 2.2–7.1 kWp. The mod-
eled dwellings show a self-consumption of locally generated PV
electrical energy of 26 ± 4% at building level and 33% at neighbor-
hood level.
Resulting feeder voltage ﬂuctuations and possible transformer
overload are identiﬁed and quantiﬁed as bottlenecks in existing
feeder designs. First, a fraction of 14–47% of expected local PV sup-
ply at feeder level is wasted by inverter curtailing when all dwell-
ings are intended to achieve a level of net ZEB. At building level,
these values rise up to a fraction of 41–68%. Second, the feeder
peak load is found to be 3.3 kVA per dwelling when inverter
curtailing is limited, which may affect power security in existing
feeder designs.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Grid saturation due to overvoltage
Distributed electricity generation (DG) affects the operating conditions of distribution grids in
different ways (Dugan and McDermott, 2001; Ackermann and Knyazkin, 2002). One specific
issue consists of steady-state voltage rises, which are of particular interest in distribution grids
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with a large amount of PV systems (Woyte et al., 2006; Caaman˜o Martin et al., 2008). At
times of high solar radiation, these voltage rises may result in a shut down of some of the PV
inverters, or a curtailing of the output power by droop control (De Brabandere et al., 2004).
These problems will happen more frequently as the cumulative installed PV capacity is expected
to keep on rising in existing distribution grids (EPIA, 2012).
As a result of the European policy regarding building energy performance, low energy neigh-
bourhoods will have to become the standard for new construction from 2020 onwards (European
Parliament, 2010). In these low energy buildings and neighbourhoods, PV and heat pump tech-
nology are often combined in order to reach a yearly ’net zero’ energy balance. However, this
may lead to inverter shut down or droop control at certain times, causing a loss of renewable
electricity generation. For example, Baetens et al. (2012) computed a loss of 14 % to 47 % of the
expected local PV electricity generation in a low energy neighbourhood, depending on feeder
sizing and parameter settings for the overvoltage shut-down.
Possible solutions to reduce the amount of curtailed power in distribution grids with a large
amount of PV systems consist of:
• Feeder reinforcements
• Changing the transformer tap positions to obtain an adapted voltage at the point of common
coupling
• Active voltage control with modern inverters (Bletterie et al., 2010)
• Demand side management (DSM)
This paper assesses the potential of rule based DSM applied to the domestic hot water (DHW)
production in dwellings with heat pumps. The aim of load shifting is not the voltage control on
itself, but a reduction of the non-renewable energy use of the neighbourhood.
1.2 Demand side management
The idea of DSM for this case is straightforward: by shifting electrical loads to time periods
of excessive voltage in the grid, curtailing of the inverters can be avoided. There are different
options for the shiftable loads. This paper will neither consider load shifting with household
appliances like dishwashers, cloth washers and dryers, nor by use of an electrical battery.
The shiftable load is the compression heat pump that produces heat for space heating and
DHW. This paper only considers the DHW production as a shiftable load. The required flexibility
to enable the decoupling of heat generation and consumption is the thermal energy storage (TES)
tank for storage of the domestic hot water. We only consider DHW and exclude space heating
from this paper because the latter requires a more detailed analysis in order to cover the different
emission systems and control strategies which lies beyond the scope of this paper. As will be
shown, the potential of load shifting on DHW is substantial and justifies the current scope. The
application of the elaborated methodology on space heating is a topic for future work.
In a previous study, different control strategies had been applied to a heat pump for space
heating in a single dwelling (De Coninck et al., 2010). Although it was shown that peak loads
can be reduced at the level of an individual building, the impact of these control strategies on
the distribution grid and consequently the inverter behaviour could not be assessed. This paper
takes the next step by modelling the entire neighbourhood.
1.3 Modelling of neighbourhoods
Simulations or optimizations on a single building level cannot be used to study the operation
of the distribution grid. DSM studies on single buildings can be used to study the energy or
cost savings in that building, up to the power exchange with the grid. It is however incorrect to
use these studies for drawing conclusions about the ability of DSM to compensate for stochastic
electricity generation or distribution grid loads. For this purpose, a neighbourhood model is
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Table 1. Overview of building model parameters
Element A U g
(m2) (W/(m2 K)) (-)
Outer facade a 135.0 0.22 -
Floor b 98.0 0.19 -
Roof c 118.0 0.11 -
Windows 33.5 1.10 0.59
a 15 cm of PUR between an 8 cm outer and 14 cm
inner brick wall.
b 10 cm of PUR below a 8 cm screed layer and
on a 20 cm concrete slab.
c 30 cm of mineral wool between multiplex plates
in a timber frame construction.
required, composed of the distribution grid, different buildings and stochastic user behaviour.
On the other hand, neighbourhood (or district) level simulations are not new. Manfren et al.
(2011) discuss different aspects of district level simulations whereas Baetens et al. (2012) give
a good overview of existing approaches and tools.
DSM applied to heat pumps has to be studied with detailed dynamic models. These mod-
els need to include the building, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) and user
behaviour. This is required for capturing the interaction between the heating system and the
building, the effects of ambient, inside and TES tank temperatures on the heat pump efficiency,
the consequences of on/off cycling, etc. Most district simulation tools cannot cope with the de-
sired level of detail in the building model. On the other hand, typical building simulation tools
do not allow to model multiple buildings connected to a distribution grid. In order to combine
the best of two worlds, we use Modelica.
The present paper shows how thermal energy management can be applied in order to relieve
grid saturation on neighbourhood level. Special attention is paid to the modelling of the DHW
system because both the hot water demand and the TES tank model largely influence the
potential of DSM. Modelica has proven well suited for this purpose.
2. Model
2.1 Overview
The model consists of 33 single-family dwellings connected to the 34-node test feeder of the
Institue of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) (Kersting, 2001) in the moderate Euro-
pean climate of Uccle, Belgium. It is assumed that all dwellings are identical, built according to
a low-energy standard, heated with a modulating air-to-water heat pump and equipped with a
PV system covering their complete yearly energy needs. The following paragraphs elaborate on
the modelling principles and details, whereas Tables 1 and 2 give an overview of the building
and general model parameters respectively.
2.2 Dwelling
A single dwelling typology is used which was identified in the European TABULA project (Loga
et al., 2009) as representative for semi-detached single-family houses constructed after the year
2005. This means that all dwellings are identical and that the variation in temperature and load
is caused entirely by the stochastic user behaviour. The dwelling has a total heated floor area of
196 m2, a total volume of 643 m3, a compactness of 1.58 m and is modelled as a single thermal
zone. The dwelling is designed according to a low-energy standard and has massive walls and
floors. The composition of the different envelope elements and resulting U-values are given in
Table 1.
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heat pump
pumpDHW pumpFH
cold water
mixing valve DHW
floor heating
(FH)
DHW storage tank
mixing valve FH3-way valve DHW/FH
Figure 1. Hydraulic scheme of the heating and DHW system
We suppose an air-tightness corresponding to the low energy standard with a natural infil-
tration rate of 0.03 air changes per hour (ACH). All dwellings are equipped with mechanically
balanced, air-to-air heat-recovery ventilation with an air change rate of 0.5 ACH and a recovery
efficiency of 0.84.
All dwellings have exterior solar screens with a solar transmittance of 0.24. As a result no
active cooling needs to be installed in the dwellings. The automated exterior solar screen is
lowered at a global horizontal irradiation level of 250 W/m2 and raised again at an irradiation
level below 150 W/m2.
2.3 HVAC system
Each of the 33 dwellings has an identical space heating and DHW system, visualized in Figure 1.
Heat is produced by means of a modulating air-to-water heat pump (HP), connected to a floor
heating and a DHW storage tank.
2.3.1 Heating
The heat pump model is based on linear interpolation in a performance map retrieved from
manufacturer data (Daikin Europe N.V., 2006). The performance map does not take into account
(de)frosting of the evaporator as shown in Figure 2 (although it does extend to negative ambient
temperatures). The nominal coefficient of performance (COP) is 3.17 at 2/35 ◦C and 2.44 at
2/45 ◦C test conditions (i.e. air/water temperature) for full load operation. The thermal power
of the heat pump is 3459 W at 2/35 ◦C.
The interpolation in the performance map defines the heating power Q˙net (W) and electricity
use P˙net (W) as a function of condenser outlet temperature, the ambient temperature and
modulation level (between 25 % and 100 %). The heat pump can modulate thanks to an inverter
at the compressor. In the model, the modulation level modfinal (%) is obtained in two steps.
First, the initial modulation mod init (%) is computed according to Equation (1), and then
limited according to Equation (2). To avoid on/off cycling, a hysteresis is added to the starting
condition: the heat pump will only start when mod init ≥ 50%.
mod init =
Q˙demand
Q˙max
=
m˙cp(Tset − Ti)
f(Tevap , Tc)
(1)
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Figure 2. Performance map of the heat pump, showing the COP as a function of ambient temperature for different modu-
lation levels (30 %, 50 %, 90 % and 100 %) and different condenser outlet temperatures (30 ◦C, 40 ◦C and 50 ◦C).
modfinal =

0%(= off) if mod init < 25%,
100% if mod init ≥ 100%,
mod init else.
(2)
In these equations, m˙ (kg/s) is the mass flow rate in the condenser, cp (J/(kg s)) the specific
heat capacity of water, Tset (K) is the condenser set temperature, Ti (K) is the condenser inlet
temperature, Q˙demand (W) is the demanded thermal power and Q˙max (W) is the maximum
thermal power at the current evaporator temperature Tevap (K) and condenser temperature Tc
(K), obtained from the performance map.
The model takes into account the water content of the condenser mc (kg) and dry capacity cdry
(J/K), both connected to the environmental temperature Te (K) through a thermal conductance
UAloss (W/K) in order to obtain a dynamic model with heat losses according to Equation (3).
(mccp + cdry)
dTc
dt
= m˙cp(Ti − Tc) + Q˙−UAloss(Tc − Te) (3)
In this equation, Q˙ (W) is the condensation heat Q˙net augmented with the environmental heat
losses UAloss(Tc−Te). This ensures that the steady state efficiency of the heat pump is identical
to the performance data, while adding environmental losses and dynamics to the model. The
produced heat is used for charging the floor heating, designed to work at a 35/30 ◦C regime at
design conditions and for charging the domestic hot water storage tank. As mentioned above,
the investigated DSM controls only concern the charging of the DHW tank.
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2.3.2 Domestic hot water and storage tank
The stratified water energy storage tank is only used for DHW production. It is connected
to the heat pump through an internal heat exchanger, and the hot water is withdrawn via a
thermostatic mixing valve in order to obtain water at 45 ◦C. A one-dimensional multinode storage
tank model is used. For each node i (numbering starts at the top), the energy balance and mass
balance equations are given in respectively Equations (4) and (5) and presented schematically
in Figure 3.
micp
dTi
dt
=
∑
j
cpm˙jTj + Q˙cond,i−1 + Q˙cond,i + Q˙buo,i + Q˙buo,i−1 + Q˙env,i + Q˙HX ,i (4)
∑
j
m˙j = 0 (5)
In these equations, mi (kg) is the water mass of the node i with temperature Ti (K) and cp is the
specific heat of water, assumed to be constant and equal to 4177 J kg−1 K−1. The in- and outgoing
water flows in node i due to forced circulation are represented by m˙j (kg/s), their corresponding
temperatures by Tj (K) (for outgoing flows, Tj = Ti). Heat transfer to neighbouring nodes via
conduction is given by Q˙cond (W). Transmission losses to the environment are given by Q˙env,i
(W). When the node i contains a section of the internal heat exchanger, the heat transfer from
this section into the node is given by Q˙HX ,i (W). Q˙buo (W) is the equivalent heat transfer to
neighbouring nodes due to buoyancy effects and this term will be elaborated in the following
paragraphs. Mass flow rates and heat fluxes entering the node i have a positive sign.
Figure 3. Schematic overview of the nodal energy balance in the TES tank
The storage tank plays a key role in the DSM strategies, therefore specific attention was paid
to verification and calibration of the model to manufacturer data. The goal of this calibration
is to obtain a robust model formulation, that can be used for different storage volumes. This
requires that the model parameters are independent of the size and geometry of the nodes.
Technical information and measurements from the commercial DHW tank Vitocell 100-V, type
CVW of 390 l are used to tune the parameters of the model (Viessmann, 2011).
Firstly, geometrical details like tank diameter and height, surface and water content of the
internal heat exchanger are set. The heat transfer coefficients of the internal heat exchanger
(internal convection, conduction and external convection) are calculated based on heat transfer
correlations.
Secondly, the parameters for the transmission losses Q˙env,i are set. In order to obtain a para-
metric model that allows scaling, a fixed UAfix(W K
−1) and a surface dependent heat loss
coefficient UIns(W m
−2 K−1) are defined. UIns depends on thickness and thermal conductivity
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of the insulation. UAfix accounts for cold bridges and increased heat losses at the connections
and is fixed to match the given 24 hour heat losses according to DIN V 18599.
Finally, the remaining parameters to be set are the number of layers and the buoyancy model,
which are linked. The aim of this calibration exercise is to find a model with a relatively low
number of layers that is robust to changes in storage volume. Therefore, the number of layers and
the buoyancy formulation should not influence the yearly performance of the storage tank (or
only to a limited extend). Thermal stratification and buoyancy are complex processes depending
on tank geometry and operation conditions. Haller et al. (2009) review different methods that
have been proposed to characterize thermal stratification in TES tanks. All attempts to include
these phenomena in one-dimensional stratified storage tank models are strong simplifications
of the 3-D flow patterns that occur (Han et al., 2009). Most one-dimensional stratified storage
tank models approximate buoyancy effects as mixing between the layers in case of temperature
inversion (Zurigat et al., 1989). In case of a fixed time step simulation, the mixing rate depends
on the node volume and simulation time step (Newton, 1995; Mather et al., 2002). In case of
continuous time solvers, a parameter is required for the time constant of mixing (Wetter, 2009).
Specific buoyancy formulations exist for modelling plume entrainment, caused by the inflow of
cold water at the top of the tank (Kleinbach et al., 1993). Kleinbach et al. (1993) and Mather
et al. (2002) demonstrate the importance of the number of nodes with regard to accuracy of the
model and more specifically the rate of stratification. This stratification plays an important role
in the efficiency of the tank and as a consequence the total system (Rosen et al., 2004).
The technical sheet specifies four performance characteristics to tune the model: two discharg-
ing and two charging experiments. The discharging experiments show that the number of layers
should be as high as 20 or even 40 in order to correctly model the sharp thermocline in dis-
charging situations. However, we will show later that with the correct buoyancy model, a lower
number of layers (down to 10 layers) does not have a significant impact on the yearly energy use
and DHW comfort. The DHW comfort is defined as the ratio of DHW use at temperatures of
at least 40 ◦C to the total DHW use.
As we model a tank with internal heat exchanger, the buoyancy model can be validated from
the two charging experiments (a and b). In a first step, a buoyancy model is chosen, with unknown
parameters. For each number of layers, a numeric optimization is carried out to find the optimal
model parameters that minimize the sum of the residuals for both experiments a and b. The
residual is the difference between the simulated and the specified tank outlet temperature at the
final charging time.
We want to find a stable buoyancy formulation, meaning that the model parameters are
independent of the number of nodes (between 5 and 40). However, for most buoyancy models,
including time constant based node mixing, this is not the case and parameter variations of more
than 100 % occur when the number of nodes is divided by two. A buoyancy model that leads to
a parameter variability of less than 20 % is presented by Equation 6.
Qbuo,i = kbuo(N)∆TiN
1.5 (6)
In this equation Qbuo,i is the heat flow from layer i + 1 to layer i, (i = 1 is top layer),
kbuo(N) is the model parameter to be identified which depends on N , the number of layers in
the model and ∆Ti is the temperature difference between layer i + 1 and layer i, i.e. zero if no
temperature inversion. The resulting optimized kbuo(N) as a function of N is shown in Figure 4.
Two conclusions can be drawn from this figure: (i) for each number of layers between 5 and 40,
a kbuo(N) can be found for which the model closely matches the measurements, and (ii) the
identified kbuo(N) lie all in the interval of 20.8 ± 20 %.
With the optimal kbuo(N) the impact of the number of nodes on the yearly performance of
the tank can be analysed. Three different DHW tap profiles are defined (see 2.5.3). Figure 5
shows that for each of these profiles, reducing the number of layers from 40 to 10 will result
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Figure 4. Top: model deviation from the validation data as a function of number of layers. Bottom: optimal kbuo(N)
according to Equation 6 as a function of number of layers.
in deviations on yearly energy use and DHW discomfort of less than 5 % and 2 % respectively.
This is an important result, because neighbourhood simulations with 40 layers in each TES tank
require significantly longer computation times.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of the yearly energy use and DHW comfort to the number of layers if the optimal kbuo(N) is taken
according to Figure 4.
Finally, the robustness of the buoyancy model with parameter kbuo(N) is checked around
kbuo,10. For each of the three DHW profiles used in Figure 5 and for a constant tank volume,
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the tank height and the number of layers is varied to check the sensitivity of kbuo,10 for small
deviations in layer size and height. The results, given in Figure 6, show that small variations in
geometry and discretization lead to deviations on yearly energy use and DHW discomfort of less
than 2 % and 1 % respectively. These results confirm the robustness of the buoyancy formulation
and the stratified storage tank model in general. No additional model enhancements to avoid
numerical dissipation have been implemented.
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Figure 6. Sensitivity of the yearly energy use and DHW comfort to number of layers and TES tank height for kbuo,10
This parameter calibration was only done for a 390 l tank and corresponding internal heat
exchanger. In this study, it is assumed that the heat exchanger and insulation thickness remain
the same for changes in tank volume between 300 l and 500 l. All resulting parameters are found
in Table 2 (on page 13).
2.3.3 Control
There are two loops in the HVAC control. The first loop controls the flow rate through the
heat pump by sending on/off control signals to pumpFH and pumpDHW . The signal for pumpFH
is sent by the room thermostat based on the operative temperature, set point and a hysteresis of
1 K (above set point). All dwellings have a constant temperature set point of 20 ◦C. This approach
is chosen for reasons of simplicity given the fully stochastic user presence in combination with
floor heating. Moreover, night set back is difficult to implement and has a limited impact in
heavy-construction well-insulated and air-tight buildings (Olesen, 2001; Hastings, 2004). The
signal for pumpDHW is based on the measured and set point values for the storage tank top
temperature TTop, measured in the second layer. A hysteresis of 2 K is applied (above set point).
The second loop controls the condenser set temperature. This control is only active when
the heat pump condenser receives a flow rate, and distinction is made based on which pump is
running. When pumpFH is activated, the set point follows a heating curve for space heating,
but with an offset of 2 K in order to compensate for distribution losses. When pumpDHW is
activated, the set point is 5 K higher than the DHW tank set point in order to be able to
reach the switch off condition on TTop. Both pumps can be activated simultaneously. When this
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happens, the condensor of the heat pump receives the sum of both flow rates and the highest
temperature set point precedes.
For the reference case, the DHW tank set point TSetDHW results from a small sensitivity
study. The tank set point has a large impact on the operation of the heat pump. If TSetDHW
is low, the COP will be higher, but the heat pump will cycle more since after each DHW draw,
the tank top temperature will be below the set point. This cycling behaviour will decrease the
overall seasonal performance factor (SPF). A low set point will also decrease the DHW comfort
(see Section 3.1). A few simulations with different DHW tap profiles led to the conclusion that
for the reference case, a fixed DHW tank set point of 53 ◦C gives a satisfactory trade-off between
thermal comfort and energy use.
2.4 Electricity generation
Each dwelling has a building integrated PV system which is sized to cover, on a yearly basis, the
total electricity consumption of the dwelling. As the user behaviour influences this consumption,
each dwelling will have a different installed PV capacity. Azimuth and inclination of the modules
are identical for all dwellings.
The PV system is modelled with the 5-parameter model of De Soto et al. (2006) based on
a temperature-dependent diode equivalent circuit (Sera et al., 2007). The efficiency parameters
of a PV module are taken from manufacturer characteristics (Sanyo, 2008). The direct current
power output of the modules is converted to AC power by means of an inverter with constant
efficiency of 95 %.
To avoid excessive feeder voltages, the inverter is switched off when the voltage at the dwelling-
feeder interface reaches a predefined limit. This switching-off is applied as the distribution system
operator currently does not allow the distributed sources to provide voltage control of the dis-
tribution feeder, e.g. by reactive power control. This limit is set at an increase of 10 % of the
nominal feeder voltage or 253 V according to national regulations on AREI Art.§235, the Belgian
General Regulations for Electrical Installations (and Labour Protection). The inverter control
is given a minimal off-time of roughly 300 s before trying to switch on again. To obtain a stable
model, each of the 33 inverters has a slightly different off-time between 275 s and 318 s.
2.5 Occupant behaviour
The stochastic behaviour of accommodated occupants concerning presence, the use of appliances
and lighting, and domestic hot water withdrawal is implemented as a combination of survival
analyses for occupancy and embedded discrete-time Markov chains for the remainder.
2.5.1 Presence
Differently from earlier work (Baetens et al., 2012), occupancy is no longer described based on
discrete-time Markov chains. The required differentiation based on household typologies results
in a more comprehensive representation of occupancy behaviour at household level and a more
realistic representation of the simultaneity of the resulting power demand for space heating and
DHW.
Four different family types have been defined based on the work of Cheng and Steemers (2011),
ie. (1) a young couple both working full time during weekdays and partly present in the weekend,
(2) a family of 4 persons of which one parent works part time, (3) an unemployed couple and
(4) a retired couple. For each family type, the average number of persons at home are defined
for a typical weekday and a typical weekend. In order to obtain fully stochastic profiles, an
uncertainty is applied to the average arrival and departure times for each household and an
uncertainty to the average arrival and departure times for each day of the week for the survival
analysis. Both uncertainties are defined by a standard deviation σ of 1 hour compared to the
family type average and household average respectively. This results in all different occupancy
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profiles, while the aggregated profiles by family type still reflect the typical days. To illustrate the
result, a weekly aggregated occupancy profile for a single family of type (1) is given in Figure 7
and for a single family of type (4) in Figure 8.
2.5.2 Household electricity load
The implemented stochastics are consistent with Richardson et al. (2010) and are based on
discrete-time Markov chains as described by Baetens et al. (2012). The resulting outputs are
activity of the building occupants, the use of appliances (Richardson et al., 2010) and the use of
lighting (Stokes et al., 2004; Richardson et al., 2009), and (only) depend on the household size, the
present appliances and fixtures, whether it is a weekday or weekend day and global irradiances.
Here, the use of appliances and lighting has a 1 minute resolution. To generate 33 statistically
relevant profiles, bottom-up data concerning household size and installed appliances are used
based on Belgian (FOD Economie, 2008) and European (Richardson et al., 2010) statistics
on household sizes and appliance ownership rates respectively. As such, the main electrical
appliances taken into account are domestic lighting, freezer and refrigerator, a music installation,
the iron and vacuum cleaner, a personal computer, a television, cooking appliances such as a
hob, oven, microwave and kettle, a dishwasher, a tumble dryer and a washing machine. Figure 7
shows a profile with resulting electricity use and internal gains aggregated to a week for a single
family. Internal gains can be lower or higher than the electricity consumption, depending on
which appliance is consuming and the occurrence of internal gains from persons.
Figure 7. Aggregated weekly presence, internal gains and electricity consumption for a young couple both working full
time during weekdays and partly present in the weekend (type (1)). PElec = total electricity consumption without HVAC,
QCon, QRad = convective respective radiative heat gains. Presence is visualised as the proportion of maximum occupancy,
presence during nights when the inhabitants are sleeping is not shown.
2.5.3 Domestic hot water
Special attention has been paid to a solid DHW model because of the increased fraction of the
final energy demand for domestic hot water in low energy buildings. There are two important
aspects in modelling DHW consumption in building simulation research: the tap profile and the
total hot water consumption. Both aspects are discussed below.
The tap profile is strongly related to the activity of the building users, and therefore a stochastic
model is needed for which each simulated dwelling shows a different consumption profile that is
in accordance with the occupancy and activity of the users. Different stochastic models for the
DHW tap profile can be found in the literature (Becker and Stogsdill, 1990; Fairey and Parker,
2004; Jordan and Vajen, 2001; Hendron and Burch, 2007; Wide´n et al., 2009). The approach
within this work is based on the models of Jordan and Vajen (2001) and Wide´n et al. (2009).
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Four different withdrawal categories have been defined, i.e. a short and medium withdrawal, a
shower and a bath. For each category, the flow rate, total DHW volume and the average number
of occurrences per day is fixed equal to Jordan and Vajen (2001). Ten-minute proclivities are
determined based on the occupancy and activity proclivities from Richardson et al. (2010) for
each category. The resulting stochastic profile for the DHW tap profile is achieved by discrete-
time Markov chains based on a calibration scalar to end up with the desired average equivalent
consumption per capita.
The total DHW consumption per capita depends on many parameters. Measurements and
estimates made in several studies show a large variance in the results. In the following overview,
all consumptions are converted to equivalent volumes at 60 ◦C, with cold water at 10 ◦C. A Euro-
pean SAVE study by Lechner (1998) reports an average consumption of 30 l/day per person with
a range between 10 l/day and 80 l/day. Marsh (1996) computed a daily consumption for washing
of only 14 l/day per person, but if (hot fill) dish and cloth washing are included, this number
rises to 41 l/day per person. Wide´n et al. (2009) used two Swedish measurement campaigns with
the following consumptions: about 40 l/day per person for detached houses and between 51 l/day
and 154 l/day per person for appartments. Several measurement campaigns followed up by 3E
in Belgium have resulted in an average of 30 l/day per person for multi-family houses.
Due to the detailed stochastic model, the average daily DHW consumption is rather an output
than an input. For the whole neighbourhood, with 82 residents, the average amounts to 33.1 l/day
per person at 60 ◦C. This consumption is imposed at the flange of the storage tank. Consequently,
distribution losses are neglected in this study. An aggregated weekly tap profile for a family of
type (4) is shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Aggregated weekly presence and DHW consumption for a retired couple (type (4)). Presence is visualised as the
proportion of maximum occupancy, presence during nights when the inhabitants are sleeping is not shown.
2.6 Neighbourhood
The dwellings are connected to a low voltage distribution grid, shown in Figure 11 (b) (on
page 15). The same IEEE 34 node grid topology is used as in Baetens et al. (2012), and sizing
is according to the medium feeder strength, which stands for aluminium cables with sections of
95 mm2, 50 mm2 and 35 mm2 for the different lines. The different household types are distributed
randomly over the neighbourhood.
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Table 2. Overview of model parameters
Symbol Parameter Value
Dwelling
Aheat/Vheat Heated floor surface and volume 196 m
2 / 643 m3
V˙inf Infiltration flow rate 0.03 ACH
V˙ven Ventilation flow rate 0.5 ACH
ηhr Ventilation heat recovery efficiency 0.84
UAtot Overall heat loss coefficient (incl. infiltration and ventilation with heat recovery) 106 W/K
Φdesign Specific building design heat load (Ukkel, Belgium) 15.8 W/m
2
gs Solar transmittance of the solar shading 0.24
ctrls Irradiance thresholds for automatic control of solar shading (down - up) 250 - 150 W/m2
Heating
Qhp,nom Nominal power of the HP at 2/35 and 2/45
◦C 3459 / 3169 W
COPhp COP of the HP at 2/35 and 2/45
◦C 3.17 / 2.45
mhp Water content of heat pump condenser 10.0 l
UAhp Transmission losses of heat pump 12.9 W/K
mhydr
a Total water content of hydronic heating system (excl. HP, FH and DHW tank) 4.0 l
UAhydr
a Total transmission losses of hydronic system (excl. HP, FH and DHW tank) 8.0 W/K
Tfh,design Temperature regime floor heating at −8 ◦C outside 35/30 ◦C
TSetDHW
b Set temperature in DHW storage tank 53 ◦C
DHW storage tank
V Volume 0.3 / 0.5 m3
H Height 1.4 m
Nnodes Number of nodes (node 1 is top node) 10
Uins Transmission losses through insulation 0.4 W/(m
2 K)
UAfix Additional transmission losses (independent of tank volume) 1.61 W/K
Ahx Surface of internal heat exchanger (coil) 4.1 m
2
Poshx Position of the coil (upper tank node - lower tank node) 4− 10
hin Convective heat transfer coefficient at inside of coil 4000 W/(m
2 K)
hcon Conduction heat transfer coefficient through coil 3300 W/(m2 K)
hout Convective heat transfer coefficient at outside of coil 867 W/(m2 K)
aCombination of different pipes and pumps which can be at different temperatures.
bAccording to a temperature sensor in the second tank node. This set temperature is increased at periods of load shifting
in the different DSM strategies in order to start charging the DHW tank. TSetDHW is never lower than 53
◦C.
2.7 Parameter overview
An overview of the parameters used for the different submodels is given in Table 2.
3. Reference case
3.1 Thermal comfort
With identical buildings and control, the thermal comfort and heat demand depend only on
the user behaviour (presence and appliance use). Figure 9 shows that both winter and summer
comfort are satisfied for the dwellings with lowest and highest internal gains.
The DHW comfort is calculated as the mass flow rate that is withdrawn at temperatures
above 40 ◦C divided by the total DHW consumption. The mixing valve has a set point of 45 ◦C.
Due to the way the stochastic DHW draw profiles are calculated, every dwelling has a limited
number of days during which the total DHW load is very high. Therefore, the DHW comfort
varies between 96.4 % and 99.8 % as shown in Figure 10.
3.2 Energy use
Figure 10 gives an overview of the energy use, SPF of the heat pump, primary energy efficiency
of the total heating and DHW system and DHW comfort. Despite the low energy standard, the
heat demand is predominantly caused by space heating. This is due to the relatively low DHW
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Figure 9. Ambient temperature and operative temperature in the hottest and coldest dwelling
demand profiles and the conservative settings of the automatic solar shading devices. The SPF of
the heat pump and the total primary energy efficiency are within acceptable ranges. Taking into
account a primary energy factor of 2.5 for electricity, we see that the primary energy efficiency
is lower than the SPF of the heat pump. This is due to thermal losses in the storage tank and
hydronic circuit. The required nominal power of the PV arrays in order to reach a yearly zero
energy balance lies between 5.0 kW and 7.5 kW peak power.
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Figure 10. Box plots showing the median and quartile range of indicated variables for the 33 dwellings in the reference
case. Outliers (values outside of 1.5× quartile value) are presented by ’+’
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Figure 11. a) Yearly inverter shut-down losses for dwellings according to numbering in grid topology b) .
3.3 Energy balance
Figure 11 shows that inverter shut-down is only affecting 10 out of the 33 dwellings. The shut-
down losses can reach up to 20 % of annual PV production of these systems. The losses depend
on the position of the dwelling in the grid and the figure shows that the weak branches are those
who are furthest away from the transformer.
The net yearly electricity consumption of the neighbourhood ENBH would be −1.8 MWh/a
in case of an ideal feeder. This means that the neighbourhood would be a net electricity pro-
ducer on a yearly basis due to slight oversizing of the PV systems. However, due to ohmic grid
losses and inverter shut-down, the small yearly overproduction becomes a net consumption of
12.4 MWh/a. Compared to the electricity use of the dwellings, the ohmic losses amount to 3.0 %
and the inverter shut-down losses are 4.6 % of the yearly demand. This may seem relatively low,
specifically when compared to results of Baetens et al. (2012). For a similar case, Baetens et al.
found curtailing losses of 22 % and ohmic losses of 1.9 %. The difference in curtailing losses is
entirely due to changed regulations: in the model of Baetens et al., the inverters were configured
to shut-down at a voltage deviation of 6 %, i.e. 243.8 V, but in the mean time this legislation has
been harmonized with EN 50438:2007 and since medio 2012 the limit is fixed at 10 % voltage
increase, i.e. 253.0 V (SynerGrid, 2012). The increase in ohmic losses is due to the higher total
consumption and installed PV power in the considered neighbourhood.
3.4 Aggregated power profiles
In order to get a better understanding of the phasing between average PV production and the
electricity consumption we have aggregated the different power profiles in Figure 12 (upper left).
This figure shows the aggregated daily power for user electricity consumption, PV production
and HP operation for dwelling 19 which has about 17 % of curtailing losses. The aggregation is
done for the whole year, including days without curtailing.
As Figure 12 (upper left) shows, in dwelling 19, the electricity consumption of appliances and
lighting has a morning and evening peak. The heat pump also operates most in the morning
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and evening, with a time shift of about two hours (later) compared to the user electricity con-
sumption. This can be explained by the morning and evening peaks in water consumption and
the presence of a DHW storage tank causing the HP to reheat the tank after most DHW with-
drawals. As a result, the electricity consumption is not well in line with the electricity generation
profile of the PV system. Curtailing typically takes place between 10h-16h.
4. Demand side management
4.1 Rule-based control strategies
The challenge tackled in this paper is to adapt the control of the DHW production in order
to reduce the net yearly electricity consumption of the neighbourhood ENBH. Given the ohmic
grid losses, ENBH will never become zero without increasing the PV capacity compared to the
reference case, even though most control strategies can reduce the ohmic losses to a small extent.
As mentioned before, reducing curtailing losses is straightforward: if the local consumption
is increased sufficiently at periods of high grid voltage, the PV inverters will not shut down.
This could however increase ENBH instead of decreasing it. Therefore, the aim is not to reduce
curtailing losses but ENBH.
The control strategies are divided in three different categories based on the trigger used to
initiate the load shifting. These triggers can be a clock, the power exchange with the grid or
the voltage. When the trigger is activated, the temperature set point in the DHW storage tank
TSetDHW is increased. The amount of the temperature increase is a parameter of the control and
will be varied in the analysis. Some additional variants have been defined as shown in Table 3.
Only rule-based control strategies are considered in this paper. Comparing rule-based DSM with
full neighbourhood optimal control could be the topic of future research.
For reference: the simulations were executed on desktop computers with two different cpu’s
(Intel Xeon(R) at 2.53 GHz and at 3.07 GHz) and depending on the cpu and (primarily) the
control strategy the simulation time was between 1.2 and 4.3 days for simulating one year.
4.2 Load shifting
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Figure 12. Aggregated power density profiles for dwelling 19 with a DHW storage tank of 0.3 m3.
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Table 3. Overview of DSM control strategies
Name Trigger for DSM Details Implementation effort
ClockDHW Clock Between 12h00 and 16h00, TSetDHW
is increased.
Very low, no sensors required.
PGrid Power exchange of the
dwelling with the grid
When the power injection in the grid
surpasses Plim , TSetDHW is increased.
Plim is the same regardless PV sizing.
Moderate. Requires power
measurement, preferentially
based on inverter output be-
fore curtailing and without HP
consumption to avoid unstable
control or the need for large
hysteresis.
VGridfix Voltage at dwelling’s
grid connection
When the voltage surpasses Vlim ,
TSetDHW is increased. Vlim is the
same for all dwellings and is typically
a few Volt lower than 253 V a.
Low, only requires a single
voltage measurement.
VGridvar Voltage at dwelling’s
grid connection
When the voltage surpasses Vlim ,
TSetDHW is increased. Vlim depends
on the position of the dwelling in the
grid.
Low on building side, only re-
quires a single voltage mea-
surement. Power flow calcu-
lation required once in order
to determine Vlim for each
dwelling.
Central Voltage at dwelling’s
grid connection and
temperature of DHW
tank.
A central intelligence is present with
access to the voltage and temperature
of the DHW tank in each dwelling.
When somewhere in the grid Vlim
is exceeded, TSetDHW of the DHW
tank with lowest temperature is in-
creased, regardless of the position of
that dwelling in the grid.
High. Requires centralised
monitoring and control and
can conflict with privacy of
the occupants.
a In all simulations with VGridfix , Vlim has been set to 251 V, 2 V lower than the shut-down limit to create a safety
margin.
b The power flow calculation imposes an equal load to all dwellings for which the maximum voltage in the grid
reaches 251 V. The corresponding voltage at each connection point is Vlim .
A first strategy for shifting the HP operation is a clock-based increase of TSetDHW . To keep
this DSM control very simple, the temperature is increased at the same time (12h-16h) in every
house on all days of the year, even when there is no curtailing risk at that moment or position
in the grid. The aggregated power profiles for ClockDHW ,12K , with a daily temperature increase
of 12 K is shown in Figure 12 (upper middle). We can see a clear shift in the operation of the
heat pump with a very sharp peak at 12h. As a consequence, the morning and evening peaks are
largely flattened. The result is a strong reduction of inverter shut-down between 12h and 14h.
The effect does not last till 16h as the heat pumps in the neighbourhood switch off one by one
when the temperature in their respective storage tank reaches the increased TSetDHW .
The voltage increase in the grid is caused by simultaneous injection of surplus electricity by all
dwellings. When we try to increase the self-consumption γS at times of high injection power we
expect the curtailing losses to decrease. Figure 12 (upper right) shows the effect of PGrid12K . The
shift of HP operation is much less pronounced as for ClockDHW ,12K . This is because this DSM
control is only active on sunny days and the aggregated profile is computed based on all days of
the year. Nevertheless, the impact on curtailing losses is high, specifically in the morning. In the
afternoon, when the storage tanks in the neighbourhood start reaching the increased TSetDHW ,
the effect is lower. It has to be noted that in this control strategy, all dwellings participate, even
if they do not suffer from inverter shut-down. As the trigger for DSM is a fixed and identical
Plim for all dwellings, this control will be activated more often for large PV systems.
The reason for inverter shut-down being excessive voltage, it seems more logic to base the
DSM strategy on a measurement of the voltage at the dwelling’s grid connection. There are
two options for setting the voltage limit Vlim at which TSetDHW is increased. In the VGridfix
strategy, Plim is the same for all dwellings (251 V). In VGridvar , Plim depends on the position
of the dwelling and the characteristics of the feeder. The idea is to activate the control in the
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dwellings when based on their own voltage measurement there is a good reason to suspect that
curtailing is about to happen somewhere else. The effect on the aggregated power for both
controls with a ∆TSetDHW of 12 K is shown in Figure 12 (lower left and middle). The impact of
sharing the burden among all dwellings can clearly be seen: VGridvar ,12K reduces the curtailing
losses more than VGridfix ,12K .
A more advanced DSM control based on Vlim requires a central management system that has
access to all voltages in the grid and the temperatures in the DHW tanks and that can increase
TSetDHW . This way, the controller can select which HP is to start to avoid curtailing. Ideally,
the controller would take into account the grid topology and select the dwelling(s) that will
have most effect on the anticipated problem. However, the Central control investigated in this
paper only selects based on storage tank temperature. With a maximum ∆TSetDHW of 12 K, the
resulting aggregated power is shown in Figure 12 (lower right). The Central strategy is clearly
more complicated and expensive than all other studied controls as it requires a central system
for monitoring and control. However, it is still much easier (and cheaper) than model predictive
control (MPC) as it does not require weather and user behaviour forecasts, system models and
an optimisation framework.
4.3 Resulting net yearly electricity consumption
So far, we have only discussed the load shifting behaviour of the DSM control strategies and
the resulting reduction in curtailing for a single case (dwelling 19). In this section we also
consider the effects of the higher average storage tank temperature and shifted heat pump
operation on the total net electricity consumption of the neighbourhood, ENBH. We define the
net electricity savings as ∆ENBH = ENBH, DSM−ENBH, ref. Figure 13 shows the loss-benefit space
for the neighbourhood. In this graph, every marker is the final result of a control strategy on
neighbourhood level. The number in the marker is the increase in TSetDHW when the control
is activated. The horizontal axis represents the relative electricity demand compared to the
reference case. The vertical axis shows the relative curtailing and ohmic losses compared to the
reference. Therefore, the reference lies in the origin, and a case for which gains and savings are
equal would lie on the status quo line, the diagonal through the origin. The resulting net savings
for every case ∆ENBH, is the difference between relative savings and relative consumption and
is represented by the vertical distance of the marker to the status quo line.
A first remarkable result is the good performance of the most simple control strategy,
ClockDHW ,4K . It is the only control for which the electricity demand is substantially lower than
the reference case −3.4 MWh, and at the same time it is able to reduce curtailing losses by
2.3 MWh. These effects add together and result in ∆ENBH of 5.6 MWh. As a matter of fact, no
single other control strategy can do better. Variants of ClockDHWK with ∆TSetDHW equal to 8 K
or 12 K are much less interesting. They can reduce the curtailing losses a little bit further, but
the savings on electricity demand completely vanish. The reason why ClockDHW ,4K outperforms
all other strategies is the fact that besides reducing curtailing losses on sunny days, it also has
a benefit during almost all other days. As pointed out earlier by De Coninck et al. (2010), the
timed increase of TSetDHW shifts the operation of the air-to-water HP to the afternoon, when
the ambient temperature is often a few degrees higher than in the morning or evening. As long
as ∆TSetDHW is low, this effect outweighs the performance loss due to the increased condenser
temperature and the additional thermal losses in the TES tank and hydronic circuit. This is
confirmed by the median of the HP’s SPF for all dwellings: it rises from 3.06 in the reference
case to 3.17 for ClockDHW ,4K .
Furthermore, when the tank temperature is temporarily increased, the top of the tank will
still be warm enough after the next DHW withdrawal and the tank does not have to be reheated
as soon as in the reference case. This will improve the stratification in the tank and lead to the
following benefits:
• less heat pump cycles, resulting in lower thermal losses of the heat pump and hydronic
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Figure 13. Loss-benefit space for rule-based DSM with 0.3 m3 DHW storage tank.
circuit
• lower condenser temperatures at the start of the next tank heating cycle, resulting in a
higher SPF
• lower average temperatures at the bottom and middle of the tank, resulting in lower thermal
losses for these layers.
The cumulative result of these effects is a reduction of total thermal losses for the entire neigh-
bourhood of 4.2 MWh (= 8.5 %). Of course, the other strategies benefit from similar effects, but
only during the sunny periods when their DSM strategy is activated. This means that all other
strategies can be combined with ClockDHW ,4K in order to try to combine the benefits from both
strategies. Some results of combined strategies are discussed in section 4.5.
Figure 13 also shows the results for the other strategies for different values of ∆TSetDHW .
We see that for all strategies, both electricity demand and reduction of curtailing losses increase
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with rising values of ∆TSetDHW . Therefore, the net neighbourhood savings, ∆ENBH tend to
show a maximum as a function of ∆TSetDHW . Sometimes the maximum does not seem to be
reached because simulations with temperature increases of more than 18 K are not performed to
stay within the validity range of the heat pump model.
There is a clear rank in the performance of the control strategies. We put them in order of
decreasing effectiveness (based on ∆ENBH) , and indicate which ∆TSetDHW gives the best result:
(1) ClockDHW , optimal ∆TSetDHW = 4 K
(2) Central , optimal ∆TSetDHW = 12 K and 18 K
(3) VGridvar , optimal ∆TSetDHW = 12 K
(4) PGrid , optimal ∆TSetDHW = 12 K
(5) VGridfix , optimal ∆TSetDHW = 16 K.
Overall, we can conclude that for a 0.3 m3 storage tank and with the proper ∆TSetDHW , these
rule-based control strategies are able to reduce ENBH by 3.0 MWh to 5.6 MWh. This corresponds
to a reduction of curtailing losses by 35 % to 65 %. Compared to the total electricity demand of
the neighbourhood (without taking into account PV production), these savings represent 1.6 %
to 3.0 %.
4.4 Effect of increased storage tank size
All results discussed so far were based on a DHW storage tank of 0.3 m3. It is clear that by
increasing the volume of this tank, the system will be able to reduce the curtailing losses even
more. However, the thermal losses will also be higher, and may overcompensate the benefits of
additional load shifting. Figure 14 shows the results with a storage tank size of 0.5 m3. In this
figure, also the reference case has this larger DHW tank. This does barely influence the reference
curtailing losses, but increases the ENBH of the reference case by 1.6 MWh.
As expected, all strategies are able to reduce the curtailing losses further than with a 0.3 m3
storage tank. The most notable change is a reduced performance of the ClockDHW . Whereas
for all other strategies, the position of the markers is very similar to the previous results, the
markers of ClockDHW are clearly shifted to the right. This specifically means that the increased
system performance of ClockDHW ,4K is less pronounced with a larger storage tank. As a result,
this strategy is outperformed by the more complicated control strategies VGridvar and Central .
The real merit of a larger storage tank has to be evaluated by comparison with the original
reference case which has the smaller tank. This is done in Figure 15, where the reference case
with DHW tank of 0.3 m3 is placed in the origin. In a first instance, we do not discuss the three
markers at the end of the arrows (they will be discussed in the next section). From this figure we
can clearly see the shift of all cases with a DHW tank of 0.5 m3 to the right and upwards (except
for the reference). However, none of the cases with a larger storage tank is able to compensate
the additional electricity demand by stronger reduction of curtailing losses. This brings us to an
important conclusion of this study: with the simulated control strategies it does not make sense
to install additional thermal energy storage to increase the DSM capabilities of the systems.
4.5 Combinations with ClockDHW ,4K
Finally, we want to combine the merits of the most simple strategy on the days without curtailing
with the performance of the advanced strategies on the days with curtailing. This has been
simulated for three cases and visualised with arrows in Figure 15.
The combinations are indeed an improvement of the original strategies. The improvement in
energy efficiency is a little bit smaller than anticipated, but on the other hand there is even an
additional reduction of curtailing losses. However, our previous conclusion holds: the systems
with the smaller storage tank show a better energy performance.
The best results are obtained with the combination of ClockDHW ,4K and VGridvar ,16K . This
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Figure 14. Loss-benefit space for rule-based DSM with 0.5 m3 DHW storage tank.
simulation realised a ∆ENBH of 6.4 MWh which corresponds to a reduction of curtailing losses
by 74 % or a reduction of ENBH by 3.4 %. We could have simulated more combinations and other
values for ∆TSetDHW . For instance, from Figure 15 it can be anticipated that a combination
of ClockDHW ,4K with VGridvar ,12K or Central18K will bring ∆ENBH even higher. There are
probably also other control strategies worth investigating. However, with the current results, we
already show that simple rule-based controls are able to strongly reduce curtailing losses in low
energy dwellings with a high PV penetration while decreasing the net electricity demand.
4.6 Load matching and grid interaction indicators
The aim of this study is to decrease the net electricity consumption of the neighbourhood ENBH
as a whole by avoiding PV inverter shut-down. Therefore, a neighbourhood model has been
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Figure 15. Loss-benefit space for rule-based DSM with 300 l and 500 l DHW storage tank. The three markers at the end of
arrows are combinations of that control strategy with ClockDHW ,4K
developed in Modelica. When such a model is not available and the only tool at hand is a stand-
alone building simulation program, the interaction of the building with the electricity grid can
be characterized by load matching and grid impact (LMGI) indicators. LMGI indicators are
defined by different authors (Salom et al., 2011; Verbruggen et al., 2011; Baetens et al., 2012)
in order to quantify the balance between local electricity generation and consumption and the
consequences of distributed generation on the electricity grid. In this section we will consider
more specifically the self-consumption γS and self-generation γD, calculated as
γS =
∫
min{PD, PS}dt∫
PSdt
(7)
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γD =
∫
min{PD, PS}dt∫
PDdt
(8)
where PS is the local power supply (ie. PV production) and PD the local power demand. The
term min{PD, PS} represents the part of the power demand instantaneously covered by the local
PV power supply or the part of the power supply covered by the demand (Baetens et al., 2012).
These indicators have to be used with caution because they are biased by bad control and
inefficiency. For example, the operation of a heat pump at very high temperatures in order to
store thermal energy during times of local overproduction of electricity will clearly increase the
self-consumption. However, there is no guaranteed energy saving on total system level and/or
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. The very contrary can be true, as will be shown here.
A scatter plot of the average self-consumption and self-generation for all dwellings in the
neighbourhood and for all investigated control strategies is shown in Figure 16. In this figure,
both indicators are plotted as a function of the relative energy savings of the neighbourhood
∆ENBH. This figure shows how biased these LMGI indicators can be. Although it is true that all
efficient strategies have high indicators, the opposite is not true: a high indicator does not imply
a high energy efficiency. As an example, we can consider the points in the left upper corner of the
figure: these cases have a higher self-consumption and self-generation than the reference case,
but result in an increased electricity consumption of the neighbourhood. In order to save energy,
it should therefore never be the aim to increase the self-consumption of individual buildings as
such.
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Figure 16. Scatter plot of average self-consumption and self-generation for all control strategies versus ∆ENBH
This reasoning can be extended to neighbourhoods, districts, countries. As long as the studied
system is interfaced with other consumers and production units which are not included in the
model, side-effects on the global scale occur and conclusions on global system level have to be
drawn with care. Sometimes such conclusions are simply not valid. It is therefore not the aim
to increase the self-consumption of the neighbourhood as a whole.
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5. Summary and conclusions
We have presented an integrated bottom-up approach to model and simulate neighbourhoods
with Modelica. The model includes multiple single-family dwellings and the low voltage grid to
which they are connected. For each of the dwellings, the model incorporates a thermal building
model, HVAC system with DHW storage tank, air-to-water heat pump and floor heating, and a
fully stochastic user behaviour model for presence, appliances, lighting and DHW use.
The model is used to study inverter curtailing losses in a low energy neighbourhood with
33 dwellings with a high total installed PV power. In the reference case, inverter shut-down
causes an electricity generation loss of 8.6 MWh or 4.6 % of the initial electricity demand of the
neighbourhood. A first conclusion is that these losses are much lower than previously reported
results under similar circumstances. The reason can be found in changed regulations, allowing
voltage deviations in the distribution grid of up to 10 % instead of 6 % previously.
In order to reduce this loss, different rule-based DSM strategies applied to the DHW production
are proposed and simulated, both for a 0.3 m3 and 0.5 m3 DHW tank. Different conclusions are
drawn from the results.
• The curtailing losses can be reduced to a large extent by different rule-based control strate-
gies. However, the net energy saving is generally smaller than the reduction in curtailing
losses because of increased thermal losses.
• The simulated controls realise net savings of up to 74 % of the original curtailing losses. This
corresponds to a reduction of the electricity demand of the total neighbourhood (without
taking PV generation into account) by 3.4 %.
• Rule-based control strategies can be very straightforward. The most simple one,
ClockDHW ,4K , is just a timed increase of the set temperature in the storage tank and
is difficult to beat. The most advanced control under investigation, Central brings only
limited additional energy savings compared to VGridvar .
• The best results are obtained when the whole neighbourhood participates in the load shift-
ing, including dwellings that never experience curtailing. This can be accomplished when
the trigger for DSM is a (fixed) injection power or a dwelling-dependent voltage limit (which
leads to better results).
• Load matching and grid interaction indicators must be used with care. Both the very effec-
tive and ineffective control strategies can have a high self-consumption γs and self-generation
γd. This result can be generalized: it is often not possible to draw valid conclusions on a
global scale from a model of a local system.
• Increasing the DHW storage size from 0.3 m3 to 0.5 m3 always results in a higher electricity
consumption, regardless of the control strategy used.
This study shows that even with small TES tanks and very simple controls, PV inverter shut-
down can strongly be reduced. Model predictive control strategies are expected to lead to better
results. However, they require significantly higher investments which may not be compensated
by additional savings. Future research has to concentrate on the window of improvement by
MPC over the already successful rule-based controls.
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3.5 Conclusion
Starting from a single building simulation and ending with detailed neighbour-
hood simulations, this chapter showed how the interaction between buildings
and the electricity distribution grid can be studied. The IDEAS library has
proven to be useful to simulate integrated effects of several buildings on the
local distribution grid.
The results show that it is possible to reduce the grid impact with simple
rule-based controls. However, increasing the size of thermal energy storage will
almost automatically increase the energy use while the impact on the distribution
grid is often marginal. The controls have different degrees of complexity and
need of monitoring data, but most of them are easy to implement. Nevertheless,
rule-based control is expected to be outperformed by model-predictive control
(MPC). The development of the required control model for MPC is the topic of
the next chapter.

Chapter 4
Grey-box building models
This chapter is accepted for publication as:
R. De Coninck, F. Magnusson, J. Åkesson, and L. Helsen, “Toolbox for
development and validation of grey-box building models for forecasting and
control”, Journal of Building Performance Simulation, 2015, Accepted on
28/04/2015.
Personal contribution: 75 %
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the development of a toolbox for identifying grey-box
models based on building monitoring data. The model development is considered
as a bottleneck for the roll-out of MPC in buildings. Thus, the toolbox is
developed with automation in mind. To validate the methodology, the toolbox
is applied to the monitoring data of a dwelling in Germany as part of the IEA
EBC Annex 58 project1.
The aim of the toolbox is to obtain a control model for the MPC. Besides
its use for MPC, the model can be used for forecasting building loads or to
assess the available building flexibility as elaborated in Chapter 5. It is not
1Reliable Building Energy Performance Characterisation Based on Full Scale Dynamic
Measurements. Operating agent: Prof Staf Roels, K.U.Leuven, Department of Civil
Engineering, Building Physics Section, Kasteelpark Arenberg 40, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium,
Project duration 2011-2015, website: http://www.kuleuven.be/bwf/projects/annex58/
index.htm
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the intention to estimate building properties. Although the obtained grey-box
models are physically meaningful, for most buildings the resulting model will
be too much reduced to deduce physical building properties from the estimated
model parameters.
4.2 Toolbox for development and validation of grey-
box building models for forecasting and control
Toolbox for development and validation of grey-box
building models for forecasting and control
Roel De Conincka,b,c, Fredrik Magnussond , Johan Åkessone, Lieve Helsenb,c
a3E nv, 1000 Brussels, Belgium,
bKU Leuven, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 3001 Heverlee, Belgium,
cEnergyVille, 3600 Waterschei, Belgium,
dDepartment of Automatic Control, Lund University, SE-221 00 Lund, Sweden,
eModelon AB, Ideon Science Park, SE-223 70 Lund, Sweden
Abstract
As automatic sensing and Information and Communi-
cation Technology (ICT) get cheaper, building moni-
toring data becomes easier to obtain. The availability
of data leads to new opportunities in the context of en-
ergy efficiency in buildings.
This paper describes the development and valida-
tion of a data-driven grey-box modelling toolbox for
buildings. The Python toolbox is based on a Modelica
library with thermal building and Heating, Ventilation
and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) models and the optimi-
sation framework in JModelica.org. The toolchain fa-
cilitates and automates the different steps in the system
identification procedure, like data handling, model se-
lection, parameter estimation and validation.
To validate the methodology, different grey-box
models are identified for a single-family dwelling with
detailed monitoring data from two experiments. Vali-
dated models for forecasting and control can be iden-
tified. However, in one experiment the model perfor-
mance is reduced, likely due to a poor information
content in the identification dataset.
Keywords: grey-box models, parameter estimation,
collocation method, validation, Modelica
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Introduction
The continuous progress in ICT has led to the avail-
ability of small and low-cost sensors, low-power wire-
less data transfer protocols, cheap and accessible data
storage and powerful servers. Applied to the building
sector, these technologies can be used to collect large
amounts of building monitoring data at relatively low
costs. The abundance of data gives rise to new oppor-
tunities and applications in existing buildings like fault
detection, energy efficiency analysis and model-based
building operation. A first step in many of these ap-
plications is the creation of a building energy system
model.
Models can be classified according to the white-
box, grey-box and black-box paradigm. (Bohlin,
1995; Madsen and Holst, 1995; Kristensen et al., 2004;
Henze and Neumann, 2011). Although the bound-
aries between these categories are blurry and often
overlapping, this paradigm is useful for understanding
the modelling procedure. White-box modelling bases
the model solely on prior physical knowledge of the
building. Most building simulation software falls un-
der this category, like TRNSYS, EnergyPlus and many
others (Crawley et al., 2008). Black-box modelling
bases the model solely on response data (monitoring
of the building) and a universal model set, including
e.g. AR and ARMAX. Although physical insight is
not required for making a black-box model, a model
structure has to be chosen and this often involves mak-
ing assumptions about the system, for example with
regard to linearity. Grey-box identification methods
and tools cater for the situation where prior knowledge
of the object is not comprehensive enough for satisfac-
tory white-box modelling and, in addition, purely em-
pirical black-box methods do not suffice because the
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involved physical processes are too complex. Grey-
and black-box models are also called inverse models.
The difference between white- and grey-box mod-
elling is not in the complexity of the model. A single-
state model can be a white-box model if all param-
eters can be fixed based on physical knowledge only.
However, when one or more parameters in a white-box
model are estimated based on a fitting of the model to
measurement data, the model becomes grey, no mat-
ter its complexity. Therefore, the distinction between
white and grey cannot be made by only looking at the
model structure: one has to know how the model pa-
rameters have been identified.
All three model types can be either deterministic
or stochastic. A deterministic model cannot explain
the differences between the model output and the true
variations of the states (observations). Madsen and
Holst (1995) therefore introduced a Wiener process in
the system equations to cope with the simplifications
of the model and uncertainties in inputs and monitor-
ing. The obtained model is a stochastic state-space
model.
For existing buildings with available monitoring
data, the grey-box approach is considered to combine
the best of two worlds: physical insight and model
structure from the white-box paradigm and parameter
estimation and statistical framework from the black-
box paradigm. This paper describes an approach to
grey-box modelling for buildings and the development
of a toolbox combining Modelica and Python. The re-
sulting framework will be referred to as the toolbox in
the remainder of this paper and will be validated on
a single-family dwelling. The toolbox is not publicly
available, but can be obtained with an open-source li-
cense for research purposes by contacting the authors
of this paper.
The toolbox has been developed with two purposes
in mind. A first application is model predictive control
(MPC). In this context, the grey-box model serves as
the control model in a feed-back loop with the build-
ing. According to Henze (2013), the process of model
identification accounts for 70 % of the effort for imple-
menting an MPC controller. Automating this process
can therefore reduce the total cost of MPC in build-
ings. To validate such a control model, the k-step pre-
diction performance is used. A second application is
load forecasting for real buildings. The forecast hori-
zon is typically one day or one week. In this case, a
different metric to validate the model is required: the
simulation performance. This is the model deviation
from a measured output in an open-loop simulation
when measured disturbances are applied.
It is clear that a model showing a good simulation
performance will also have a good k-step prediction
performance. The opposite is not true. Therefore, we
will use the simulation performance as quality crite-
rion for the model validation.
This paper is split in two parts. The first describes
the methodology and development of the toolbox. The
second describes the validation results for a well mon-
itored experimental single-family dwelling near Mu-
nich, Germany. The validation is carried out for two
different experiments on the same building.
Part I
Methodology
Overview
A high-level overview of the toolbox is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The toolbox is composed of four major compo-
nents:
1. the Modelica library FastBuildings with thermal
zone models, HVAC components and building
models;
2. different .mop files specifying the model compo-
nents and which parameters to estimate;
3. JModelica.org as a middle layer for compilation
of the .mop files as well as formulation and solu-
tion of the optimisation problem;
4. Python module greybox.py delivering the user in-
terface and top-level functionality.
Figure 1: Overview of the grey-box buildings toolbox.
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Modelica library FastBuildings
Modelica is an equation-based modelling language for
cyber-physical systems (Elmqvist, 1997). The object-
oriented philosophy stimulates model reuse, resulting
in many available libraries, often open-source and free.
Modelica is gaining importance in the building simula-
tion community (Wetter, 2011; Wetter and Van Treeck,
2013). The choice for Modelica for the construction
of the models is based on three major arguments (Wet-
ter, 2009). Firstly, Modelica allows for linear, non-
linear and hybrid model formulations and therefore
it does not limit the model structure as such. Sec-
ondly, Modelica is equation-based, thus allowing effi-
cient Newton-type solvers to be used as an alternative
to for example genetic algorithms. Thirdly, Modelica
has a connector concept to support component-based
modelling.
The FastBuildings library targets low-order build-
ing modelling. The library has sub-packages for ther-
mal zone models (including windows), HVAC, user
behaviour, inputs, buildings and examples. Single
and multi-zone building models can be created eas-
ily by instantiating one of the predefined templates in
the Building sub-package and redeclaring the desired
submodels, like the thermal zone, HVAC or window
model. The following design principles are applied
throughout the library.
• The thermal connectors are HeatPorts from the
Modelica.Thermal package, which is part of
the Modelica Standard Library (MSL).
• Thermal resistors and capacitances are not used
from the MSL. Simplified versions with less aux-
iliary variables are implemented. They have ex-
actly the same interface and connectors to ensure
compatibility with the MSL.
• A strict naming convention is used for consis-
tency and to enable the greybox.py toolbox to au-
tomate certain tasks.
• The library heavily relies on the extends con-
struct in order to avoid code duplication. This
is specifically useful for the thermal zone models
that have increasing complexity as a function of
their order.
• An inner/outer component simFasBui passes
all inputs like weather data, occupancy etc. from
the top level to all sublevels.
• The models for thermal zones, HVAC and user
behaviour have exactly the same interface as their
equivalents in the IDEAS library. IDEAS, de-
veloped by KU Leuven and 3E, is an open-
source library for modelling and simulation of
buildings and integrated districts (Baetens et al.,
2012). Therefore, it is very easy to replace one or
more detailed components from an IDEAS-based
model by a low-order equivalent from the Fast-
Buildings library.
Currently, the thermal zone models available in
the FastBuildings library are based on a resistor-
capacitance (RC) network analogy which is often used
for the modelling of thermal processes. This is how-
ever not required: any model that specifies a relation-
ship between the heat flows and temperatures at the
interface of a thermal zone can be implemented. Dif-
ferent examples of models in the library are schemati-
cally presented in Figure 5 in Part II.
The FastBuildings library largely contains the do-
main specific knowledge that is fundamental in grey-
box modelling. Different thermal zone models often
encountered in literature are present in the library and
it is very easy to add more models (Davies, 2004;
Bacher and Madsen, 2011; Sourbron et al., 2013;
Reynders et al., 2014). The FastBuildings library is
very dynamic in the sense that it is being extended
with extra building models the more it is applied to
different cases. How these models are chosen in a for-
ward selection approach is explained in Section Tool-
box functionality and work flow. The FastBuildings
library is distributed with the Modelica license 2 and
can be found in the openIDEAS source code repository
on Github (KU Leuven and 3E, 2014).
The JModelica.org platform
The toolbox relies heavily on the JModelica.org plat-
form, which is an open-source tool for simulation and
optimisation of dynamic systems described by Mod-
elica code (Åkesson et al., 2010). For simulation
purposes, JModelica.org uses the Functional Mockup
Interface (Blochwitz et al., 2011). For optimisation
purposes, JModelica.org offers various algorithms and
also supports the Modelica language extension Opti-
mica (Åkesson, 2008). Optimica allows for high-level
formulation of dynamic optimisation problems of the
type presented in Section I.
Every model structure for which the parameters
have to be estimated is characterised by a different
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.mop file. These files are very similar to ordinary Mod-
elica (.mo) files, but they can also contain Optimica
code. Each .mop file has the same structure and has to
define two models: one model for simulation, called
Sim, and one for parameter estimation, called Parest.
By default, the models are based on the FastBuildings
Modelica library, which has been developed in con-
junction with this toolbox. However, this is not re-
quired for the toolbox to work, as long as some nam-
ing conventions are followed. Any parameter present
in the model can be estimated, including initial values
of the states.
The toolbox estimates the unknown model parame-
ters using JModelica.org’s algorithm based on direct
collocation. Collocation is used to discretise time,
which reduces the optimisation problem to a nonlin-
ear program (NLP), as presented in Section Solution
method and described in more detail in Magnusson and
Åkesson (2012), where in particular optimal control is
also treated. JModelica.org utilises third-party NLP
solvers, which require first- and second-order deriva-
tives of all expressions in the NLP with respect to all
decision variables. CasADi is used to obtain these by
algorithmic differentiation (Andersson et al., 2012).
In this paper we use the NLP solver IPOPT with the
sparse linear solver MA27 from HSL (Wächter and
Biegler, 2006; HSL, 2013).
Problem formulation
Identification of the unknown model parameters is for-
mulated as a dynamic optimisation problem of the gen-
eral form
minimise
∫ t f
t0
e(t)T Qe(t)dt, (1a)
with respect to x(t),w(t),u(t), p,
subject to F(t, x˙(t),x(t),w(t),u(t), p) = 0,
(1b)
x(t0) = x0, (1c)
∀t ∈ [t0, t f ].
The system dynamics are modelled by a differential-
algebraic equation (DAE) system (1b), where t is the
time, x(t) is the state, w(t) is the vector-valued al-
gebraic variable, u(t) is the vector-valued system in-
put, which includes both control variables and distur-
bances, and p is the vector of parameters to be esti-
mated.
Algebraic variables often occur in Modelica mod-
els. A typical example is the conversion of measured
electricity consumption in a radiative and a convective
fraction. The resulting radiative and convective heat
fluxes are contained in w(t).
The DAE system may be implicit, non-linear, time-
variant, and high-index. It is the result of the com-
pilation of the FastBuildings model. In the case of
high-index systems, index reduction is automatically
performed by the JModelica.org compiler.
Since a gradient-based method is applied to solve
the dynamic optimisation problem, F needs to be
twice continuously differentiable with respect to all of
its arguments (except the first one). This disables the
use of hybrid models. Initial conditions are given by
specifying the initial state, as given by (1c), where t0
is the start time. The initial state is usually unknown,
in which case some, or all, elements of x0 can also be
introduced as elements of the vector p.
The objective (1a) of the optimisation is to minimise
the integrated quadratic deviation e of the model out-
put from the corresponding measurement data. The
model output y is typically some of the states, but
could also be some of the algebraic variables (and also
inputs, as discussed below). The matrix Q, which typi-
cally is diagonal, is used to weigh the different outputs.
The measurement data is assumed to be a function of
time, denoted by yM. Since measurements are typi-
cally discrete in time, they are simply interpolated lin-
early to form yM. The output deviation e is then given
by
e(t) := y(t)− yM(t). (2)
The inputs can be treated in two different ways. The
first is to assume that the inputs are known exactly by
their measurement data and treat them as fixed values
instead of decision variables. The second way is to
have an error-in-variables approach where the inputs
are kept as decision variables and treat them as model
output, that is, include them in the vector y and pe-
nalise their deviation from the corresponding measure-
ment data. The second way is useful for coping with
uncertainties in measurement data.
Solution method
The approach taken to solve the optimisation problem
(1) is based on low-order direct collocation as pre-
sented by Biegler (2010). The idea is to divide the
time horizon into a number of elements, ne, of fixed
(but possibly distinct) lengths hi and approximate the
time-variant system variables x˙,x,w and u by a poly-
nomial of time within each element, called a colloca-
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tion polynomial. These polynomials are determined
by enforcing the dynamic constraints at a certain num-
ber of points, nc, within each element. These points
are called collocation points and ti,k is used to denote
collocation point number k ∈ [1..nc], where [1..nc] de-
notes the integer interval between 1 and nc, in element
number i ∈ [1..ne].
The system variables’ values at these points, de-
noted by
(x˙i,k,xi,k,wi,k,ui,k,ei,k) :=
(x˙(ti,k),x(ti,k),w(ti,k),u(ti,k),e(ti,k)),
are then interpolated based on Lagrange interpola-
tion polynomials to form the collocation polynomials.
There are different schemes for choosing the place-
ment of collocation points with different numerical
properties. In this paper we only consider Radau col-
location.
All collocation methods correspond to special cases
of implicit Runge-Kutta methods and thus inherit de-
sirable stability properties making them suitable for
stiff systems.
This approximation reduces (1), which is of infinite
dimension, into a finite-dimensional nonlinear pro-
gram (NLP) of the form
min.
ne
∑
i=1
(
hi
nc
∑
k=1
ωkeTi,kQei,k
)
, (3a)
w.r.t. x˙i,k,xi,l,wi,k,ui,k, p,
s.t. F(ti,k, x˙i,k,xi,k,wi,k,ui,k, p) = 0, (3b)
x1,0 = x0, (3c)
xn,nc = xn+1,0, ∀n ∈ [1..ne−1], (3d)
x˙i,k =
1
hi
nc
∑
j=0
α j,k · xi, j, (3e)
∀i ∈ [1..ne], ∀k ∈ [1..nc], ∀l ∈ [0..nc].
The NLP objective (3a) is an approximation of the
original objective (1a) based on Gauss-Radau quadra-
ture, where the measurement error ei,k in each colloca-
tion point is summed and weighted by the correspond-
ing element length hi and quadrature weight ωk, which
depends on the choice of collocation points. Note that
the decision variables are not only the unknown pa-
rameters p, but also the discretised system variables
x˙i,k,xi,l,wi,k, and ui,k (unless it has been eliminated).
The constraint (1b) from the continuous-time model
dynamics is transformed into the discrete-time con-
straint (3b) by enforcing it only in each of the collo-
cation points.
Since the states need to be continuous (but not dif-
ferentiable) with respect to time, the new continuity
constraint (3d) needs to be introduced. Because we
use Radau collocation, where no collocation point ex-
ists at the start of each element, this also requires the
introduction of the new variables xi,0, which represent
the value of the state at the start of element i. With the
introduction of x1,0, the initial condition (1c) is tran-
scribed into (3c).
Finally, we introduce the constraints (3e) to capture
the dependency between x and x˙, which is implicit in
(1). The state derivative x˙i,k in a collocation point is
approximated by a finite difference of the collocation
point values of the state in that element. The finite dif-
ference weights αl,k are related to the butcher tableau
of the Runge-Kutta method that corresponds to the col-
location method.
All that remains is to solve the NLP (3) in order to
obtain an approximate solution to the original problem
(1). We do this numerically using IPOPT, as described
in Section The JModelica.org platform.
Toolbox functionality and work flow
The user interacts with the toolbox through the grey-
box.py Python module. This module defines two
classes GreyBox and Case, as shown in Figure 1.
The idea is to instantiate the GreyBox class once for
the system identification of a given building. The
GreyBox object will contain many different instances
of the Case class. Every Case is an attempt (success-
ful or not) to obtain a model for the given building.
The Case therefore keeps track of the model struc-
ture, identification data, initial guess, solver settings
and results of a single parameter estimation attempt.
The functionality of the toolbox is packed in methods
of the GreyBox class and can be grouped into different
domains, according to the foreseen workflow. This is
shown in Figure 2. This workflow is discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The methods under data handling are used to load
the data files, resample the data if desired, create data
slices of given lengths (for example one week, but can
be any period) and show a plot of any data slice. Typ-
ically, one data slice is the training set, and the other
slices can be used for cross-validation. Resampling the
data is an important step because the toolbox automat-
ically chooses the collocation points to coincide with
the measurements. Thus, the (size of) the numerical
problem (3) is strongly dependent on the chosen sam-
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Figure 2: Workflow and high-level functionality in the tool-
box.
pling time, and it is often a good strategy to start with
a large sampling time and refine it in a later stage.
When the data has been pre-processed, a model
structure has to be specified in the model selection
step. This is accomplished by specifying the path
to a .mop file. There are two models in the .mop
file: a Modelica model for simulation, called Sim,
and a Modelica + Optimica model for parameter es-
timation, called Parest. The main difference is that
in the model Parest, the value of the Optimica at-
tribute free is set to true for each parameter to be
estimated. The compilation of both models happens
automatically by invoking the corresponding JModel-
ica.org functionality. Model information (state vector,
parameter vector and required inputs) and solver set-
tings are also obtained in this step.
Before the parameter estimation can be attempted,
an initial guess has to be specified for each element in
the parameter vector. These can be set by default, by
inheritance, by Latin hypercube sampling or manually.
When the default initial guesses are used, an appro-
priate value is chosen for each parameter, based on its
name. For example, the naming convention in Fast-
Buildings forces all parameter names for thermal re-
sistances to start with ’R’ (like RWal), for thermal ca-
pacities with ’C’ (like CZon), for fractions with ’fra’
(like fraRad), etc. Based on the first letter(s) of a pa-
rameter to be estimated, a default initial value will be
set.
An alternative for obtaining the initial guess is to
start from the optimised parameter vector of a previous
case, the parent case. This is especially useful when
a new .mop file is selected that has similarities with
a previously processed .mop file. Due to the naming
conventions in FastBuildings, the corresponding pa-
rameters will have the same name. Therefore, the best
initial guess for a similar parameter in the new model
will be the optimal value from the parent. For new
parameters, the default initial guess method described
above is used.
The last automated option to obtain initial guesses
is based on Latin hypercube sampling. Due to the
non-convexity of the problem, there can potentially
exist many local minima. To investigate the parame-
ter search space more systematically and increase the
chances of finding a global minimum, a Latin hyper-
cube sampling method has been implemented. This
method will take a single initial guess as well as lower
and upper bounds for each parameter and derive a
univariate beta distribution from these three values.
The distribution can be symmetric or asymmetric, as
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Symmetric and asymmetric beta distributions.
The parameters a and b characterise the probability den-
sity function.
The Latin hypercube sampling will then derive n
stratified samples from each distribution and combine
them randomly to obtain n different initial guesses.
Each of these guesses will be copied to a new case
to keep track of the results.
When a case has an initial guess for the parame-
ter vector, the parameter estimation can be started.
However, the NLP (3) requires good initial guesses for
each of the decision variables (including all collocated
states and algebraic variables). This is handled by sim-
ulating first with the Sim model and the initial guess of
the parameter vector. The resulting simulation trajec-
tories are used as initial guesses for the decision vari-
ables in (3). Numerical scaling factors for each system
variable are also computed as the infinity norm of the
corresponding trajectory.
The solution time and the number of iterations can
vary a lot depending on the initial guess and the abil-
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ity of the model to represent the measurement data.
Through the IPOPT interface, the toolbox allows the
specification of a maximum solution time and/or a
maximum number of iterations after which it will in-
terrupt the optimisation.
The estimation adds the optimised parameter vector
to the case, as well as the IPOPT solver statistics.
The validation of the results is always based on a
post-simulation with the Sim model and the optimised
values of the parameter vector. This can be done on the
training data (auto-validation) or on any other dataset
(cross-validation). There are both visual and quantita-
tive validation methods. The visual methods contain,
for example, time series plots of the resulting trajec-
tories and corresponding residuals, scatter plots of the
residuals with monitoring data and a plot of the au-
tocorrelation function of the residuals. This also im-
plies a check on the weights of the matrix Q from (1a)
in case the error-in-variables method is used. When
a full Latin hypercube sample has been estimated, a
visual check of the different local optima is imple-
mented. This can be used to judge whether the sam-
ple was large enough to suppose that the global opti-
mum has been found. The quantitative methods are
based on a computation of the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) for each trajectory in the vector e from (2).
As the RMSE is computed based on post-simulation
with adaptive step length, discretisation errors in the
collocation method are accounted for in the model val-
idation process.
A computation of the confidence interval for each of
the estimated parameters is implemented. This gives
an indication of the accuracy of the estimation and the
parameter’s influence on the model’s input-output be-
haviour. The standard deviation of the estimated pa-
rameters pˆ is computed according to Englezos and
Kalogerakis (2000). The standard deviation for pa-
rameter i is the square root of the diagonal element on
(i, i) in the covariance matrix cov(pˆ) of the estimated
parameters, which is given by
cov(pˆ) = σˆ2(JT J)−1,
where σˆ2 is the estimated variance of the output devi-
ation e. J is composed based on the results of a sim-
ulation with the estimated parameters and sensitivities
computations activated. J contains the sensitivities of
the model outputs with respect to the estimated param-
eters as shown in Eq. (4).
J =

∂y1(t)
∂ p1
∂y1(t)
∂ p2 . . .
∂y1(t)
∂ pnp
∂y2(t)
∂ p1
∂y2(t)
∂ p2 . . .
∂y2(t)
∂ pnp
...
...
. . .
...
∂yny (t)
∂ p1
∂yny (t)
∂ p2 . . .
∂yny (t)
∂ pnp
 (4)
In this equation, y1 . . .yny are the ny model outputs
and p1 . . . pnp are the np free parameters. This method
can only be applied when the model output is equal to
one or more states.
The final step in the system identification is model
acceptance. Model acceptance is needed on two lev-
els: for a single model, and between different models.
For a single model, generally a Latin hypercube sam-
pling is executed and the resulting global optimum is
accepted if it is a valid solution. Valid means that:
• the parameters do not lie on the specified mini-
mum or maximum bounds;
• the parameter values are physically reasonable;
• the confidence intervals are within reasonable
bounds.
These criteria are not totally objective and often re-
quire an expert’s check on the model. If the global op-
timum is not valid, the local optima are analysed and
may contain a valid model. If no valid model is found
within the sample, there are different options. A new
Latin hypercube sample can be generated with differ-
ent distributions and/or a larger sample size. Some-
times it can also help to change numerical settings for
the solver or to resample the data differently. If none
of these solutions leads to a valid model, the selected
model structure cannot be matched to the considered
identification dataset and a different model structure
has to be chosen.
A forward selection approach is preferred for inter-
model acceptance. This approach starts with a very
simple model, generally a first order single zone model
with a low number of free parameters. Then, model
order and complexity are increased until (i) the mod-
els cannot be validated or (ii) the RMSE in cross-
validation cannot be improved anymore. The selection
of the candidate models in this procedure is not sys-
tematic. The procedure can be carried out manually or
automatically. The manual solution is a trial and error
procedure, often accompanied by tailor-made models
based on the results of previous identification attempts.
For the automatic solution, the modeller makes a se-
lection of models that is passed to the toolbox. The
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toolbox will then sort the models according to the
number of parameters and start with the identification
of the least complex one. Validation tests are specified
by the user and the toolbox will automatically select
the best valid model. Which models are passed to the
toolbox is again a user-specified choice based on ex-
pertise and available meta-information. It is of course
possible to pass every model of the FastBuildings li-
brary, but this will often result in an unacceptable
CPU-time. Even if the forward selection procedure is
not as strict as the one presented by Bacher and Mad-
sen (Bacher and Madsen, 2011), it has several practi-
cal advantages. Firstly, the initial guesses and distri-
butions for the parameters can be inferred from pre-
viously identified models. This is enabled by a strict
naming convention in the FastBuildings library and by
the fact that similar model components like walls, in-
filtration, solar gains etc. are repeated in more com-
plex models. Secondly, starting from the first identi-
fied model, there is always a reference performance
(RMSE) with which the new results can be compared.
This approach avoids overfitting of the model, as will
be demonstrated in Part II.
Data requirements
The developed grey-box modelling approach is in-
tended for existing buildings. The aim is not to de-
velop a detailed emulator model, but to develop a sim-
plified low-order model that works well in an MPC
context or for predicting loads in buildings. For prac-
tical use in existing buildings, we can not count on the
existence of detailed emulator models, hence model
order reduction approaches are excluded. Therefore,
the aim is to develop a methodology that can cope with
very little meta-information and a limited amount of
measurement data.
With regard to the meta-information, the require-
ments depend on the complexity of the model. For
very simple models, typically single-zone and without
HVAC components, there is no need for any a-priori
knowledge of the building. Only the location of the
building has to be known if weather data is to be ob-
tained from a generic weather service. Other build-
ing properties, like building size, orientation, window
area, envelope properties etc. are not required. Nev-
ertheless, this information can be beneficial for fixing
initial guesses and for validation of estimated parame-
ters.
The more meta-information we want to use, the
more manual interventions are needed in the identi-
fication procedure. Therefore, this information is op-
tional. By default, initial guesses are hard coded based
on naming conventions. This means for example that
all resistances in a model are attributed the same initial
value, unless a resistance with the same name has been
estimated in the parent case of the current model. In
this situation, the initial guess is the optimised value
from the parent case. Experience shows that the com-
bination of these initial guesses with the Latin hyper-
cube sampling is sufficient to find good parameter esti-
mates also without using a-priori knowledge. Also for
the very first model in the forward selection approach,
which is supposed to be very simple, this works reli-
ably.
The toolbox uses upper and lower bounds for the pa-
rameter estimation. The main reason for these bounds
is to reduce the feasible region and thus the search
space. Most bounds reflect basic physical laws, for
example by imposing that resistances, capacities, gA
values and fractions have to be positive. For fractions,
an upper bound of one can be imposed, but it can also
be relaxed. This can be used for example to obtain in-
ternal gains as a fraction of measured electricity con-
sumption. Thanks to body heat gains, this estimated
fraction is allowed to be larger than one. Most param-
eters do not have an upper bound because it is impossi-
ble to specify them without using meta-information. If
a parameter estimation would result in unrealistic high
values, this is to be detected by either too high confi-
dence intervals, an expert check on the values or bad
cross-validation. The use of bounds for the starting
temperatures of the states is illustrated in Part II.
Sometimes, meta-information can be replaced by an
analysis of the available data. For example, a large
window area on a specific orientation can be discov-
ered automatically by a correlation analysis on zone
temperatures with incident radiation on different ori-
entations. This information is then used to select
which solar radiation components are used as distur-
bances in the model.
For more complex models however, more meta-
information is needed. When a multi-zone model is
created, information about the position of available
zone measurements (temperature, humidity, electric-
ity consumption etc.) is very useful to decide on the
zoning strategy. If the model has to contain the HVAC
system, some information is necessary, in particular
about the presence of specific equipment. This infor-
mation is used to adapt the model structure to the in-
stalled HVAC system.
The first requirement for the monitoring dataset is
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Figure 4: Front view and ground floor of the experimental
house (north is up). For experiment 2, Zone 2 refers to the
3 small rooms in the north.
that the meaning of all variables is clear. The dataset
has to contain at least the indoor and ambient temper-
ature and heating/cooling loads at hourly interval. The
ambient temperature (and other weather variables) can
also be obtained from a weather service if the location
of the building is known. The availability of more vari-
ables is beneficial and will improve the model. Elec-
tricity consumption monitoring (with sub-metering for
plug power) is strongly recommended. More sub-
meters for electricity always improve the information
content and usability, for example for creating equip-
ment scheduling profiles. When the HVAC system is
to be modelled, a measurement of the energy use of
different components is required.
Occupancy measurements are often not available.
Mostly, the model does not need the occupancy itself,
but the internal gains from body heat transfer. In of-
fices, these are correlated with plug power. Alterna-
tively, occupancy can be modelled based on measure-
ments of relative humidity or CO2. This is not yet im-
plemented in the current version of the toolbox.
Part II
Validation
Methodology
Experimental setup
A detailed experiment was set up by Fraunhofer IBP
(Holzkirchen, Germany) in order to collect monitoring
data from well-known buildings near Munich, the twin
houses (Kersken et al., 2014). We use monitoring data
from one of these houses. A schematic overview of the
building is given in Figure 4.
Setup Exp. 1 Exp. 2
Period Summer Winter
Blinds Closed Open
Zoning Single zone Two zones (doors
closed and sealed)
Heating Sequence Different sequence
Table 1: Overview of the differences between both experi-
ments.
Two experiments are performed, resulting in two
datasets of about 40 days each. Each experiment con-
sists of consecutive periods of free floating operation,
a randomly ordered logarithmically distributed binary
sequence (ROLBS) for heat inputs and a temperature
controlled operation. The differences between the ex-
periments are detailed in Table 1.
There are no users in the experimental house. The
heating consists of electrical heaters in each of the
spaces. By consequence, the models presented in this
paper focus on the building only and do not include
components for users or HVAC.
Control versus forecasting
The presented grey-box approach aims at identifying
models for forecasting and control. We have argued
that the simulation performance is the correct criterion
to validate the models, and it is sufficient to validate
models for forecasting. However, a model with a good
simulation performance is not necessarily suited for
optimal control. Some additional criteria are:
• observability: models that are not observable can-
not be initiated in the right state with an adapted
state estimation procedure;
• complexity: the model has to fit in an optimal
control framework. In particular, non-linear mod-
els are difficult to optimise;
• solver time: even if the requirements above are
fulfilled, solving the OCP may require more
time than is available between subsequent control
steps.
However, we are confident that the models pre-
sented in this paper are suited for MPC. Firstly, state
estimation has been implemented on identical and
very similar models as those presented in this paper
(Vande Cavey et al., 2014). Secondly, the presented
models are all linear (even if the FastBuildings library
and our our optimal control framework JModelica.org
both allow non-linear models). Thirdly, we have tested
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those models in MPC and the computation times for
solving the OCP are around one minute or much less
depending on the initialisation and forecasting hori-
zon.
The ultimate validation of a control model is by as-
sessing its control performance, but this is subject to
future work. We therefore assume that the models con-
sidered here are suitable for control if they have a good
simulation performance.
Simulation performance
The simulation performance is quantified by the sim-
ulation error SE. It is a weighted average of the root
mean square error (RMSE) for a set of n model out-
puts:
SE =
n
∑
j=1
q j(RMSE j), (5)
where
RMSE j =
√
∑mi=1 (y j(ti)−M j(ti))2
m
.
The weighting factors q j are the diagonal elements
of matrix Q of (1a). For each selected output variable,
y j(ti) is the model output at time instant ti and M j(ti)
is the corresponding measurement. The model outputs
are taken at m time instants, corresponding to the data
points. These m data points may be the raw measure-
ment data or the result after a downsampling operation.
The measurement data M is used to form yM in (2) by
interpolation. However, as the toolbox sets the collo-
cation points so that they coincide with the time in-
stants ti defined by the (resampled) measurement data,
no interpolation is actually needed.
It is important to implement the validation as cross-
validation (as opposed to auto-validation). This means
computing the simulation performance on a section of
the dataset that was not used for identification. For val-
idation of the control performance, a short validation
period of about 1 day is sufficient. However, in order
to validate the load forecasting application, we need a
much longer dataset. As our experiments contain each
40 days of data, we split them in two equal parts: the
identification and (cross-)validation subsets. We will
refer to the simulation performance in cross-validation
as prediction performance.
For the validation simulation, an initial state vector
is required. This state vector can be identified by filter-
ing techniques from measurement data up to the start
time of the validation dataset. In this study, the val-
idation dataset starts where the identification dataset
ends. Therefore, the state vector can be determined as
the model state at the end of the identification period.
As explained in Part I, the forward selection ap-
proach results in a single grey-box model for a given
dataset. We will call this model the accepted model.
It is the model resulting in the lowest SE on the cross-
validation dataset that is valid.
For the experimental house however, almost all
meta-information is available: dimensions, construc-
tion, window positions, material properties, ventila-
tion rates etc. In order to validate the grey-box tool-
box for its intended use and work flow, none of this
meta-information is used in the modelling phase.
Experiment 1
Data handling and zoning
The available dataset is very detailed. There are differ-
ent temperature sensors (in different rooms and also
within a single room to measure stratification), heat
flux measurements, humidity sensors etc. The sam-
pling period of the data is 10 minutes. We start the
forward selection procedure with a simple single-zone
model lumping all heated spaces, and we neglect the
interaction with the boundary spaces (attic and cel-
lar). For this thermal zone, an average zone temper-
ature TZon has to be defined. As we know nothing
about the building (we do not use the available meta-
information) we just average all temperatures of the
heated spaces and sum their heating loads. We also
resample the 10 minute data to hourly values. This re-
duces the size of the numerical problem because the
toolbox automatically chooses the collocation points
to coincide with the measurements. An overview of all
models that are successfully identified and validated in
the forward selection procedure is shown in Figure 5.
A first model
The first single-zone model is model A of Figure 5.
The model has only one state TZon. The free param-
eters are the thermal capacity CZon and start temper-
ature TZon(0), the total solar transmittance gA of the
windows and a total heat loss coefficient RWal repre-
senting all heat losses to the ambient temperature TAmb
(see Table 2).
Model inputs are the ambient temperature TAmb,
global horizontal radiation IGlo,Hor, and summed heat-
ing loads QHea. The use of the global horizontal radia-
tion instead of the radiation on several vertical surfaces
is an approximation that allows us to estimate only one
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Model A Model B
Model D
Model FModel E
Model C
Figure 5: Overview of identified valid models for experiment 1. See the nomenclature at the end of this article for the
meaning of the variables.
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Parameter Estimated value 95% conf.
CZon 5.4e7 J/K +/- 2.2e6
RWal 7.0e-3 K/W +/- 1.2e-4
TZon(0) 30.0 ◦C -
gA 2.65 m2 +/- 0.16 m2
Table 2: Overview of free parameters and their estimated
values for the first order model (model A).
gA value. In subsequent model refinements we will
use the radiation components on different orientations
and multiple windows. The identification is based on
a minimisation of RMSE(Tzon).
As for all models that will be discussed below, a
Latin hypercube sample with initial guesses has been
created and the best result of this sample is presented.
Table 2 gives the resulting parameter estimates and
their estimated 95% confidence interval for the first or-
der model. The RMSEauto is 0.61 K and the RMSEcross
is 2.01 K which is not very accurate. Still, this model
is a good starting point and it provides useful initial
guesses for the parameters in more detailed models.
Model refinements
Different models of increasing complexity have been
identified. Without discussing all attempts in detail,
we try to give an overview of the model improve-
ments. An overview of the RMSE values for auto and
cross-validation of all successfully identified models is
shown in Figure 6 and the model schemes are shown
in Figure 5. The accepted model is discussed in more
detail in the next section.
Model B The single state model cannot capture all
dynamics in the measurement data. More states are
needed. A variety of additional states can be sug-
gested, such as internal mass TInt , inertia of the build-
ing envelope TWal , inertia of the heat emission system
THea etc. Different two-state models have been identi-
fied, the best model (on cross-validation) has an addi-
tional state for the walls (model B). This model has six
free parameters (of which two are initial temperatures
of the states). The RMSEauto is 0.31 K and RMSEcross
is 0.76 K. This is a substantial improvement compared
to the single-state model.
Model C We can still improve the model by increas-
ing its order to three states. Many attempts lead in-
deed to lower RMSE values in auto-validation, but not
in cross-validation. This means these models are over-
fitted. We found one model however that slightly im-
proves RMSEcross to 0.74 K. This model is able to re-
duce RMSEauto by 50% to 0.15 K but this barely re-
sults in a better prediction performance. The model
has an additional state for the thermal inertia in the
zone and an additional resistance rIn f in parallel with
the wall. This leads to 10 free parameters.
Model D An analysis of the residuals reveals a cor-
relation between model error and solar radiation. We
still use the global horizontal radiation IGlo,Hor to es-
timate a single gA value. The incorporation of solar
gains can be refined by adding windows and connect-
ing each window to a different solar radiation. In our
attempts, we obtained the best results with two win-
dows, connected to the vertical global radiation on
East and West respectively. This resulted again in a
large reduction of RMSEauto to 0.10 K and a small re-
duction of RMSEcross to 0.71 K.
Model E When analysing the data, we have found
a possible cause for the discrepancy between the re-
sults in auto and cross-validation. In the identifi-
cation dataset, the mean attic temperature is higher
than in the validation set, leading to overestimation
of temperatures on cross-validation. When we add a
thermal resistance to the attic and estimate its value
we can indeed improve the prediction performance.
The obtained model has an RMSEauto of 0.09 K and
RMSEcross is 0.56 K. The model has 12 parameters,
and none of the estimated values are physically impos-
sible or are positioned at their minimum or maximum
boundary. This is an important validation criterion, it
requires however an expert check.
All subsequent attempts to improve the model lead
to non-physical models. This may seem a non-
issue since we are dealing with grey-box models
in which the parameters are allowed to represent
lumped characteristics. However, experience shows
that when models have unrealistic values for the phys-
ical (lumped) parameters, these are always accompa-
nied by extremely large confidence intervals.
Model F A different situation occurs when all phys-
ical parameters have acceptable values, but the esti-
mated initial temperatures for the states are at the im-
posed boundaries (270 K and 310 K by default). When
this happens for a state corresponding to a large time
constant (large RC value), the state does not act very
dynamically and the energy balance of the model is
biased. However, it is often possible to obtain a valid
model by limiting the initial state temperatures to a
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Figure 6: RMSE values for auto-validation (filled mark-
ers) and cross-validation (hollow markers) for the different
models as a function of the number of estimated parameters
and the model order n.
narrow bound based on physical insight and analy-
sis of the measurement data. This will never lead
to a lower RMSE on auto-validation because we ex-
clude the optimal solution from the feasible region.
However, it may result in a lower RMSE on cross-
validation and thus a better prediction performance.
What happens is that the numerically (slightly) better
solution is shifted to a more physical solution.
This is also observed in experiment 1. We try to
improve the model with 12 parameters by adding a
state for the boundary with the attic (model F). This
adds two parameters to be estimated, the thermal ca-
pacity of the boundary CBou and the initial tempera-
ture of this state TBou(0). The optimisation returns
TBou(0) = 270 K (-3.15 ◦C). Physically, we know this
temperature should lie somewhere between the tem-
peratures of the zone and the attic. By increasing
the lower bound to 22.9 ◦C we find a valid model
with an RMSEauto of 0.09 K and a strongly improved
RMSEcross of 0.33 K. This model, with 14 parameters,
is the accepted model. It will be discussed in more de-
tail below. Further attempts led to non-physical mod-
els or did not improve the forecasting performance
while adding unnecessary model complexity.
Model validation
Table 3 gives the resulting parameter estimates for
model F. The normalised confidence intervals are
shown in Figure 7. The toolbox does not compute
confidence intervals for the initial temperatures of the
states. We can see that all confidence intervals are rea-
sonably small. Together with the physically meaning-
ful parameters this is an indication of validity for our
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Figure 7: Normalised confidence interval for the parame-
ters in the accepted model for experiment 1.
Par. Meaning Value
CBou State boundary to attic 8.1e+07 J/K
CInt State internal mass 2.6e+07 J/K
CWal State building envelope 2.3e+08 J/K
CZon State zone 3.4e+06 J/K
TBou(0) Initial temperature 22.9 ◦C
TInt(0) Initial temperature 29.6 ◦C
TWal(0) Initial temperature 27.1 ◦C
TZon(0) Initial temperature 30.3 ◦C
RBou Resistance to attic 3.4e-2 K/W
RIn f Resistance to ambient 1.5e-2 K/W
RInt Resistance CZon ↔CInt 1.0e-3 K/W
RWal Resistance envelope 1.8e-2 K/W
gA1 gA windows East 0.46 m2
gA2 gA windows West 1.03 m2
Table 3: Overview of estimated parameters for the accepted
model (model F) for experiment 1.
model. More specifically, this indicates that the model
is not overfitted.
Figures 8 and 9 show the measured and simulated
zone temperatures for the identification and validation
datasets respectively. The latter represents the simula-
tion performance SE as we have only one model out-
put TZon in (5). We can see that, given perfect pre-
dictions of the disturbances, the model is able to pre-
dict the measured temperature very well, even in an
open-loop simulation over 20 days. However, a dis-
advantage of the accepted model is that it is dependent
on a prediction of the temperature of the attic. Without
this information, the simulation performance would be
poor. The control performance can still be good if an
online estimation and/or state estimation compensates
for the slow dynamics caused by the presence of the
attic. This will be elaborated in future research.
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Figure 8: Measured and simulated zone temperature for
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model for experiment 1.
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Figure 9: Measured and simulated zone temperature for the
validation dataset (cross-validation) in the accepted model
for experiment 1.
From these results, we conclude that the grey-box
model is validated for both forecasting and control of
the dwelling monitored in this experiment.
Experiment 2
Data handling and zoning
One of the fundamental differences compared to ex-
periment 1 is that in this experiment, two different
temperature regimes are maintained leading to two
distinct thermal zones. Each of these zones is com-
posed of different rooms. The most basic zoning ap-
proach consists of modelling only two zones and av-
eraging the measurements in individual rooms accord-
ingly. We will call these zones Zon1 and Zon2. Mod-
els with more than two zones have not been investi-
gated.
Again, we do not use available meta-information but
simply average all available measurements and we re-
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Figure 10: Measured (averaged) temperatures for both
zones and ambient temperature for the full experiment 2.
The first half of the data is the identification dataset, the
second half is the validation set.
sample the data to hourly values. From a plot of the
averaged measured zone temperatures (see Figure 10),
we can see that TZon2 has a different control and is very
stable. Also the heating power for zone 2 is about ten
times smaller than for zone 1 (not shown). As we will
see later, this will complicate the estimation of the dy-
namics of zone 2.
Single-zone models
In contrast to experiment 1, we aim for a two-zone
model. There will be no boundary condition so we
will be able to predict the temperature for both zones
simultaneously when only their heating power and the
weather conditions are known. However, in order to
get a grip on the dynamics and the orders of magnitude
for the parameters, we first try to identify two single-
zone models with the temperature of the other zone as
a boundary condition. This will also provide useful
indications regarding the order of magnitude of the SE
of the two-zone model.
Without describing all steps to create the models we
briefly discuss the results for the single-zone models.
For both zones we have found a good fit with model
B of Figure 5 (with an additional resistance RBou be-
tween TZon and the boundary temperature of the other
zone). It is a second-order model with 8 parameters
of which two are initial temperatures. Each zone has a
single window connected to the radiation on a vertical,
south oriented plane (instead of the global horizontal
radiation as indicated in the scheme of model B).
Table 4 gives the resulting parameter estimates for
both models. The corresponding RMSE values are
given in Table 5. The normalised confidence intervals
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Parameter Zon1 Zon2 Unit
CInt 1.7e7 2.7e7 J/K
CZon 2.6e6 1.2e7 J/K
TInt(0) 26.4 22.7 ◦C
TZon(0) 29.5 22.5 ◦C
RBou 6.2e-3 2.9e-2 K/W
RInt 1.3e-3 6.0e-4 K/W
RWal 3.9e-2 4.8e-2 K/W
gA 3.1 0.28 m2
Table 4: Overview of estimated parameters for the accepted
single-zone models for experiment 2.
are shown in Figure 11. From these results we can see
the following:
• for all parameters, the order of magnitude is
roughly the same for both zones;
• the thermal resistance of the boundary is a factor
5 higher when estimated from zone 2;
• zone 2 has a much better RMSEauto than zone 1,
but a higher RMSEcross;
• the confidence intervals for zone 2 are much
larger, except for RBou and RWal;
• both zones have higher solar aperture areas than
for experiment 1. This makes sense considering
that in experiment 1 the blinds were closed, and
in experiment 2 they are open.
The low RMSEauto for zone 2 is misleading. Both
the confidence intervals and cross-validation show that
the model for zone 2 is not very good. We can under-
stand this result by analysing the measurement data
as shown in Figure 10. The temperature in zone 2 is
extremely flat during the identification period. There-
fore, the thermal inertia in this zone is not excited and
consequently it is very hard or even impossible to es-
timate the time constants and other parameters of a
dynamic model. We can conclude that poor datasets
(with little excitation of the states) cause difficulties
for the identification of dynamic models. Whenever
possible, the building control system should cause suf-
ficient excitation of all building components during the
identification period. This conclusion has been formu-
lated previously in literature, amongst others by Sour-
bron et al. (2013) and Žácˇeková et al. (2014).
We now try to identify a two-zone model by com-
bining the two single-zone models.
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Figure 11: Normalised confidence intervals for the esti-
mated parameters for both single-zone models.
RMSEauto RMSEcross
Zone 1 0.27 K 0.51 K
Zone 2 0.07 K 0.65 K
SE 0.34 K 1.16 K
Table 5: RMSE of individual zone models and resulting SE.
Two-zone model
The two-zone model has two outputs on which the
simulation error SE will be computed according to (5):
TZon1 and TZon2. We take both weight factors w j = 1.
For the model of the boundary between both zones
two options are explored: a thermal resistance, or
a wall composed of two resistances and a capacity.
In principle, the parameter values should not deviate
much from the ones in Table 4. We also expect the
largest parameter deviations for the parameters with
the largest confidence intervals.
Without an additional state in the boundary wall be-
tween the zones, the results are not very good: the
model has an SEauto of 0.37 K and SEcross of 1.74 K.
Moreover, the initial temperature of CInt for zone 2 lies
at the boundary of 270 K (-3.1 ◦C) and rises monoton-
ically during the identification period, thus falsifying
the energy balance.
With an additional state CBou as shown in Figure 12,
the simulation performance improves. However, anal-
ysis of the estimated parameters reveals again an ini-
tial temperature TInt(0) of 270 K. This time however,
the capacity CInt is not very large, and an attempt to
narrow down the feasible region for the initial tem-
perature leads to a valid model. The SEauto becomes
0.335 K and SEcross drops to 1.65 K. We should not be
surprised that SEauto drops slightly below the level of
0.343 K obtained with the two single-zone models: an
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Figure 12: Accepted two-zone model for experiment 2.
Parameter Zon1 Zon2 Unit
CInt 1.9e7 1.1e8 J/K
CZon 2.8e6 5.5e8 J/K
TInt(0) 26.8 23.9 ◦C
TZon(0) 29.2 22.5 ◦C
RInt 1.4e-3 4.0e-5 K/W
RWal 2.0e-2 5.9e-3 K/W
gA 2.4 18.7 m2
CBou 4.0e9 J/K
RBou 1.7e-2 K/W
TBou(0) 25.3 ◦C
Table 6: Overview of estimated parameters for the accepted
two-zone model for experiment 2.
additional degree of freedom is introduced with CBou.
Further attempts to improve the model were not suc-
cessful, the accepted model is discussed in more detail
below.
Model validation
Table 6 shows the resulting parameter estimates for the
accepted model presented in Figure 12. All parame-
ters have physical values. For zone 1, the parameters
barely shift compared to the single-zone model. For
zone 2 however, most parameters change with a fac-
tor of± 10. This again indicates that the identification
dataset is worse for zone 2.
When the SE is split in the RMSE values for each
zone separately, Table 7 is obtained. Zone 1 has a very
good performance, also in cross-validation. Zone 2
however has a bad RMSEcross. By comparison of Ta-
ble 5 and Table 7, we see that the single-zone model
for Zone 2 has a better prediction performance than
the two-zone model. If we were more interested in
predicting zone 2 than zone 1, we need to increase the
weighting factor w2 from Eq. (5).
The bad simulation performance of zone 2 also be-
comes evident when comparing the measured and sim-
ulated zone temperatures. These are shown in Fig-
ures 13 and 14. For zone 1 however, the prediction per-
RMSEauto RMSEcross
Zone 1 0.23 K 0.51 K
Zone 2 0.10 K 1.14 K
SE 0.33 K 1.65 K
Table 7: RMSE and SE of accepted two-zone model.
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Figure 13: Measured and simulated temperature of both
zones for the identification dataset (auto-validation) in the
accepted model for experiment 2.
formance is very good, despite the deviation on zone 2.
Again, we can stress the importance of online identifi-
cation and state estimation in order to avoid recurring
model bias.
Conclusion
Inverse modelling is gaining attention in the build-
ing simulation community. More specifically grey-box
modelling is considered as a strong framework for the
creation of low-order models for analysis and control
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Figure 14: Measured and simulated temperature of both
zones for the validation dataset (cross-validation) in the ac-
cepted model for experiment 2.
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of monitored buildings. The first part of this paper
presents an approach to obtain grey-box models in a
largely automated way, which are applicable in both
MPC and forecasting.
The first step is the creation of a building library
with many potential model candidates. The Model-
ica package FastBuildings contains low-order models
for thermal zones, HVAC, users, single and multi-zone
buildings.
Next, a toolbox is presented that largely automates
the parameter estimation of the FastBuildings models.
It is implemented as a Python module that wraps the
functionality of JModelica.org and presents the user a
high-level interface for all common operations. The
use of a gradient-based method allows an efficient nu-
merical solution of the parameter estimation problems.
Specific attention is paid to robustness and ease-of-
use. A Latin hypercube sampling of the parameter
search space overcomes local-minima issues related to
the non-convexity of the optimisation problem. The
toolbox is not publicly available, but can be obtained
with an open-source license for research purposes by
contacting the authors.
The toolbox is validated on two datasets generated
by the detailed monitoring of a single-family house
near Munich, Germany. In experiment 1, a single-zone
building is identified that has a very good prediction
performance. In an open-loop simulation over 20 days
on the cross-validation dataset, the model deviations
are very small with an RMSEcross of only 0.33 K.
In experiment 2, a two-zone building is identified
with mixed performance. For the first zone, a good
prediction performance is achieved with an RMSEcross
of 0.51 K. The second zone however has more dif-
ficulties. Due to a weak excitation in the identifica-
tion dataset, an RMSEcross of 1.14 K is obtained. This
clearly points out the need of good identification data.
Finally, we want to point out two advantages of
the proposed methodology that come from the use of
Modelica. Firstly, the grey-box model is equation-
based. This means that we have an acausal model
relating all variables with equations, as opposed to
an input-output model with a predefined information
flow direction. Therefore, inputs and outputs can be
switched as long as the problem is balanced. For ex-
ample, given a temperature set point, the grey-box
model would predict the heating load. Secondly, Mod-
elica creates a large freedom in the model formula-
tion by allowing also non-linear model components.
These are typically encountered in heat transfer coef-
ficients and HVAC equipment. Future developments
of the grey-box toolbox and the FastBuildings library
will explore these options.
Nomenclature
Symbol Meaning
T Temperature
C Thermal capacity
R Thermal resistance
Q Thermal flux
gA Solar admittance
I Solar radiation
Subscript Meaning
Zon Zone (mostly denoting air)
Int Internal
Wal Walls / building envelope
Emb Embedded (heating or cooling) system
In f Infiltration
Bou Boundary
Amb Ambient (outdoor)
Con Convective
Rad Radiative
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4.3 Conclusion
This chapter reported on the development and validation of a grey-box toolbox
for reduced order modelling of buildings and HVAC systems. The toolbox makes
use of grey-box models and this results in physically meaningful control models.
The physical interpretation of the models is however not straightforward. Even
though the parameter estimates come with (often relatively narrow) confidence
intervals, the corresponding physical property may lay outside of the found
interval. This is explained by the very low-order of the models. As the resulting
parameters will lump different physical phenomena, it is not possible to link
the estimated parameter values to detailed building properties.
The physical structure of the models is still useful though. This difference with
black-box models leads to four advantages in favour of grey-box models. Firstly,
it allows to specify models with a structure that is expected to fit well to the
data. For example, based on physical expertise, one may include an additional
resistance for infiltration as a bypass over a wall component. Secondly, the
parameters may still contain useful information and can help to diagnostic
the model or to validate it. Most parameters can only have values with a
specific sign or order of magnitude, and this knowledge can be used to reduce
the feasible region for the parameter estimation problem as well as for model
validation. Thirdly, the models will be more robust to extrapolation. This is
an important property of grey-box models and it is specifically interesting in
an MPC because the optimiser will often operate the model at the boundaries
of the feasible region. These operating conditions are often not encountered in
the identification dataset. Finally, under certain circumstances, it is possible
to modify the model even without estimation of newly added parameters. An
example is given in the next chapter where an additional hypothetical thermal
energy storage is added to a grey-box model to study the potential of thermal
energy storage for increasing the flexibility of a building.
Chapter 5
Flexibility in buildings
This chapter is submitted for publication as:
R. De Coninck and L. Helsen, “Quantification of flexibility in buildings by cost
curves - methodology and application”, Applied Energy, 2015, Submitted on
17/03/2015.
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a methodology will be presented that makes use of the grey-box
models developed in Chapter 4 to quantify the potential for demand response
with thermal systems in buildings. A general approach, applicable to a wide
variety of buildings and distributed generation systems is presented. The
methodology is applied to the KK building and the resulting flexibility costs
are compared with the imbalance price in the Belgian power system.
5.2 Quantification of Flexibility in Buildings by
Cost Curves - Methodology and Application
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Quantification of Flexibility in Buildings by Cost Curves -
Methodology and Application
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Abstract
The smart grid paradigm implies flexible demand and energy storage in order to cope with the variability of renew-
able energy sources. Buildings are often put forward as a potential supplier of flexibility services through demand
side management (DSM) and distributed energy storage, partly as thermal energy. This paper presents a bottom-up
approach for the quantification of this flexibility service. Cost curves are computed from the solution of optimal
control problems with low-order models. These curves show the amount of flexibility and their associated cost. The
method is generic and can be applied to heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) services, thermal energy
storage (TES) and local electricity production. A case study is performed on a monitored office building in Brussels,
Belgium. The results reveal a large variation in both flexibility and cost depending on time, weather, utility rates,
building use and comfort requirements. The study shows that for the studied day, flexibility is not for free. The mean
flexibility cost has the same order of magnitude as the imbalance price in the Belgian power system.
Keywords: Buildings, Flexibility, Demand Response, Optimal Control, Case Study
1. Introduction
Due to the increased deployment of renewable energy
systems with variable generation profiles, the need for
flexible generation, flexible demand and energy stor-
age increases. Simultaneously the electricity system
evolves from a centralized to a distributed architec-
ture with small-scale distributed generation (DG), dis-
tributed storage (DS) and controllable loads, often re-
ferred to as distributed energy resources (DER) [1].
This evolution, in combination with advanced ICT and
control systems, leads to smart grids in which highly
distributed loads are involved in power system control
actions [2]. The benefits of increased responsiveness of
the loads are described by Kirschen [3] and Strbac [4].
Buildings have a high energy demand and therefore they
play a key role in the roll-out of these smart grids.
Buildings can offer frequency regulation or voltage
control services to the energy and ancillary service mar-
kets through demand side management (DSM) [5, 6, 7,
8]. Gellings [9] defines DSM from a utility perspective
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as "the planning and implementation of those electric
utility activities designed to influence customer uses of
electricity in ways that will produce desired changes in
the utility’s load shape". By simplifying the categories
of DSM proposed by Palensky and Dietrich [10] we can
say that DSM is composed of energy efficiency (EE) and
demand response (DR). Flexibility is closely related to
DR. In the context of this article we define the flexibility
of a building as the ability to deviate from its reference
electric load profile. We will quantify this ability and
express flexibility in kWh over a specified time span.
Simultaneously we will compute the costs associated
with the corresponding DR action and express it in e
or e/kWh.
The aim of this work is to enable a quantitative com-
parison of the flexibility and corresponding costs be-
tween different buildings and groups of buildings. The
developed metric can be used in the design process or
when selecting a set of buildings to include in a DR
scheme. It is not the intention to develop a methodology
for operational decision making or real-time operation.
The first section in this paper gives an overview of
how the flexibility concept has been treated in the lit-
erature. We show that there is no common metric or
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indicator to quantify flexibility. In the second section,
a methodology is developed to quantify flexibility and
the cost of the associated DR actions. This informa-
tion is presented in a cost curve. The third section de-
scribes the application of the methodology on an office
building in Brussels. The building and its HVAC sys-
tem are presented and a low-order model is identified
based on available monitoring data. In the last section
we compute cost curves for different time spans, com-
fort requirements and system configurations and discuss
the results.
2. Literature review
Flexibility is easy to define, but difficult to quan-
tify. Petersen et al. [11] specify that "The flexibility of
a given system is a unique, innate, state-and time de-
pendent quality. In conversation it is therefore some-
times said that flexibility is the ability to deviate from
the plan. That characterization of flexibility is very in-
sightful, but it still leaves us with the problem of defin-
ing both the ability to deviate and the plan". However,
this is not sufficient: we also have the problem of defin-
ing the cost to deviate from the plan. Based on these
costs, we could choose the most cost-effective ones to
deliver the required flexibility for a given power system.
Cochran et al. present a comprehensive overview of dif-
ferent techno-economic interventions to increase flexi-
bility [12]. The authors mention that the relative costs
are illustrative, confirming the need to quantify them in
a reliable way.
There are different approaches to quantify energy use
and costs. For a single building, generally a detailed
model of the specific system or building is developed.
The model typically takes electricity price profiles as
input, and cannot take into account the different feed-
back mechanisms between load and centralized pro-
duction. Many authors have studied load shifting con-
trol strategies in single building simulation or optimi-
sation [13, 14, 15, 16]. The reason for load shifting is
a reduction of peak power, consumption, emissions or
costs. Sreedharan et al. present a case study comput-
ing the cost-effectiveness of load-shifting for five build-
ings in California [17]. They conclude that the cost-
effectiveness depends on site-specific characteristics,
thus affirming the need for a more elaborated approach.
These studies rarely define flexibility nor present a gen-
eral methodology to assess the potential for different
buildings. Six et al. simply define the flexibility of
an appliance as the number of hours the operation can
be delayed [18]. Flexibility is a key concept in the re-
cently finished LINEAR project [19, 20]. In LINEAR,
flexibility is defined as "the maximum time a certain
power draw can be delayed or additionally called upon
at a certain moment during the day" This definition ex-
presses flexibility in units of time and does not clearly
quantify plan, deviation nor cost. In the EU FP7 project
ADDRESS [21], an hourly flexibility index is calculated
proportionally to the hourly load. The hourly load is
computed according to the probability of use of the con-
sidered appliance during the day.
To quantify energy use and costs for multiple build-
ings, a top-down or a bottom-up approach can be cho-
sen. The top-down approach mostly starts from the elec-
tricity generation park and models the demand by load
curves. In these studies, the flexibility of the buildings
is defined as the elasticity of the demand as a function
of the electricity price [22, 23]. In this approach, the de-
tailed (thermal) dynamics of the buildings are neglected,
and very general assumptions about the demand elastic-
ity have to be made. It is therefore an input to the model,
and not a result. A bottom-up approach starts from
very simple and generalized models of the buildings and
solves a unit commitment or (distributed) optimal con-
trol problem in order to optimise the operation of the full
system [24]. This approach can be agent-based to allow
operational optimization in the context of energy mar-
kets and smart grids [25, 26, 27, 28]. These methods
assess the impact of load shifting on the total system,
but do not quantify the amount nor cost of the flexibility
of real buildings. Finally, the analogy between multi-
ple buildings and virtual power plants (VPPs) can be
made. The flexibility service that a VPP can offer is de-
scribed by different authors [29, 30, 31]. Cochran et al.
give an overview of methods to quantify flexibility [12]
in power systems, but it is not applicable to individual
buildings.
A calculation method to quantify the flexibility of
buildings and its costs was not found in the scientific
literature. This paper elaborates a generic method that
results in cost curves. The cost curves allow to aggre-
gate the flexibility of different buildings or DER systems
in general. Moreover, the methodology is illustrated by
application to a case of space heating with heat pumps
in an office building.
The methodology developed in this paper was pre-
sented in a first version in De Coninck et al. [32]. A few
months after this publication, Oldewurtel et al. pub-
lished a similar idea [33]. This paper further devel-
ops on the methodology of the original work, integrates
some of the ideas of Oldewurtel et al. and presents a
case study on a real occupied building.
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3. Quantification of system flexibility
3.1. Definitions
We use the following terms and conventions in this
article.
• Reference: control that minimizes operational cost
while ensuring good thermal comfort (if applica-
ble). This is the standard use case for a system
operator.
• Flexibility interval [ti − te]: the time span during
which the flexibility is computed, typically one up
to three hours for intra-day load shifting.
• Positive flexibility: ability to increase power con-
sumption during the flexibility interval.
• Negative flexibility: ability to decrease power con-
sumption during the flexibility interval.
• System: the set of components that can be con-
trolled to influence the electricity load profile. This
can be a single on-off controlled component (like a
chiller) or an entire DER system with multiple de-
grees of freedom.
• Optimal control problem (OCP): numerical opti-
mization problem of the following form (in contin-
uous time):
minimize
u
J(t, x˙, x,w, y, u) (1a)
subject to F(t, x˙, x,w, y, u) = 0, (1b)
g(t, x˙, x, y, u) = 0, (1c)
h(t, x˙, x, y, u) ≥ 0, (1d)
x(0) = x0. (1e)
In this formulation, t ∈ [0, th] is time with th the
prediction horizon, u ∈ Rn is the control signal, J
the objective, th is the prediction horizon, F(·) is
the system model with states x, algebraic variables
y and disturbances w. g(·) and h(·) are additional
equality and inequality constraints. x, x˙,w, y and u
are all time-dependent but for readability we have
omitted the time dependency notation. The objec-
tive J can have different forms as elaborated below.
3.2. Overview
The method is based on the solution of at least three
OCPs with an appropriate system model. The first OCP
solves the reference operation of the building. This OCP
typically has the objective to minimise the operational
costs with constraints on thermal comfort and a pre-
diction horizon of one or more days. This solution is
the plan according to Petersen et al. [11]. The devi-
ation from the plan can be obtained by modifying the
objective function of the OCP. By specifying a target
consumption (zero or very high) during the flexibility
interval, we can force the solution to minimise respec-
tively maximise the consumption during that specific
time span while still aiming for minimal costs over the
total prediction horizon. The shifted energy use during
that interval is the flexibility (negative respectively pos-
itive). By definition, the energy cost of this new OCP
will be higher than for the reference, and the difference
is the cost of deviating from the plan. These three opti-
mizations are used to build up a cost curve as illustrated
in Figure 1. Optionally, intermediate points on the cost
curve can be obtained by solving additional OCPs that
force the solution to intermediate power levels. The fol-
lowing paragraphs elaborate the approach in more de-
tail.
3.3. System model
The first step is the creation of an appropriate sys-
tem model F(·). The main requirement for the model is
that is has to be suitable for solving the OCP according
to Eq. (1) (or its equivalent discrete-time formulation).
The model should have a good simulation performance
over the required prediction horizon. The one-step pre-
diction performance which is typically used to assess
control models is therefore not the correct metric to se-
lect the system model. Finally, the model has to be reli-
able in the entire feasible region because the solution of
the different OCPs will push the system to non-common
operating conditions, often on the boundaries specified
by Eq. (1d). The case study in Section 4 is based on a
data-driven grey-box model.
3.4. Reference scenario
The aim of the reference scenario is to optimise the
system operation with respect to the operational cost.
For simplicity, we only consider energy costs in the re-
mainder of this paper, but other costs like water con-
sumption of cooling towers, maintenance and lifetime
impact of the operation can be considered as well. If we
consider a constant gas tariff cg and a time dependent
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electricity tariff ce, we can write the energy costs over
the total prediction horizon as
Jc =
∫ th
0
(cgPg + cePe)dt (2)
with Pg the gas consumption and Pe the electricity
consumption.
If the system is a building, thermal comfort has to be
guaranteed. There are generally two solutions to han-
dle thermal comfort in optimal control. A first solu-
tion consists of adding an allowed comfort band as hard
constraints in Eq. (1d). The second solution consists of
adding a discomfort cost Jd to the objective J
J = Jc + γJd (3)
where γ is a weighting variable. In the case of so-
called soft constraints, an allowed comfort band is spec-
ified and Jd increases quadratically as a function of
deviations outside this band [34]. A special situation
called temperature reference tracking occurs when the
comfort band is reduced to a single target temperature
TS et. In this situation, Jd can be written as
Jd =
∫ th
0
θocc(TZon − TS et)2dt (4)
where TZon is the actual zone temperature and θocc =
1 during occupation and θocc = 0 elsewhere. In the case
study, both hard constraints and temperature reference
tracking are implemented.
The prediction horizon th and flexibility interval [ti −
te] have to be set. It is important to set th large enough to
take into account all effects of the control on the system,
also for processes with large time constants. Typical
values for th are 4 to 15 days. The flexibility interval
is chosen somewhere in the beginning of the interval
[0 − th].
From the solution of this optimisation problem we
obtain on the one hand the total operational cost over the
prediction horizon Jc,re f and on the other hand the elec-
tricity consumption during the flexibility interval, Ere f
from Eq. (5).
E =
∫ te
ti
Pedt (5)
3.5. Flexibility range
Starting from the reference scenario, we now com-
pute the minimum and maximum possible power use
during the flexibility interval. We can do so by modify-
ing the objective from Eq. (3) to
J = Jc + γJd + ϕJ f (6)
where ϕ is a weighting factor and J f is the flexibility
objective formulated as
J f = (
∫ te
ti
Pedt − Etarget)2 = (E − Etarget)2 (7)
In this equation, Etarget is the target electricity con-
sumption during the flexibility interval. With the new
formulation of J, the solver will try to obtain a pre-
defined electricity use Etarget during the flexibility in-
terval while maintaining the aims to guarantee thermal
comfort and to minimize the electricity cost during the
whole prediction horizon.
The maximal and minimal consumption are obtained
by setting Etarget to zero or a high value respectively.
The high value is the maximal reachable load, obtained
as the sum of the nominal power of all controllable
loads. Equation (5) is used to compute the modified
electricity consumption Emax and Emin and then we ob-
tain the maximal positive and negative flexibility Φ↑ and
Φ↓ with
Φ↑ = Emax − Ere f ≥ 0 (8a)
Φ↓ = Emin − Ere f ≤ 0 (8b)
Similarly, the modified total cost Jc is obtained from
Eq. (2) which leads to the relative costs Γ↑ and Γ↓ with
Γ↑ = Jc,max − Jc,re f ≥ 0 (9a)
Γ↓ = Jc,min − Jc,re f ≥ 0 (9b)
It can be seen that the relative costs will always be
positive.
3.6. Cost curves
The flexibility range can be graphically represented
in a cost curve, shown in Figure 1. The costs curve
shows the flexibility Φ on the horizontal axis and the
corresponding cost Γ on the vertical axis. The point as-
sociated with the reference control strategy is located in
the origin. The two points (Φ↑,Γ↑) and (Φ↓,Γ↓) show
how much the load can maximally increase respectively
decrease in the flexibility interval compared to the ref-
erence, and at which absolute cost.
It can be anticipated that intermediate deviations from
the reference scenario will not lie on a straight line be-
tween the origin and the extremes. Moreover, it is possi-
ble that some intermediate consumption deviations can-
not be reached due to discrete power levels in the control
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Figure 1: Principle of cost curves without (left) and with intermediate
points (right).
Figure 2: Aggregation of two separate cost curves (left) into a total
cost curve for the combination of both systems (right).
(like on/off instead of modulation). Therefore, it may be
useful to investigate intermediate flexibility points in-
side the range [Φ↓,Φ↑]. They are obtained by solving
the OCP with Etarget in Eq. (7) set to the desired inter-
mediate flexibility.
Most often, delivering less flexibility than Φ↓ or Φ↑
will be possible at lower specific costs. As the specific
cost, in e / kWh, corresponds to the gradient of the cost
curve, a convex curve indicates an increase of the spe-
cific costs with increased delivery of flexibility. This is
illustrated in Figure 1 on the right hand side.
3.7. Aggregation
An interesting feature of cost curves is that they can
easily be aggregated to represent the flexibility of a sys-
tem that is composed of different subsystems, like a
VPP. As an example, the aggregation of two different
cost curves is shown in Figure 2.
The aggregation is based on a piecewise sum of line
segments, sorted according to their slope. This method-
ology can easily be scaled up to aggregation of multiple
Figure 3: Belgian grid data for 8th of January 2015 showing total
load (top), wind electricity generation (center) and imbalance price
(bottom). The imbalance price is the average value of positive and
negative imbalance prices. Source: Elia [35].
cost curves, and in different levels. It is clear that an
aggregated system can provide more flexibility than a
single system. Also, by aggregating systems it is often
possible to offer flexibility at a lower cost.
4. Case study
4.1. Objective
The methodology presented in Section 3 is applied to
an existing office building in Brussels, Belgium, called
the Kalkkaai building. To maintain the interactions be-
tween weather data, time and user behaviour, the case
study is based on monitoring data of Thursday 8th of
January 2015 and the results are linked to the grid situa-
tion of this day as obtained from the Belgian electricity
transmission system operator Elia [35].
Figure 3 shows the total load for Belgium, the elec-
tricity generation from wind power and the mean value
of the positive and negative imbalance prices. The fig-
ure shows that the peak power consumption occurs be-
tween 17h and 19h local time. The figure also illus-
trates the variability of the wind power production and
of the imbalance prices. The latter seem partly corre-
lated to the wind power production, but this relation has
not been investigated further.
This case study aims at identifying the flexibility of
the building throughout this day and in particular during
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Figure 4: View of the Kalkkaai building, west façade.
the evening power peak. The flexibility costs can be
compared to the imbalance prices and other measures to
mitigate the peak.
4.2. Kalkkaai building
The Kalkkaai building is the headquarter of 3E, lo-
cated in Brussels, Belgium. It is composed of two floors
of about 480 m2 each and hosts 40-70 people. The
building’s HVAC and internal zoning has been refur-
bished in 2013.
Figure 4 shows the west façade of the building. The
large windows together with the open space in front
makes this façade sensitive for solar gains and conduc-
tive heat losses. The other façades oriented east and
south are closer to the neighbouring buildings and have
relatively more shadow and less windows.
An overview of the heat production, distribution and
emission systems is given in Figure 5.
The heat production is covered by a condensing gas
boiler (nominal power of 87 kW) and two identical air-
to-water heat pumps of 16 kWth each. These three pro-
duction units are operated in a cascade system.
The heat distribution consists of 3 circuits:
1. fan coil units (FCU) in all office spaces,
2. radiators (in toilets and entrance),
3. air handling unit (AHU).
The building is occupied on weekdays during typi-
cal office hours, but large occupancy variation is not
unusual. The occupants have manual control over the
lighting and temperature setting in each of the rooms.
The building is used as a field test for model predic-
tive control (MPC). The control variables in the cur-
rent setup are the thermal power produced by each of
HP 1
16 kW
Boiler
86 kW
Hot collector
Cold collector
Hydraulic
separator
A
T
FCUs
30 kW
T
Radiators
10 kW
AHU
45 kW
A
50°C 40°C 80°C 60°C 80°C 60°C
HP 2
16 kW
Figure 5: Hydraulic scheme of the heating system with indications
of nominal thermal power. HP1 and HP2 are the heat pumps, FCU
stands for fan coil unit and AHU for air handling unit.
Figure 6: Overview of the control model for MPC and flexibility as-
sessment.
the three heat production units. The MPC cannot con-
trol the heat consumption of the building directly be-
cause the FCUs are manually controlled by the occu-
pants. This case study makes use of the control model
derived for MPC to compute the flexibility. More details
about this model are presented below.
4.3. Control model
A grey-box control model has been identified with the
Grey-Box Buildings toolbox of De Coninck et al. [36].
It is impossible to create a multi-zone model with the
available monitoring data because the heat consump-
tion is only measured at building level. To obtain a
single-zone model, all room temperature measurements
are averaged into TZon. As described in [36], a forward
selection method is applied that starts from a first or-
der model and gradually increases complexity until no
further improvements in simulation performance can be
obtained on the cross-validation dataset. A schematic
presentation of the resulting model is given in Figure 6.
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The model has four states: two in the building (CZon
for zone air and CInt for internal mass) and two in the
heating system (CS up for supply water and CTec for the
technical room). The radiative part of internal gains is
represented by Q˙Rad and the convective gains/losses of
internal gains and the AHU are represented by Q˙Con.
The heat consumption of the building is Q˙Hea and the
produced heat of the boiler and both heat pumps is Q˙GB,
Q˙HP1 and Q˙HP2. There are four thermal resistances,
RInt, RWal, RS up and RTec. TAmb is the ambient tempera-
ture, obtained from a local measurement.
The on/off schedule for the AHU is obtained from the
electricity consumption measurement of the AHU and
the mass flow rate has been estimated in the parameter
estimation process.
The model does not take into account solar gains. The
reason is that during the system identification process,
the solar radiation input was not retained as a signifi-
cant disturbance. This result is explained by the rela-
tively low glazing fraction (except for the west façade),
the shading due to neighbouring buildings, and the use
of an identification data set with monitoring data of De-
cember 2014 and January 2015.
Internal gains are generated by the use of electrical
appliances and body heat gains. A separate measure-
ment of plug power and lighting power is available. This
measurement is used for internal gains from appliances.
Unfortunately, there is no direct measurement of occu-
pancy. However, as plug power is correlated to occu-
pancy (more than lighting because of the large lighting
circuits in landscape offices), we derive an occupancy
profile from the plug power measurement. The standby
power consumption is subtracted by supposing an occu-
pancy of zero persons every night at 00h00.
Figure 6 only represents the dynamic heat transfer
processes. The gas consumption P˙g of the condensing
boiler and electricity consumption of both heat pumps
P˙HP1 and P˙HP2 are computed from equations for the
boiler efficiency η and the coefficient of performance
(COP) of the heat pumps, COPHP1 and COPHP2. These
efficiency models are obtained by linear regression on
the monitoring data based on the following predictors:
TS up, TAmb and the produced thermal power [37]. A
forward selection is applied to avoid overfitted models.
The resulting performance curves are
η = 0.813 − 1.60e−6Q˙∗GB (10a)
COPHP1 = 2.86 + 0.10T ∗Amb − 3.61e−2T ∗S up
− 3.87e−3T ∗AmbT ∗S up (10b)
COPHP2 = 2.57 + 3.27e−2T ∗Amb − 2.30e−2T ∗S up (10c)
In these equations, the predictor variables are relative
values in order to obtain physically meaningful results
for the intercept:
Q˙∗GB = Q˙GB − 86000
T ∗Amb = TAmb − (7 + 273.15)
T ∗S up = TS up − (35 + 273.15)
It is noteworthy that both heat pumps, though identi-
cal, have a different performance model. The OCP will
exploit these differences.
4.4. Optimal control
This subsection details the implementation of the
OCP presented by Eq. (1). The control variable u is
composed of Q˙GB, Q˙HP1, Q˙HP2 and Q˙Hea. Although it is
impossible to control the heat consumption of the build-
ing Q˙Hea due to the manual operation of the heat emis-
sion systems, this input is required for the model to con-
trol the thermal comfort in the building. Constraints are
put on the positive derivatives of Q˙GB, Q˙HP1 and Q˙HP2 to
stabilise the control signals and take into account inertia
in the heat production. The maximum thermal power
of the boiler and electrical power of the heat pumps is
limited. Finally, a constraint of 80 ◦C is put on TS up.
The objective function takes the form of Eq. (6) with
TS et = 21.8 ◦C (reference tracking). This comfort set
point is obtained by trial and error on the real building
in order to obtain good thermal comfort in each of the
zones.
The following tariffs apply to the Kalkkaai build-
ing: cg = 4.3458 ce/kWh, ce = 7.323 ce/kWh or
9.431 ce/kWh for low respectively high tariff hours.
The high tariff applies every work day between 8h and
23h. The prediction horizon th is 4 days.
The numerical solution of the OCP is obtained with
JModelica.org [38]. Direct collocation is used to dis-
cretise time, which reduces the optimisation problem
to a nonlinear program (NLP)[39]. JModelica.org
utilises third-party NLP solvers, which require first- and
second-order derivatives of all expressions in the NLP
with respect to all decision variables. CasADi is used
to obtain these by algorithmic differentiation [40]. We
used the NLP solver IPOPT with the sparse linear solver
MA27 from HSL [41, 42]. The collocation elements are
placed on a regular grid with 15 minutes interval and
two collocation points per element.
Before we compute the flexibility, it is interesting to
visualise the reference operation for the Kalkkaai build-
ing on the 8th of January 2015. Figure 7 shows the most
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Figure 7: Overview of the reference scenario for 8th of January 2015.
pr f Occ and pr f AHU are profiles for the occupancy and AHU (base
1).
important trajectories obtained by solving the OCP for
the reference scenario.
We can see that HP1 is operating at full load during
this entire period while HP2 works at part load. In the
next section we will investigate the flexibility during the
evening peak between 17h and 19h.
5. Results and discussion
We first present the cost curve with temperature ref-
erence tracking and then with a comfort band with hard
constraints. Next we analyse how the flexibility is in-
fluenced by adding a thermal energy storage. We then
analyse the evolution of Φ↓,Φ↑,Γ↓ and Γ↑ over the entire
day. This section is ended with a comparison between
the flexibility costs and the imbalance price in the Bel-
gian power system.
Figure 8: Cost curve for flexibility interval between 17h and 19h on
the 8th of January 2015 with reference temperature tracking.
5.1. Reference temperature tracking
The cost curve for the flexibility between 17h and 19h
on the 8th of January 2015 is shown in Figure 8. The
building has both positive and negative flexibility.
How the system is controlled for delivering the max-
imum positive flexibility is shown in Figure 9. Due to
the reference tracking, the controller is not allowed to
increase the temperature in the building. The flexibil-
ity is obtained by activating both heat pumps at maxi-
mal power and using the capacity of the supply water as
temporary buffer. It is clear that this strongly decreases
the COP of both heat pumps.
To deliver negative flexibility during this load peak,
the system stops both heat pumps and starts the gas
boiler instead. This is visualised in Figure 10. In this
hybrid system, this is always possible when the refer-
ence control chooses to use the heat pumps.
5.2. Comfort band
To assess the effect of temperature reference tracking,
a flexibility cost curve with comfort band limiting TZon
between 21.8 ◦C and 23.5 ◦C is shown in Figure 11. By
choosing the lower comfort boundary to be identical to
TS et of the reference tracking, we enforce the same ther-
mal comfort. Figure 11 shows that also the flexibility is
identical, but the cost of the positive flexibility is about
20 % lower compared to reference tracking.
As shown in Figure 12 this is achieved by increasing
TZon, or in other words, by using passive thermal energy
storage in the thermal mass of the building. TS up also
has to increase in order to be able to deliver this higher
thermal power to the building, but the increase is less
pronounced and thus the COP of the heat pumps is less
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Figure 9: Control for offering maximum positive flexibility with ref-
erence temperature tracking.
Figure 10: Control for offering maximum negative flexibility with ref-
erence temperature tracking.
Figure 11: Cost curve for flexibility interval between 17h and 19h
on the 8th of January 2015 with comfort band instead of reference
tracking.
Figure 12: Control for offering maximum positive flexibility with a
comfort band.
reduced. Additionally, this increase of TZon will slightly
reduce the heat requirements for the next day thanks to
the slow time constant of CInt. This illustrates the im-
portance of taking sufficiently long prediction horizons
in order to correctly assess the total costs of the DR ac-
tions.
5.3. Active thermal energy storage
The flexibility of buildings is often attributed to active
thermal energy storage (TES), for instance in hot water
tanks [43]. In the technical room of the Kalkkaai build-
ing, two tanks of 1000 L each are installed. These tanks
have not been used up to now. We use this case study
to assess the impact of these buffers on the flexibility of
the Kalkkaai building.
The model of Figure 6 is extended with a single ca-
pacity that lumps the storage capacity of both tanks. The
thermal losses of the tanks are connected to the tech-
nical room. An additional control variable Q˙Tes is re-
quired to represent charging (positive) and discharging
(negative) of the water buffer.
The resulting cost curve is plotted in Figure 13 (curve
C). We can clearly see that TES reduces the cost of flex-
ibility. The flexibility range also shifts towards posi-
tive flexibility. This is explained by a different refer-
ence scenario when using the TES tanks: the system
has buffered a small quantity of heat during the day for
use between 17h and 19h. By consequence, the refer-
ence electricity consumption in the flexibility interval is
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Figure 13: Cost curve comparison for Kalkkaai building with flexibil-
ity interval between 17h and 19h on the 8th of January 2015. (A) ref-
erence tracking, (B) comfort band, (C) reference tracking with TES.
smaller, leading to less negative and more positive flex-
ibility.
5.4. Temporary evolution of flexibility
The cost curves are snapshots: they represent flexi-
bility at a very specific moment with specific boundary
conditions like building use and weather. We can get an
overview of the evolution of flexibility through time by
plotting the minimum and maximum flexibility indica-
tors (Φ↓,Φ↑,Γ↓,Γ↑) in a single graph.
An example is shown in Figure 14. This graph shows
the evolution of the flexibility and specific costs (in
ce/kWh). The electricity tariff is added as a reference.
Both flexibility and costs vary widely throughout
the day. The specific costs lie between zero and
7.5 ce/kWh with negative flexibility being slightly
cheaper. Beside the wide spread, an important conclu-
sion from this graph is that the average cost of flexibility
is not negligible. Nevertheless, depending on the con-
vexity of the cost curve, intermediate levels of flexibil-
ity may be considerably cheaper than the extreme ones
presented here.
By analysis of the results, we have identified several
influencing factors for the given heating system. The
ambient temperature has a significant effect on the re-
sults. Firstly via its dominant impact on the heat de-
mand of the building and secondly via its effect on the
heat pump COP. As the method is cost-based, the elec-
tricity tariff has an important impact on both the flexi-
bility and the costs. The time of the day and occupancy
profile of the building influence how useful a load shift
or increase of internal energy is. Finally, the results are
Figure 14: Daily flexibility availability for the 8th of January 2015
with flexibility interval of 1h for the scenario with reference tempera-
ture tracking. The negative value for Γ↑ at 06h00 is a numeric artefact
caused by small relative differences.
Figure 15: Daily flexibility availability for the 8th of January 2015
with flexibility interval of 1h for the scenario with comfort band.
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Figure 16: Daily flexibility availability for the 8th of January 2015
with flexibility interval of 1h for a scenario with a comfort band, with-
out gas boiler.
affected by the control freedom to change thermal com-
fort in the building.
Figure 15 shows the equivalent graph for the scenario
with a comfort band. We observe that allowing the ac-
tivation of building thermal mass reduces the costs for
positive flexibility by almost 50 % during the occupied
hours.
Figure 16 shows the results for a new scenario in
which the hybrid heating system of the Kalkkaai is re-
placed by a monovalent heat pump system. For simplic-
ity, we have used the COP model of HP1 as presented
in Eq. (10b) and upscaled the power of the heat pump to
86 kW. A thermal comfort band with hard constraints
is implemented. As expected, the main difference is the
increase of positive flexibility that can be delivered. Si-
multaneously, we observe an increase in the maximum
cost.
Even when activating building thermal mass is pos-
sible, flexibility is not for free: each thermal load shift
has an associated cost. If that would not be the case, the
reference scenario is not optimal and there is a potential
for reducing the energy costs in the reference control of
the system.
5.5. Benchmarking the cost of flexibility in buildings
We have shown that the cost of flexibility in buildings
depends on many factors and varies widely through the
day and year. We would need to apply the methodology
to a large set of buildings in order to get a better un-
derstanding of the mean and variance of the flexibility
costs.
Figure 17: Comparison of imbalance price and flexibility costs Γ↓ and
Γ↑ for the Kalkkaai building on the 8th of January 2015 with flexibility
interval of 1h for different scenarios.
Nevertheless, this case study allows comparing the
flexibility costs of the Kalkkaai building with the known
imbalance price on the 8th of January 2015. Figure 17
shows this comparison by means of boxplots of Γ↓ and
Γ↑ for different scenarios and for the imbalance price.
The figure shows that the mean of the imbalance price
and flexibility costs Γ↓ and Γ↑ have the same order of
magnitude, but with lower quantiles for the flexibility
costs. This means that there are several hours during
which the Kalkkaai building could offer its flexibility at
a significantly lower cost than the imbalance price. The
graph also clearly shows the impact of a moderate acti-
vation of thermal mass in the building: the mean flex-
ibility cost for the scenario with comfort band is lower
than with reference tracking.
As mentioned before, Figure 17 is based on Γ↓ and
Γ↑, the costs for delivering the minimum and maximum
flexibility Φ↓ and Φ↑. If the cost curves are convex, the
costs for delivering intermediate levels of flexibility can
be considerably lower.
6. Conclusion
We have developed a methodology to quantify flexi-
bility in buildings. The methodology returns on the one
hand the amount of energy that can be shifted to or from
a specified flexibility interval and on the other hand the
costs associated with this load shifting. This informa-
tion is presented in a cost curve, allowing easy compar-
ison between buildings and aggregation of flexibility.
The methodology is based on the solution of multi-
ple optimal control problems with a suitable building
model. The reference scenario is an optimally con-
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trolled building with regard to thermal comfort and op-
erational costs. Therefore, load shifting will always re-
sult in a higher cost for the building operator.
A case study on an office building in Brussels reveals
that these costs are not negligible. If the studied build-
ing would have shifted its load on the 8th of January
2015, the costs would have been slightly lower than the
recorded imbalance price for the Belgian power system.
However, it is shown that replacing the temperature
tracking strategy by an allowed comfort band, the flex-
ibility costs decrease. Adding a moderately sized ther-
mal energy storage tank would further decrease these
costs. Finally, offering less flexibility than the maxi-
mum potential Φ↑ and Φ↓ is often possible at lower spe-
cific costs due to the convexity of the cost curve.
The two main findings of the case study are firstly the
large spread in both flexibility and costs and secondly
the confirmation that flexibility in buildings is not for
free. Load shifting may come at zero costs for house-
hold appliances, but for thermal systems in buildings the
costs of flexibility are computable and should be taken
into account.
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5.3 Conclusion
The approach to quantify flexibility is based on the idea of a reference operation,
the plan, and a deviation of the plan. Computing different deviations of the
plan results in a potential for demand shifting and an additional cost compared
to the plan. This information can be represented on a cost curve. The cost
curves offer the advantage of visual comparison between different buildings and
an easy aggregation of different buildings.
The case study on the KK building shows that for a given building, the flexibility
is largely time dependent. Both the amount and cost of flexibility vary widely
during a single day, and more variation is expected on a seasonal scale. However,
the flexibility is often cheaper than the imbalance price at that moment. While
flexibility may not be used directly in order to restore the imbalance, it may be
used through aggregation to bid in any of the reserve markets. This chapter has
shown that flexibility can be quantified and that the costs for DR on thermal
systems in buildings have to be taken into account when this flexibility is offered
to the energy or reserve markets.

Chapter 6
Application and validation of
the tool chain to the KK
building
This chapter is submitted for publication as:
R. De Coninck and L. Helsen, “Practical implementation and evaluation of
model predictive control for an office building in brussels”, Energy and Buildings,
2015, Submitted on 17/03/2015.
6.1 Introduction
This last chapter applies the tool chain as defined in Figure 2.1 to the pilot
project of the KK building. The building and resulting grey-box model are
presented, the MPC is detailed and the results are analysed by comparing
monitored days with MPC control with monitored days with conventional,
rule-based control (RBC).
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6.2 Practical implementation and evaluation of
model predictive control for an office building
in Brussels
Practical implementation and evaluation of model predictive control
for an office building in Brussels
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Abstract
A model predictive control (MPC) has been implemented in a medium-sized office building in Brussels, Belgium. This
paper presents the implementation of the controller and the measured performance in comparison with the default,
rule-based control (RBC). The building has two floors and a total size of 960 m2. The controllable system is the
hybrid heat production consisting of two air/water heat pumps and a condensing gas boiler. The practical situation
does not allow controlling end-units in the different zones of the building. The MPC makes use of a Modelica grey-box
control model resulting from a system identification with monitoring data. The paper covers the monitoring, model
identification, forecasting of disturbances, state estimation, formulation and solving of the optimal control problem
(OCP) and transmission of the control signals. The performance is evaluated on a daily basis based on analysis of
heating degree days, thermal comfort, energy costs and primary energy consumption. The results show that the model
predictive controller is able to provide a similar or better thermal comfort than the reference control while reducing
the energy costs by more than 30 %. This is due among others, to a better use of the heat pumps and an adapted hot
water supply temperature.
Keywords: model predictive control (MPC), grey-box models, field test, validation, Modelica
1. Introduction
Bad control of energy systems in buildings is respon-
sible for large energy efficiency losses. Even in new and
modern buildings, inefficient control and operation of-
ten increases the primary energy consumption for heat-
ing, cooling and air-conditioning (HVAC) by 20 % or
more [1, 2].
Model predictive control (MPC) is one of several so-
lutions to improve building control efficiency [3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. By specifying high-level objectives and
using the power of numerical optimization, a model pre-
dictive controller can automatically adapt to new oper-
ating conditions and take into account expected future
building dynamics. The controller can also incorporate
the delivery of additional services like reserves [11] or
peak load reduction [12].
The core of the MPC concept is the optimal control
problem (OCP). This mathematical problem is formu-
lated in continuous time as
∗Corresponding author
Email address: roel.deconinck@3e.eu ()
minimize
u
J (1a)
subject to F(t, x˙, x,w, y, u) = 0, (1b)
g(t, x˙, x, y, u) = 0, (1c)
h(t, x˙, x, y, u) ≥ 0, (1d)
x(0) = x0. (1e)
In this formulation, t ∈ [0, th] is time with th the
prediction horizon, u ∈ Rn is the control signal, J the
objective, F(·) is the system model with states x, alge-
braic variables y and disturbances w. g(·) and h(·) are
additional equality and inequality constraints. x, x˙,w, y
and u are all time-dependent but for readability we have
omitted the time dependency notation.
MPC is based on the solution of an OCP at every con-
trol time step. The OCP is initialised from an estimated
state of the system based on measurements (= feedback)
and takes into account forecasted disturbances and dy-
namic system behaviour (= feedforward) [13].
Figure 1 shows a general overview of the MPC frame-
work that will be detailed and implemented in Section 3.
Preprint submitted to Energy and Buildings May 17, 2015
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Figure 1: Overview of the MPC framework.
This paper describes the implementation of MPC in
the Kalkkaai building, the headquarters of 3E in Brus-
sels. The implementation with real operating condi-
tions including measurement errors, controllability lim-
itations, communication issues etc. is an important step
in the validation of MPC as viable alternative for con-
trolling real-life buildings. The MPC performance is
compared to the conventional control algorithm during
the winter of 2014-2015.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives
a general overview of the field test, building and HVAC
system and the controllable loads. Section 3 describes
the implementation of the MPC by elaborating each step
of the tool chain of Figure 1. The results are presented
in Section 4. We compare operational costs, energy use
and thermal comfort of the MPC with the conventional
control. These results are discussed in more detail in
Section 5 where we try to quantify the benefits of the
new control strategy for the Kalkkaai building. Finally,
Section 6 summarises the conclusions.
2. Field test Kalkkaai building
2.1. Building
The Kalkkaai building is the headquarter of 3E, situ-
ated in Brussels, Belgium. It is composed of two floors
of about 480 m2 each and hosts 40-70 people. The
building’s HVAC and internal zoning has been refur-
bished in 2013.
Figure 2 shows the west façade of the building. De-
spite the large windows, the solar gains are limited in
the winter due to the west orientation and the shading of
neighbouring buildings. The other façades have much
less windows and are even more shaded by other build-
ings.
Figure 2: View of the Kalkkaai building, west façade.
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Figure 3: Hydraulic scheme of the heating system.
An overview of the heat production, distribution and
emission systems is given in Figure 3.
The heat production is covered by a condensing gas
boiler (nominal power of 86 kW) and two identical
air/water heat pumps of 16 kWth each. These three pro-
duction units are operated in a cascade system.
The heat distribution consists of 3 circuits:
1. fan coil units (FCU) in all office spaces,
2. radiators (in toilets and entrance),
3. air handling unit (AHU).
The building is occupied on weekdays during typi-
cal office hours, but large occupancy variation is not
unusual. The occupants have manual control over the
lighting and temperature setting in each of the rooms.
2.2. Control system
Due to the manual control of the FCUs by the oc-
cupants, the building energy control and management
system (BECMS) cannot control the heat consumption
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of the building directly. The BECMS controls the hot
water supply temperature TS up to influence the heat
consumption indirectly. TS up is controlled according
to a heating curve based on the ambient temperature,
with indoor temperature compensation. A PI controller
tracks this heating curve by controlling the total ther-
mal power to be produced. An example of the result-
ing hot water supply temperature is given in Section 5,
Figure 11. A specific cascade controller distributes this
power set point over the three heat production units
based on a comprehensive set of rules. This control is
called the rule-based control (RBC).
Unfortunately, there is no high-level control of the
AHU. The AHU is switched on/off according to a
weekly schedule. The same schedule is applied to the
hot water circulation pump to the heating coil. There is
no feedback on the supply air temperature.
The implementation of MPC as high level control
makes use of the BECMS for the low level control. By
consequence, the limited controllability of heat supply
and supply air temperature affects the MPC as much as
the conventional control. The supplier of the BECMS
allows to get and set any monitored or controlled vari-
able directly by a file transfer protocol (FTP). The MPC
uses this protocol to control the thermal power of the
boiler and both heat pumps directly. How these control
signals are computed is explained in the next section.
3. Implementation of the MPC tool chain
This section elaborates on the practical implementa-
tion of the model predictive controller. The different
processes of Figure 1 are discussed in detail.
3.1. Monitoring
A Kairos time series database has been set up as cen-
tral storage for all monitoring data, predictions and con-
trol set points. There are different sources for these data.
The BECMS monitors the heat production and dis-
tribution at the level of the technical room. There
are measurements of several water temperatures, heat
fluxes, natural gas consumption and different HVAC re-
lated electricity consumptions. The latter include sub-
metering for each of the heat pumps and circulation
pumps. All relevant monitoring data is extracted from
the BECMS using the FTP every 15 s and stored in the
Kairos database.
An independent system (from a different manufac-
turer) monitors the building. We refer to this as the
building monitoring system (BMS). The BMS monitors
room temperatures, relative humidities and electricity
consumptions at building level. The latter include sub-
metering for lighting (by floor), plug load (by floor), the
server room, the chiller and AHU. The measured data
is obtained by posting http requests on a webserver and
parsing the returned json objects to upload the data to
the Kairos database.
Weather data is obtained from a third source.
Through collaboration in the EU FP7 project Perfor-
mancePlus, the university of Oldenburg, Germany pro-
vides both past weather data and weather forecasts [14,
15, 16]. These contain ambient temperature, solar ra-
diation, wind speed and relative humidity. This data is
posted on a specific FTP-server and processed to time-
series that are stored in the Kairos database.
With all these different data sources and systems,
the overall monitoring system is vulnerable for fail-
ures. Some failures are harmless and only generate extra
manual work to recover data and store it in the database,
others lead to unrecoverable data loss. Despite the use
of different systems, some important variables are not
monitored at all, like occupancy, CO2 concentrations,
the supply air temperature and the heat consumption of
the individual rooms in the building. Also, the room
air temperatures are measured at irregular intervals and
obtained with delays of up to half an hour. These short-
comings will affect the options for modelling and con-
trol as we will see in the next paragraphs. Nevertheless,
this represents the real world and it is important to anal-
yse the MPC performance in real conditions.
3.2. Grey-box model identification
The MPC is based on a grey-box control model which
has been identified with the Grey-Box Buildings tool-
box of De Coninck et al. [17]. It is impossible to create
a multi-zone building model with the available moni-
toring data because the heat consumption is only mea-
sured at building level. To obtain a single-zone model,
all room temperature measurements are arithmetically
averaged into TZon. A weighted averaging based on
room size would physically be more meaningful, but
the required meta-information will often not be readily
available for many buildings. In order to demonstrate
an MPC that is easily applicable to a wide variety of
buildings, we try to limit the use of meta-information as
much as possible.
A forward selection method is applied that starts
from a first order model and gradually increases com-
plexity until no further improvements in simulation
performance can be obtained on the cross-validation
dataset [17]. A schematic presentation of the resulting
model is given in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Schematic presentation of the control model for MPC.
The model has four states: two in the building (CZon
for zone air and CInt for internal mass) and two in the
heating system (CS up for supply water and CTec for the
technical room). The radiative part of internal gains is
represented by Q˙Rad and the convective gains/losses of
internal gains and the AHU are represented by Q˙Con.
The heat demand of the building is Q˙Hea and the pro-
duced heat of the boiler and both heat pumps is Q˙GB,
Q˙HP1 and Q˙HP2 respectively. There are four thermal re-
sistances, RInt, RWal, RS up and RTec. TAmb is the ambient
temperature, obtained from a local measurement.
The model does not take into account solar gains. The
reason is that during the system identification process,
the solar radiation input was not retained as a signifi-
cant disturbance. This result is explained by the rela-
tively low glazing fraction (except for the west façade),
the shading due to neighbouring buildings, and the use
of an identification data set with monitoring data of De-
cember 2014 and January 2015. The control model is
therefore only valid for the winter season, but this is
sufficient for this case study. Future research will con-
sider the adaptation of the control model over different
seasons.
Internal gains are generated by the use of electrical
appliances and body heat gains. For the use of electri-
cal appliances we chose a top-down approach. Start-
ing from the total electricity consumption of the build-
ing, we subtract all sub-meters we consider not to corre-
spond to internal gains. For the Kalkkaai building these
are the sub-meters for the HVAC system and the servers.
A bottom-up approach would only take into account the
sub-meters we think correlated with internal gains. By
consequence, a top-down approach is a maximum esti-
mator of internal gains from equipment and a bottom-up
approach a minimum estimator.
There are no direct measurements of internal gains
generated by body heat transfer nor of occupancy. How-
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Figure 5: Plug power (top) and derived occupancy profile (bottom)
for a typical week.
ever, as plug power is correlated to occupancy, we de-
rive an occupancy profile from the plug power measure-
ment. The standby power consumption is removed by
supposing an occupancy of zero persons every night at
00h00 and then the profile is normalised. This is il-
lustrated in Figure 5. The resulting occupancy profile
(between 0 and 1) is used as a disturbance and an ad-
ditional parameter to be estimated nocc is introduced in
the model to represent the number of occupants corre-
sponding to a profile value of one. More details about
the forecasting of these disturbances are given in sub-
section 3.3.
The RC scheme in Figure 4 only represents the dy-
namic heat transfer processes. The gas consumption
P˙g of the condensing boiler and electricity consumption
of both heat pumps P˙HP1 and P˙HP2 are computed from
equations for the boiler efficiency η and the coefficient
of performance (COP) of the heat pumps, COPHP1 and
COPHP2. These efficiency models are obtained by lin-
ear regression on the monitoring data based on the fol-
lowing predictors: TS up, TAmb and the produced thermal
power Q˙GB for the boiler or the electrical power P˙HP
for the heat pumps [18]. A forward selection is applied
to avoid overfitted models. The resulting performance
curves are given in Eq. (2).
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Table 1: Overview of endogenous and exogenous disturbances.
∗Global horizontal radiation was not retained as significant distur-
bance in the model identification process.
Endogenous Exogenous
Plug power Ambient temperature
Occupancy Global horizontal radiation∗
Schedule AHU
η = 0.87 − 8.85e−7Q˙∗GB + 4.82e−3T ∗Amb (2a)
COPHP1 = 2.61 + 5.45e−2T ∗Amb − 1.23e−2T ∗S up
− 1.18e−4P˙∗HP1 − 1.54e−5T ∗AmbP˙∗HP1 (2b)
COPHP2 = 2.58 + 3.84e−2T ∗Amb − 2.50e−2T ∗S up
− 1.42e−4P˙∗HP2 − 1.50e−5T ∗AmbP˙∗HP2 (2c)
In these equations, the predictor variables are relative
values in order to obtain physically meaningful results
for the intercept:
Q˙∗GB = Q˙GB − 86000
P˙∗HP = P˙HP − 6500
T ∗Amb = TAmb − (7 + 273.15)
T ∗S up = TS up − (35 + 273.15)
It is noteworthy that both heat pumps, though iden-
tical, have a slightly different performance model. The
OCP will exploit these differences.
3.3. Forecasting of disturbances
In the model identification process we have defined
different disturbances and estimated the corresponding
parameters. We distinguish between endogenous and
exogenous disturbances. Endogenous disturbances are
measured locally and forecasted based on algorithms
we have developed ourselves. Exogenous disturbances
can be measured locally or remotely and their forecasts
are obtained from external services, typically weather
services. A mixture of both is possible, eg. when an
exogenous forecast is corrected based on a local mea-
surement. An overview of both types of disturbances is
given in Table 1.
We have implemented the most simple persistence
models for the forecasting of all three endogenous dis-
turbances. The forecasted value for t = t f is the value
measured exactly one week before, at t = t f − 604800s.
This is illustrated for plug power in Figure 6. On some
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Figure 6: Overview measured and forecasted values for plug power
for one week in January 2015.
days, like Tuesday 20/01 and in the weekend, we ob-
serve a bias, but in general the forecast captures well
the general trends of the plug power profile.
The forecasts of the exogenous disturbances are pro-
vided by a weather service. We obtain these forecasts
from the University of Oldenburg in the framework of
the EU FP7 project PerformancePlus. The only ex-
ogenous input in the used model is TAmb, the ambient
temperature. This temperature is also measured on-site.
Differences between the forecasted and measured val-
ues of up to 5 K have been observed. In order to take
into account local conditions, the forecast is adjusted
by the difference between the forecasted value and the
measured value for t = 0.
3.4. State estimation
Since not all states of the control model can be mea-
sured, state estimation is a required step in any model
predictive control scheme. The state estimation prob-
lem boils down to examining the past monitoring data
and reconciling these measurements with the model to
determine the most likely value of the state at the cur-
rent time [19]. There are many different approaches for
state estimation depending on the model structure.
We have implemented a very basic and intuitive ap-
proach based on the parameter estimation technique
of the Grey-Box Buildings toolbox [17]. Instead of
estimating the parameters of a model that minimize
the measurement residuals, we estimate only the ini-
tial states for a model with given parameters. In the
present implementation, 24 hours of historical measure-
ments are used, and the decision variables of the param-
eter estimation problem are the initial values of each of
the 4 states presented in Figure 4. The state at the end
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of the 24h interval, the current time t = 0, is the es-
timated state. Then, for the measured states TZon and
TS up, instead of using the estimated state, the current
measurement is retained.
Finally, in order to obtain a more stable control, the
measurement of TZon is compared to the reference tem-
perature tracking setpoint TS et. If | TZon − TS et |≤ 0.2 K,
TZon is taken equal to TS et. This correction avoids abrupt
changes in the control for small deviations from the set
point.
We are aware of the simplicity of the implemented
state estimation. It is planned to implement more ad-
vanced state estimations in the near future, in particular
the approaches described by Vande Cavey et al. and
Bonvini et al. [20, 21], and analyse their impact on the
performance of the MPC.
3.5. Optimal control
This subsection details the implementation of the
OCP presented by Eq. (1). The control variable u is
composed of Q˙GB, Q˙HP1, Q˙HP2 and Q˙Hea. Although
it is impossible to control the heat consumption of the
building Q˙Hea due to the (uncontrolled) manual oper-
ation of the heat emission systems, Q˙Hea is required
for the model to control thermal comfort in the build-
ing. Constraints are put on the positive derivatives of
Q˙GB, Q˙HP1 and Q˙HP2 to stabilise the control signals and
take into account inertia in the heat production systems.
The maximum thermal power of the boiler and electri-
cal power of the heat pumps are limited. Finally, a con-
straint of 80 ◦C is put on TS up.
The objective function in Eq. (1) is expanded as a
weighted sum of the energy costs Jc and the thermal
discomfort cost Jd
J = Jc + γJd (4)
where γ is a weighting variable. The energy costs can
be written as
Jc =
∫ th
0
(cgP˙g + ceP˙e)dt (5)
with th the prediction horizon, P˙g the gas con-
sumption, P˙e the electricity consumption, the gas tar-
iff cg = 4.3458 ce/kWh and the electricity tariff ce =
7.323 ce/kWh or 9.431 ce/kWh for low respectively
high tariff hours. The high tariff applies every work day
between 8h and 23h.
The thermal discomfort cost Jd is implemented as a
reference temperature tracking:
Jd =
∫ th
0
θocc(TZon − TS et)2dt (6)
where TZon is the actual zone temperature and θocc =
1 during occupation and θocc = 0 elsewhere. The occu-
pation hours are from 07h00 till 19h00 on weekdays.
The reference temperature TS et equals 21.8 ◦C before
24/02/2015 and 21.5 ◦C after 24/02/2015. This comfort
set point is obtained by trial and error on the real build-
ing in order to obtain good thermal comfort in each of
the zones.
The control time step is 5 minutes, the open loop con-
trol horizon is 1 hour. This means that every 5 minutes,
the controller will compute a new control signal by in-
terpolation in the control trajectories of the last solved
OCP and transmit these to the building. If the last con-
trol trajectories were computed more than 1 hour ago, a
new state estimation is performed and the OCP will be
solved again. The prediction horizon th in the OCP is
24 hours.
The numerical solution of the OCP is obtained with
JModelica.org [22]. Direct collocation is used to dis-
cretise time, which reduces the optimisation problem
to a nonlinear program (NLP)[23]. JModelica.org
utilises third-party NLP solvers, which require first- and
second-order derivatives of all expressions in the NLP
with respect to all decision variables. CasADi is used
to obtain these by algorithmic differentiation [24]. We
used the NLP solver IPOPT with the sparse linear solver
MA27 from HSL [25, 26]. The collocation elements are
placed on a regular grid with 15 minutes interval and
two collocation points per element.
4. Results
In this section, we compare the performance of the
conventional rule-based control (RBC) with the MPC.
The comparison is carried out on a daily basis, for work-
ing days only. First, the used metrics for the comparison
are introduced and then the results are presented.
4.1. Metrics for comparison of MPC with RBC
We define three key performance indicators (KPI)
and one normalisation variable as shown in Table 2.
The first KPI, the energy cost Jc, is computed accord-
ing to Eq. (5). The second KPI, the primary energy con-
sumption Je, is obtained from
Je =
∫ te
ti
(2.5P˙e + P˙g)dt. (7)
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Table 2: Key performance indicators and normalisation variable for
building performance analysis.
Symb. Unit Meaning
Jc e Energy cost
Je kWh Primary energy consumption
J∗d minutes Thermal discomfort
HDD K d Heating degree days (normali-
sation variable)
We use a primary energy factor of 2.5 for electricity
and 1.0 for natural gas. The values of ti and te will be
given below. As Jc is part of the objective function and
Je is not, it is logic to judge the merits of the MPC on Jc.
However, in Section 5 we will discuss also the primary
energy consumption of both control strategies.
In order to make fair comparisons between days, a
time shift is implemented prior to the computation of
all metrics. As will be shown later, the MPC will often
start the heat pumps long before comfort is required at
07h00 in the morning. Often, one or both heat pumps
start at 23h00 in the evening, at the beginning of the low
electricity tariff period. Therefore, we shift time so the
days start and end at 19h00, the end of the occupation
period. As a result, ti is 19h00 of the previous day, te is
19h00 of the analysed day.
Additionally, to cover accidental or intentional heat-
ing in the weekend, we add the energy use and costs of
the weekend to the KPIs for Monday.
The third KPI, the thermal discomfort J∗d , is not calcu-
lated as in Eq. (6). To bring the computation in line with
international standards, the thermal discomfort is calcu-
lated according to EN 15251 [27]. For every working
day, we compute the total time during which thermal
comfort is outside the boundaries of category I. This
category is defined by a PPD higher than 6 %. When
taking a clothing factor of 1.0 and a metabolism rate of
1.2, the temperature boundaries corresponding to PPD
= 6 % are on 21.0 ◦C and 23.0 ◦C. As overheating does
not occur in the measured data, the practical computa-
tion of J∗d is the total time during working hours where
TZon ≤ 21.0 ◦C. We express J∗d in minutes per day.
Next, an acceptable comfort violation is fixed at 5 % of
the working hours outside of category I. This results in
a maximum of 36 minutes per working day. In other
words: when the measured TZon is less then 36 minutes
below 21.0 ◦C, the comfort for that day is good.
To normalise the different days, the heating degree
days (HDD) are computed on a daily basis, with a base
temperature of 16.5 ◦C. Also for the computation of the
HDD the implemented time shift makes sense. The evo-
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Figure 7: Overview of thermal discomfort and normalised energy
costs for all weekdays in the measurement data.
lution of the ambient temperature during evening and
night impacts the heating needs for the future, not the
past.
Finally, for some analyses the KPIs are normalised
with the HDD for fair comparisons between different
days. We denote the normalised KPIs by the subscript
n.
4.2. Comparison of MPC with RBC
Figure 7 shows the thermal discomfort and nor-
malised energy costs for all weekdays and makes a dis-
tinction between Mondays and the other weekdays. The
acceptable thermal comfort boundary, 36 minutes for
which PPD > 6%, is also plotted.
The figure shows a large spread in both comfort and
costs. On Mondays, the variability is even higher, with
on average both a higher discomfort and higher costs
than on other weekdays. This is expected because the
building is not heated in the weekends. We focus the
analysis on Tuesdays-Fridays to increase the similarity
between the analysed days.
Figure 8 is obtained by removing the Mondays and
plotting the MPC days in a different colour. Both con-
trol strategies are able to provide good thermal comfort
on most days, but the RBC has many outliers with bad
comfort while the MPC does not have any. It is also
clear that the mean normalised costs are lower for MPC
than for RBC. This means that on average, the MCP
is able to provide a better thermal comfort at a signifi-
cantly lower cost.
To quantify the savings, only days with acceptable
comfort are compared in an energy signature plot [28].
Instead of regressing the primary energy consumption
Je on the heating degree-days, the regression is made on
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Figure 8: Thermal discomfort and normalised energy costs for
Tuesday-Friday, for RBC and MPC.
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Figure 9: Daily energy costs Jc and savings of MPC versus RBC as
a function of heating degree-days (HDD). Only Tuesday-Friday, only
days with good thermal comfort.
the costs Jc so it is more correct to speak of a cost sig-
nature plot. By making a distinction between the RBC
and MPC days, the savings can be visualised. This is
shown in Figure 9. The figure shows that despite the
use of daily intervals, the regression of daily costs on
daily HDD yields a good correlation, in particular for
the RBC days. There is more spread on the MPC days,
but this is not problematic. Based on both regressions,
we have computed the relative daily cost savings: they
vary between 30 % and 40 %. These results are dis-
cussed in more detail in the next section.
5. Discussion
The MPC is able to provide a similar or better ther-
mal comfort than RBC at a significantly lower energy
cost. In this section we try to understand and pinpoint
the reasons for the improved performance by analysing
the results in more detail.
Figure 10: Selection of two similar days for comparing the building
operation between RBC and MPC.
The mechanism for providing thermal comfort is
completely different for both control strategies. The
RBC is based on a heating curve with indoor temper-
ature compensation. This means that TS up is adapted
proportionally as a function of TZon − TS et. In the MPC,
minimising the deviation from TS et is an explicit objec-
tive of the controller. Whenever the building is too cold,
the MPC will take abrupt actions to correct TZon. The ef-
fectiveness of this correction will depend on the weight-
ing factor γ from Eq. (4) and on the general quality of
the MPC, which is the result of the cumulative effect of
model mismatch, quality of disturbance forecasts and
accuracy of the state estimation. When γ is sufficiently
large and the MPC has no major quality problems, ther-
mal comfort will be guaranteed. The three MPC days
with J∗d close to the boundary of 36 minutes have suf-
fered from either a large model mismatch, wrong fore-
casts or a bad state estimation.
The cost savings realised by MPC are large. We anal-
yse the operation of the MPC versus the RBC on two
similar days to illustrate typical differences in the con-
trol of the heating system. The choice of both days is
shown in Figure 10. A time series plot of the most rel-
evant control and operation variables for these days is
shown in Figure 11. The plot confirms that both days
have a similar profile for TAmb.
Figure 11 shows that the control strategy of the MPC
is very different from the RBC. A first remarkable differ-
ence is the start-up time. The RBC has a weekly sched-
ule, with a start-up at 05h00 in order to reach 21 ◦C at
07h00 in the morning. The MPC however starts already
at midnight and slowly preheats the building. This pre-
heating makes use of the heat pumps at a relatively low
supply water temperature TS up. The heat pump power is
gradually increased, and so does TS up. Around 06h00,
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RBC MPC
Figure 11: Comparison of operation of two similar days between RBC
and MPC. Q˙HP is the sum of Q˙HP1 and Q˙HP2.
the gas boiler is fired for the purpose of reaching a TZon
of 21.5 ◦C at 07h00.
A second major difference is the operation of the heat
production units. The RBC never uses the heat pumps
during this day and this has been confirmed for other
days with similar ambient temperatures. The MPC has
a model that predicts the performance of each heat pro-
duction unit. As shown in Eq. (2), these models include
the thermal or electrical power, TAmb and TS up. By con-
sequence, the MPC knows how to operate these units
in such a way that the overall energy costs are min-
imised. For the studied day, the MPC mainly uses the
heat pumps and only operates the gas boiler when the
required power Q˙Hea is high.
A third important difference concerns the supply wa-
ter temperature TS up. The RBC follows the heating
curve with room temperature compensation. The supply
water reaches a maximum temperature of about 55 ◦C
in the morning and slowly decreases from there for the
rest of the day. In contrast, the profile of TS up in case
of MPC is totally different. Interestingly, TS up is not al-
ways lower. We observe three time periods with differ-
ent behaviour: before 05h00, between 06h00 and 09h00
and after 09h00. In the first period, TS up rises steadily
with increased heat pump power. Around 06h00 the
MPC strongly increases the produced power in order to
increase TS up and allow Q˙Hea to rise. In this time block,
TS up reaches even 60 ◦C. When TZon has reached TS et,
the supply water temperature is reduced drastically and
stays remarkably low for the rest of the day. The result
is a reduction of about 50 % of the heat consumption of
the building between 09h00 and 19h00. The analysis of
different days reveals the same patterns.
Figure 11 also shows that the MPC does not really
meet its target of 21.5 ◦C at 07h00. This is the conse-
quence of a model mismatch, bad forecasts, a wrong
state estimation or a combination of these errors. We
can analyse how the MPC expected this specific day to
be by comparing the results of the solution of the OCP
at 21h00 with the real operation. This is shown in Fig-
ure 12.
The figure shows a significant difference between the
solution of the OCP at 21h00 and the real measured op-
eration of the building with MPC. One of the causes is
a wrong forecast of TAmb. The locally measured TAmb
is higher than the forecasted in the early morning and
significantly lower in the afternoon. Nevertheless, this
difference cannot explain the missed target of 21.5 ◦C
at 07h00. On the contrary, with the higher ambient tem-
perature it should have been easier to reach the set point.
Before 07h00 there is little or no occupancy and elec-
tricity consumption. As ambient temperature, occu-
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Figure 12: Comparison between expected operation (OCP) and MPC.
The OCP was solved at 21h00 with a prediction horizon th of 24h.
The MPC has an open-loop horizon of 1 h. Q˙HP is the sum of Q˙HP1
and Q˙HP2.
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Figure 13: Energy signature showing primary energy use versus heat-
ing degree days for both RBC and MPC days. Only Tuesday-Friday,
only days with good thermal comfort.
pancy and plug power are the only forecasted distur-
bances, this specific error is unlikely to be caused by
bad forecasts.
By consequence, the error is a manifestation of errors
in the model and/or state estimation. As the real state
is not measured and the experiment cannot be repeated,
we cannot distinguish between these two sources of er-
ror. That is why we are currently developing a detailed
emulator model of the Kalkkaai building on which
we can test different versions of MPC under identical
boundary conditions. This will be reported in the near
future.
Thanks to the feed-back of the building (every hour),
the MPC is able to correct the errors. At 06h00 the con-
troller realises that more power is needed in order to
reach TS et and starts the gas boiler. One hour later, at
the next update, TS et is still not reached. The power of
the gas boiler, which was already being reduced by the
controller, is increased again. This time this is sufficient
to reach the set point around 08h00. The consequence of
these actions is a considerably higher TS up in the morn-
ing.
In the afternoon, the MPC adapts to the lower am-
bient temperature. The heat delivered to the building,
Q˙Hea is higher than foreseen by the OCP at 21h00. Nev-
ertheless, the MPC is able to strongly reduce TS up and
operate both heat pumps at a very high efficiency.
Table 3 summarises the observed differences between
the two control strategies on the analysed days. The ta-
ble distinguishes between three main control concepts:
the operation schedule, the supply water temperature
and the choice of heat production units.
The objective of the MPC is to minimise energy costs
and thermal discomfort. How this translates into pri-
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Table 3: Synthesis of observed differences between RBC and MPC for two similar days.
Concept RBC MPC
Operating times Fix schedule. Free. Very early start observed and slow
pre-heating of building with low tariff elec-
tricity and high COP.
Hot water supply
temperature TS up
Heating curve with indoor
temperature compensation.
Free. Mainly lower values of TS up but also
higher values observed. Resulting TS up de-
pends on dynamic processes.
Heat production Mainly condensing gas
boiler.
Mainly heat pumps at partial load. Gas
boiler for peaks.
mary energy use is visualised in a proper energy signa-
ture plot, as shown in Figure 13. The energy savings are
clearly less pronounced than the cost savings but still
substantial. In the first place, this is due to the objec-
tive in the OCP. A second reason is the electricity tariff.
Thanks to low night tariff, the potential for cost savings
is larger than for energy savings. Nevertheless, the MPC
realises a reduction of primary energy use between 20 %
and 30 % which is a very important added value of the
cost driven operational optimisation. This single exam-
ple may not be generalised, but it illustrates that if the
energy tariffs reflect the primary energy content of the
different energy vectors to some extent, economical ob-
jectives can lead to ecological benefits.
6. Conclusion
We have presented the step-by-step implementation
of MPC in an office building in Brussels. The control
variables are the produced thermal power of the con-
densing gas boiler and of two identical air/water heat
pumps. The MPC makes use of a 4th order grey-box
model, simple weekly persistence models for the fore-
casting of endogenous disturbances and a determinis-
tic state estimation. By introducing rather detailed per-
formance maps for the heat pumps and the boiler, the
model knows the implications of the operation on equip-
ment efficiency.
The objective function of the controller is a weighted
average of a temperature reference tracking and energy
costs. The MPC has been operated in real-time in the
winter of 2014-2015 and is compared to the conven-
tional RBC control.
The results show an average cost saving between
34 % and 40 % compared to the reference control. Even
the primary energy use, which is not directly covered by
the objective function, is decreased by more than 20 %.
The main differences between the MPC and RBC
strategies are that the MPC uses the heat pumps much
more, starts up very early to pre-heat the building and
strongly reduces the supply water temperature once the
comfort set point has been reached.
On the one hand, the energy savings would have been
smaller if the conventional control had used the heat
pumps more often. On the other hand, these savings
are realised with an MPC containing many simplifica-
tions in different steps of the process. There is still
room for improving the MPC performance. The results
of this single experiment cannot be generalised but they
are certainly encouraging towards the use of MPC for
controlling thermal systems in buildings.
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6.3 Conclusion
This chapter has illustrated how the MPC tool chain is implemented on a real
office building. The grey-box model that was identified based on monitoring
data contains detailed performance map components for both heat pumps and
the gas boiler and is thus able to decide which heat producer is to be operated
at any time in order to minimize the control objective.
The thermal comfort with MPC was equal or better as with RBC. A saving on
the heating energy costs of more than 30 % is realised. This saving goes hand
in hand with a saving of primary energy use of more than 20 %.
It is important to note that the realised savings depend on the performance of
the benchmark, the rule-based control. In the KK building, the conventional
control has a zone-compensated heating curve and a set of rules to activate the
heat pumps. By comparing the MPC with the RBC, guidelines for improving
the RBC were identified. More precisely, by activating the heat pumps more
often, the performance of the RBC would increase.
However, the results also reveal that a heating curve is not as flexible as the
MPC. Therefore, even with an optimally tuned RBC, savings are expected with
MPC. Moreover, it should be noted that while configuration costs are often
mentioned as a main barrier to implement MPC, tuning a RBC can also be
very time-consuming and costly.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
This chapter presents a summary of the main contributions and findings of this
thesis. Based on these results, suggestions for future research are formulated.
7.1 Synthesis
Model predictive control is a promising technology to improve energy efficiency in
buildings and unlock building flexibility towards the energy markets. The main
bottleneck for the implementation of MPC in buildings is the time-intensive
configuration of the controller, a process that has to be repeated for every
individual building. The objective of this work is to develop and demonstrate a
tool chain for automated deployment of MPC in buildings based on data-driven,
grey-box building models.
This goal has been reached. I have developed an MPC tool chain and applied
it to the KK building in the winter of 2014-2015. This resulted in energy cost
savings between 34% and 40% and primary energy savings of more than 20%.
Besides this tool chain, I want to point out two other main contributions of
this work. Firstly, this thesis was one of the foundations of the multi-domain
Modelica library IDEAS, together with simultaneous theses at other KU Leuven
departments. IDEAS has proven to be highly valuable for the assessment of
relevant research questions in buildings and districts where different disciplines
interact. Moreover, the continued active development of IDEAS illustrates its
relevance still today.
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Secondly, in this work I propose a methodology for assessing in a generic way
the amount of flexibility a building can deliver and the associated costs. While
demand response and flexibility are concepts long known in the building energy
research domain, a universal method to quantify the amount of energy that can
be shifted and the cost for the building operator were missing.
More details about all these achievements is structured according to the
definition of the four main problems from Figure 1.1.
Integrated system simulation
In a first part of this work, presented in Chapter 3, I have focused on integrated
multi-disciplinary simulation with high-order models to quantify energy use
and thermal comfort in buildings and neighbourhoods. These simulations have
explored the interactions between buildings, their HVAC systems, distributed
energy resources and the electricity distribution network. For this purpose, it
was necessary to develop a new simulation framework. This resulted in the
Modelica library IDEAS, a collaborative and open-source library that is still
being actively further developed today at several departments in KU Leuven.
In particular, low-energy dwellings with heat pumps, photovoltaic systems
and thermal energy storage have been studied. These technologies are often
combined in new dwellings and renovation projects and can have a considerable
impact on the operation of the electricity distribution grid. This is confirmed by
the simulations. We have quantified the curtailing of PV electricity generation
for different neighbourhood configurations.
The grid interaction is influenced by the control of thermal systems in the
buildings. I showed that rule-based demand side management is able to reduce
these curtailing losses significantly. This is achieved by choosing different periods
for the heat pumps to charge the DHW tank. However, increasing the volume
of these tanks in order to increase its storage capacity is rarely a good idea.
The simulations show repeatedly that a larger tank will almost always result in
a larger net energy use when the control is rule-based.
Since a few years, the paradigm of self-consumption has risen, in particular in
the context of domestic PV systems. Our simulations show self-consumption
rates in the range of 25% to 35% in net-zero energy dwellings. Increasing this
rate is often proposed as a solution to electrical network issues and several
battery-based product developments witness this trend. The economic viability
of these products, largely determined by legal context, in particular feed-in
tariffs, is often decoupled from the energetic benefits at total system scale.
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The simulations reveal that increasing self-consumption does not guarantee a
reduced energy use at neighbourhood level.
Grey-box building models
While the rule-based control strategies are able to reduce energy use and
mitigate grid interaction issues, it is expected that they are outperformed by
model predictive control. A major bottleneck for MPC is the control model
development. I have developed a grey-box toolbox to support and even automate
a data-driven model identification. The choice for grey-box models, as opposed
to black-box models, is not inspired by a best-seller but by practical usability.
Having a physical model with interpretable parameters is a major advantage
with regard to both model development and validation.
The grey-box buildings toolbox is based on FastBuildings, an open-source
Modelica library developed within this research to represent buildings by
low-order models. Application of the toolbox to the monitoring data of a
dwelling shows the ability of a low-order model to obtain a good simulation
performance. This is an important feature for control models for buildings
where time constants, and by consequence the prediction horizon, can span
several days.
Flexibility of buildings
As was shown in Chapter 3, the studied grid interaction issues can be mitigated
by demand response. DR exploits the flexibility of buildings to adapt their load
profiles. This concept of flexibility is often used, but rarely quantified. For
power systems, quantification metrics and assessment methods are described in
the literature, but not for buildings.
In Chapter 5, I have proposed a methodology to quantify the flexibility of
buildings. For a specified time interval, the method returns both the amount of
electricity that can be shifted and the associated costs for the building operator.
This information can be represented graphically in a cost curve. The cost curves
can be aggregated for multiple buildings and allow comparing the cost of DR in
buildings with other technological solutions to balance electricity production
and use. The results of the application of the methodology to the KK building
are summarised below.
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Field test KK building
The office building of 3E, the KK building, serves as a living lab for testing
and demonstration of this work. The monitoring data of different sources is
collected in a central database and used to identify a grey-box model with the
toolbox presented in Chapter 4. The availability of sensors in real buildings
sets limits to the available data, which in turn impacts the model structure
that can be used. The resulting model is a single zone model with two states
for the building and two states for the heating system. By introducing rather
detailed performance maps for the heat pumps and the boiler based on ambient
temperature, supply water temperature and load, the model can predict the
implications of the operation on equipment efficiency. This is an important
feature of the control model for a hybrid heating system.
A first application of the grey-box model is an assessment of the flexibility of the
KK building. The results show a high variability of the flexibility and the costs
over a day. This mainly shows that flexibility of thermal systems in buildings is
not free. The DR actions always result in a net cost for the building operator.
Nevertheless, during most of the day, the costs are lower than the imbalance
price in the power system. This confirms the potential of DR in buildings for
the purpose of balancing electricity generation and consumption.
Finally, an MPC has been implemented in the KK building. The MPC controls
the thermal power of the gas boiler and both heat pumps. It is not possible
to control the heat consumption of the building or the room temperature set
points directly. The MPC can predict these and influence them indirectly
through the supply water temperature. All necessary components of the MPC
as presented in Figure 2.1 are implemented, albeit some in a simplified way.
The demonstrated MPC on the KK building is thus a first attempt, there is
still room for improvement.
Despite these simplifications, the MPC is able to reduce the energy costs for
heating of the KK building by 34% to 40%. Even the primary energy use, which
is not covered by the objective function, is decreased by more than 20%. The
savings are realised by a combination of: a much earlier start-up (pre-heating
of the building), use of the heat pumps instead of the gas boiler and a drastic
reduction of the supply water temperature once the building has reached its
temperature set point.
This result is beyond expectations as most publications report savings around
20%. On the one hand, this is explained by the default operation of the gas
boiler in the conventional control. The rule to switch on the heat pumps
is too pessimistic most of the time. Improving this rule would reduce the
savings of the MPC. On the other hand, the behaviour of the MPC cannot
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be captured in simple rules, unless they become as complicated as the MPC
itself. The capability of MPC to adapt to any situation and to anticipate to
future disturbances makes it superior to any rule-based control. Moreover,
the implemented MPC is far from perfect. Disturbance predictions and state
estimation can still be improved, and it may even be possible to reduce the
model mismatch with a better grey-box model.
In conclusion, I am hopeful that MPC is a viable and good alternative to
conventional control for thermal systems in buildings. The potential savings
strongly depend on the reference situation and on the degrees of freedom of the
control. They may both be lower or higher than in the KK building. This is
the drawback of single experiments like the field test on the KK building: the
results cannot be generalised. More experiments or commercial implementations
are needed to obtain representative results for all buildings.
As stated in the introduction, the main issue is the implementation effort. The
road to full automatic deployment of MPC controllers is still long and has many
turns. The final goal is not MPC on itself, but efficient and flexible buildings
integrated in a sustainable energy supply system. I started this PhD with the
ambition to make a few steps on that road. The steps may be small, but I hope
they were significant and heading in the good direction.
7.2 Future research
There are many opportunities and needs for continued research in the topics
covered by this work. Below, I give a personal view on some of the short and
long term challenges.
The neighbourhood simulations presented in Chapter 3 are a big step forward
starting from single building simulations but they still lack scalability. Running a
yearly simulation of a neighbourhood with about 30 two-zone dwellings can take
several days. Without reducing the level of detail, upscaling these simulations
to districts with hundreds or thousands of buildings is not feasible. A solution
could be to use a novel type of solver, a quantised state system (QSS) solver [1,
2]. QSS solvers are able to solve larger models considerably faster. Currently,
these solvers are not compatible with the IDEAS model formulation, so either
IDEAS, the Modelica compiler or the solver need to be adapted. Another
solution consists of parallelising the simulation with a co-simulation framework.
While this solution decreases CPU-time, it still relies on a heavy computing
infrastructure. In conclusion, upscaling will have to go hand-in-hand with
decreasing the model order and complexity by linearisation and model-order
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reduction. This is challenging, in particular for thermo-hydraulic simulations.
Controlling the simulation accuracy becomes very important.
The development of the grey-box buildings toolbox will continue, both at
3E and KU Leuven. Automation should be brought to a next level with a
fully automatic forward selection procedure including validation. First tests
have illustrated the potential of this feature. Pre-processing of the data can
be improved in order to make a pre-selection of significant variables for the
identification. Multi-zone buildings are possible today, but still require more
manual work and expert knowledge than desired. It is still an open question
if the proposed methodology is applicable to obtain multi-zone models with
tens or hundreds of individual rooms, both for the model identification as
for solving the OCP. Simultaneously, including humidity and CO2 in the
model looks promising. Monitored time series of their concentration contains
information about occupancy, ventilation and infiltration rates. Simple first
order models may be sufficient to model their concentration. Specifically
humidity is interesting because this is easy and cheap to measure. Another
potential development would be to do (surface) temperature measurements of
the heat or cold emission systems in individual rooms in order to obtain the
necessary information for multi-zone models. Temperature measurements are
much easier and cheaper than heat flux measurements. Also, good indicators
for (control) model performance are needed. The difference between practical
usability of the k-step prediction performance, the simulation performance
and the control performance is not clear. Based on a good indicator, on-line
identification can be triggered if the model needs to be adapted. Finally, it is
not yet clear which measurement data is needed to obtain a good control model.
More insight in the minimum requirements for the set of sensors would help to
find the good balance between monitoring cost and MPC performance.
On the level of MPC there is also room for improvements. The persistence
models used for forecasting disturbances seem very simple but are not easy to
improve. Nevertheless, having good forecasts is crucial for MPC, so continuous
attention has to be given to using the best possible disturbance models. The
implemented state estimation is very simplified. More advanced state estimation
frameworks have to be tested and implemented. Finally, an online identification
would increase the adaptability of the MPC to seasons (position of the sun,
fixed shadings, seasonal user behaviour), changes in material properties (like
humidity of insulation, dirty windows) or equipment (maintenance/replacing of
HVAC systems). Online identification would allow a quick implementation of
MPC in a building with a continuous self-learning control model that improves
as the available dataset for identification becomes more rich over time.
A planned next step is to demonstrate MPC on different buildings. This will
allow us to generalise the results, refine the saving potential fork and get a grip
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on the case-specific potential. It is expected that every new implementation
will be a step towards more automation and robustness of the full tool chain.
However, there are several research questions that are hard to answer with
real-life implementations because experiments cannot be repeated with the same
boundary conditions. At this point, emulator models are needed. These are
detailed and calibrated models that can be considered as virtual buildings. We
started the development of an emulator model for the KK building. With
this virtual building, we plan to test different controllers under identical
circumstances. This will allow us improving the state estimation, forecasting
and model mismatch and assess their impact on the overall MPC performance
before implementation on a real case.
The application of MPC for unlocking energy efficiency can be studied at
building scale. For unlocking flexibility we have to study the larger system and
apply MPC to neighbourhoods or districts. For this purpose, new distributed
optimisation frameworks are being developed, also by colleagues at KU Leuven.
There are several challenges of different kinds, and the validation of such
frameworks to a real-life case is more complicated than it was on the KK
building. Nevertheless, this is a necessary and rewarding step if we want to use
the flexibility of buildings as a distributed energy resource.
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Appendix A: Concepts of
control theory
Since the pioneering work of R. Kalman and others in the middle of the 20th
century, control theory has evolved to a vast scientific domain with a solid
mathematical basis. Different concepts are clearly defined and widely used,
both for linear and non-linear control systems. We will briefly introduce the
important concepts of observability, controllability, identifiability and stability
and discuss these concepts for linear, time-invariant (LTI) systems. The concepts
of observability and controllability were originally introduced by R. Kalman in
[1]. The overview below is additionally based on [2–4].
We consider an LTI in state space formulation in continuous time:
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) (7.1a)
y(t) = Cx(t) (7.1b)
In this equation, x(t) ∈ <n is the state vector with initial value x(t0) = x0,
u(t) ∈ <m is the input vector, y(t) ∈ <p is the output vector (the measurements).
The matrices have dimensions A ∈ <n×n, B ∈ <m×n and C ∈ <p×n.
Observability
Generally speaking, we say that a system is observable if the behaviour of
the entire system can be obtained from the system’s outputs. More precisely,
observability means that measurements of the input and output signals over a
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finite time interval can be processed in order to uniquely determine the initial
state.
It can be shown that a LTI state-space system is observable if the rank of the
observability matrix is equal to n:
rank

C
CA
CA2
...
CAn−1
 = n (7.2)
The study of observability is closely related to observer (estimator) design. An
observer or estimator produces estimates of the system state variables using
information about the system inputs and outputs. We have referred to this
functional requirement in the MPC tool chain as the state estimation.
To verify the observability of the used models we would first need to transform
the Modelica models into a state space formulation as given in Equation (7.1).
This is not implemented in the current tool chain. One solution to obtain a
state space formulation consists of using the linearisation option of a Modelica
tool like eg. Dymola. The advantage of this approach is that it would also work
for the non-linear models in the FastBuildings library. The model will then be
linearised in the given working point specified by a state vector and inputs.
Controllability
If the input can be used to steer any state of the system to the zero state within
a finite time interval, the system is said to be controllable. More formally this
is defined as follows.
Definition 1. A state x ∈ <n is controllable to the origin if for a given initial
time t0 there exists a finite final time tf < t0 and a piecewise continuous input
signal u(t) defined on [t0, tf ] such that with initial state x(t0) = x, the final
state x(tf ) = 0.
It can be shown that a LTI state-space system is controllable if the rank of the
controllability matrix is equal to n:
rank
[
B AB A2B . . . An−1B
]
= n (7.3)
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More generally, it turns out that if a system is controllable to the origin, then
it is also possible to steer the state trajectory to any final state in finite time
via a suitable input signal.
Controllability is an important concept with regard to the design of feedback-
control laws. A fundamental result is that controllability of the open-loop
state equation is both necessary and sufficient to achieve arbitrary closed-loop
eigenvalue placement via state feedback.
Similar to the discussion of observability, to verify the controllability of the
used models we would first need to transform the Modelica models into a state
space formulation as given in Equation (7.1). This is not implemented in the
current tool chain.
In practice, even if not all states are controllable, this does not mean that
the model is useless for control. More specifically, if the model is stable and
observable, and the control objective is formulated based on the model outputs
y(t), good control performance is possible. In this case, all states that intervene
in the control objective are controllable and the other states are stable. As
all states are observable, a state estimator can be implemented, also for the
uncontrollable states.
Stability
Another important concept in control theory is stability. Different forms
of stability can be defined and more generally these can be separated in
internal stability and bounded-input, bounded-output (BIBO) stability. Without
discussing these different definitions in detail, we can intuitively expect that
correctly identified thermal building models are BIBO stable. With bounded
inputs, all the states will remain bounded and in absence of perturbations (zero-
input) the system will return to an equilibrium state. Proving this statement
and investigating stability for all the FastBuildings models is outside the scope
of this work and can be subject for future research.
Even if a state is not stable, we can still use the concepts introduced above.
We have defined observability and controllability of the complete state vector.
We have seen that the system is controllable (observable) if all components
of the state vector are controllable (observable). The natural question to be
asked is: do we really need to control and observe all state variables? In some
applications, it is sufficient to take care only of the unstable components of the
state vector. This leads to the definition of stabilizability and detectability.
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Definition 2. A linear system (continuous or discrete) is detectable if all
unstable modes are observable.
Definition 3. A linear system (continuous or discrete) is stabilizable if all
unstable modes are controllable.
For more information we refer to the control literature.
Identifiability
Finally, in model identification the concept of identifiability is used. A distinction
can be made between structural and output identifiability. A detailed overview
of the state of the art can be found in [5].
The identifiability has not been verified explicitly for the models in the
FastBuildings library. It is expected that all models are structural identifiable
based on a careful modelling and use of building domain expertise. A typical
example of a model that would not be structurally identifiable is a model with
two resistances in parallel between two states or between a state and an input.
There would be an infinite number of solutions to the parameter estimation
problem because both resistances can be combined into a single resistance. The
output identifiability is ensured by using rich datasets. If a dataset does not
contain enough information for a given model detail, the level of detail is to be
reduced. So the non-identifiability of specific model-data combinations is taken
care of by the forward selection approach implemented in the toolbox.
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